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PROLOGUE 

Set-theoretic models of human behavior, also known as feature or aspect models, date back 

to at least the fifties (Bush & Mosteller, 1951; Estes, 1950) and have been developed for a 

variety of domains, but particularly for preferential choice behavior. Restle's (1961) model 

for simple preferential choice must be considered one of the first examples, followed by the 

probably more well-known Elimination by Aspects model of Tversky (1972a, 1972b). More 

recent examples are Edgell and Geisler's (1980) set-theoretic random utility model, Strauss' 

(1981) Choice By Elimination model, and Tversky and Sattath's (1979) Pretree model. 

In preferential choice a subject indicates which of a number of objects (often two) he or 

she prefers most. Most feature models treat preferential choice data as stimuli comparison 

data or 0///data of Coombs' (1964) taxonomy, that is, as data that solely reflect relations 

among choice objects. An alternative interpretation is offered by Coombs' (1964) unfolding 

theory, which describes choice as determined by the relations of each of the choice objects 

to a third entity, called the ideal. This interpretation allows for more detailed predictions 

regarding choice behavior and, consequently, has greater explanatory power. Checking the 

feature models, one finds but one example of a model based on Coombs' unfolding idea: 

Restle's (1961) model for the probability of a response. 

For similarity judgments (Gati & Tversky, 1982, 1984; Ritov, Gati, & Tversky, 1990; 

Tversky, 1977; Tversky & Gati, 1982), but also for choice behavior (see, for example, 

Strauss, 1981; Tversky, 1972a), the feature approach has been rather fruitful, in that it has 

stimulated empirical research and has brought up properties of behavior not predicted by 

other, often geometric, models. Both this result and the greater descriptive power of 

unfolding models as compared to stimuli comparison models, motivated the development of 

two feature models for unfolding, which are the subject of this thesis. The first model, termed 

the Additive Random Feature model for Unfolding (ARFU), is novel in that it integrates 

several old ideas in a unique way, whereas the second model is a modification of Restle's 

(1961) model for the probability of a response. 

Both models roughly combine three powerful ideas that can be found in the 

psychological literature: 

1. Coombs' (1950,1958,1964) unfolding postulate, 

2. a feature representation of choice objects (Restie, 1959. 1961 ; Tversky, 1972a, 1972b), 

and 

3. Tversky's feature matching model (or a special case of this model) (Tversky, 1977). 

According to Coombs' (1950, 1958, 1964) unfolding theory each subject has a 

(subjective) referent or ideal that ¡s preferred to all available choice objects. When asked to 

choose one of two choice objects, the object most similar to the ideal will be chosen. This 

principle is not only the basis of a theory and data analytic tool for preferential choice, but 

also for triadic similarity judgments, in which a subject has to Indicate which of two choice 

objects is most similar to a third, reference object. In the case of preferential choice the 
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¡deal is assumed to be in the mind of the subject, whereas in the case of triadic similarity 

judgments the ideal is the reference object explicitly presented to the subject. 

The traditional approach to unfolding is geometric. Choice objects and ideals are 

represented as points in a metric space, and the dissimilarity between ideal and object is 

commonly defined by the Euclidian distance. An extensive discussion of the geometric 

models is given by Bossuyt (1990). More recently, also some graph theoretic approaches to 

unfolding (Carroll, DeSarbo, & De Soete, 1988,1989; Carroll & De Soete, 1Э90) have been 

developed. These models represent objects and ideals as vertices of a tree, and define the 

dissimilarity between choice object and ideal by the path length metric or the ultrametric. 

The approach presently taken has no precedent except for Restle's (1961) model. It 

starts from a representation of choice objects and ideals as sets of features, which enjoy a 

particular structure. As a result, various kinds of feature structures and corresponding 

models can be distinguished, a flexibility that geometric models lack. The dissimilarity 

between ideal and object is defined by Tversky's (1977) contrast model or by Restle's 

(1961) set-symmetric distance model, which is a special case of the contrast model. 

The unfolding theory in its deterministic form does not allow people to be intransitive or 

inconsistent in their choices. This calls for a probabilistic extension. Both ARFU and the 

modified Restie model are probabilistic models that describe choice behavior by the 

probability of choosing one object over another. The ARFU model attributes inconsistencies 

to instable perceptions of the objects and the ideals, which are assumed to vary according to 

principles as delineated by Edgell and Geisler (1980). According to the modified Restie 

model choice inconsistency is caused by fluctuations in the processing times of the relevant 

features. 

In order to test unfolding models empirically, we did not employ the common method of 

parameter estimation and model fitting, but instead made use of an evaluation strategy and 

corresponding computer programs that were developed by Bossuyt (1990). This evaluation 

strategy consists of testing a model's implications regarding order relations among choice 

probabilities. Technically, the method combines isotonic regression (to find the estimates of 

the choice probabilities under a particular condition), a branch and bound strategy (to check 

all possible permutations of the choice objects), and a generalized likelihood ratio (to 

evaluate the fit between the model and the data). Certainly as a preliminary check of the 

model's validity this method is a useful tool, and there is no doubt that an empirical 

evaluation of the complex feature models would not have been feasible without Bossuyt's 

(1990) work. 

The graph theoretic approach taken on by Carroll, DeSarbo and De Soete (1988, 1989) 

in their stochastic tree models is closely related to our feature approach. More specifically, 

their GSTUN-QP model is a special case of the Restie version of ARFU (ARFU-R). This 

connection has greatly simplified and inspired the work on the implications of ARFU-R for 

non-tree representations of choice objects. Moreover, the estimation algorithms developed 

by Carroll and De Soete (1990) in principle could be used to fit (a special case of) ARFU-R 
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to a set of data and to obtain estimates of the model's parameters. 

The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 1 contains a detailed exposition of 

the general ARFU model, and gives ARFU's implications for two specific hierarchical feature 

structures: a linear tree and a quasi-linear tree. An empirical test of ARFU's implications for 

linear trees concludes the first chapter. 

In Chapter 2 we examine several special cases of the Restie version of ARFU, which 

result for different feature structures of the choice objects and the ideals. Also the relations 

between ARFU and a stochastic tree unfolding model by Carroll and De Soete (1990) are 

determined, which shows how both models can be critically tested. 

In Chapter 3 the implications of the Restie version for two specific feature structures, 

namely a nesting and an imperfect nesting, are derived and empirically tested, both for 

verbal and for pictorial stimuli. Because of the nature of the task and the stimuli that were 

used, this study might also have some practical relevance concerning choices that are 

consequential and important in real life. 

The relations between the general ARFU model, the Restie version, the tree structures 

as defined in Chapter 1, and the feature structures as defined in Chapter 2, are the subject 

of the interlude in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 contains an evaluation of Beetle's (1961) feature model for unfolding, and 

proposes two modifications to overcome some of its difficulties. One of the modifications 

also generates predictions concerning reaction time, some of which are presented at the 

end of the chapter. 

The Epilogue concludes this thesis with an overview of the lines along which future 

research may develop. 

Chapters 1, 2, and 3, each were written as separate papers, and consequently can be 

read without consulting any of the other chapters. Chapters 4 and 5, on the other hand, 

employ notation and results as presented in the other sections. Chapter 4 examines the 

relations between different models and different feature structures as defined in Chapters 1, 

2, and 3. Chapter 5 refers to results obtained in Chapter 2. 
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1. AN ADDITIVE RANDOM FEATURE MODEL FOR UNFOLDING: 

PREDICTIONS FOR LINEAR AND QUASI-LINEAR TREES 

Abstract 

An Additive Random Feature model for Unfolding (ARFU) is developed. Similar to 
Coombs' (1964) model, a subject is assumed to choose the alternative out of a pair 
of alternatives that is most similar to his or her ideal. Unlike Coombs' model, 
alternatives are represented as sets of features and their similarities to the ideal are 
represented by Tversky's (1977) contrast model. A probabilistic model is obtained by 
adopting the assumptions of Edgell and Geisler's (1980) set-theoretic random utility 
model. 

For the most general feature representation of the choice alternatives ARFU is a 
moderate utility model and thus Implies moderate stochastic transitivity. Starting 
from two simple rooted trees as feature representations of choice alternatives, 
additional implications, formulated in terms of partial orders on binary choice 
probabilities, are derived. 

The results of an experiment directed at testing ARFU's implications for the 
simplest tree, are encouraging. The choice frequencies for stimuli that can be 
considered as being composed of features, satisfy ARFU's implications, whereas the 
data for stimuli that can be classified as unitary violate most of the implications. For 
the unitary stimuli a specific geometric unfolding model, namely the Zinnes-Griggs 
(1974) model, appears most adequate. 

In this chapter a model Is developed and tested about two types of choices: preferential 

judgments and triadic comparisons. In preferential judgments a subject indicates which of 

the offered alternatives he or she prefers most, while in triadic comparisons a subject 

indicates which of two offered alternatives is most similar to a third, standard alternative. The 

choices obtained for both tasks can be analyzed by starting from Coombs' (1964) unfolding 

postulate. The unfolding postulate states that a judge will choose the alternative that is 

closest to his or her ideal, the ideal being defined as the alternative that is chosen over any 

other alternative. The ideal can be thought of as a reference stimulus, which for preferential 

judgments corresponds to a postulated ideal or typical stimulus in the mind of the subject, 

and for triadic comparisons corresponds to the explicitly presented standard alternative. 

Because people do not choose consistently, many probabilistic extensions of the 

unfolding postulate have been developed (Andrich, 1989; Bechtel, 1968; Coombs, 1964; 

Ramsay, 1980; Sixtl, 1973; Zinnes & Griggs, 1974). These models give an expression for 

the probability of choosing one alternative over another. Most probabilistic unfolding models 

are geometric. That is, the alternatives are represented as points in a metric space and the 

dissimilarity between two alternatives is represented by a metric distance function, which 

measures the distance between the two corresponding points in this space. The present 

model also is probabilistic, but as opposed to geometric models, the alternatives are 

represented as sets of features and the dissimilarity between two alternatives is represented 

by Tversky's (1977) feature matching model. Thus, the model is a feature model for 
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unfolding. 

Several reasons can be given for constructing such a model. Firstly, the feature 

approach has already proven to be fruitful for another class of data, namely (dissimilarities 

(quadrant IV of Coombs', 1964, classification). A commonly used geometric definition of 

dissimilarity is the power metric. Starting from Tversky's (1977) contrast model as a 

representation of dissimilarity, violations of several axioms underlying the power metric were 

predicted and empirically verified (Gati & Tversky, 1982; Tversky, 1977; Tversky & Gati, 

1978; Tversky & Gati, 1982). Consequently, it is interesting to examine what predictions 

result if, instead of a metric distance function, Tversky's contrast model is applied to the 

case where choice is assumed to be the outcome of a comparison of the dissimilarities of 

each of the choice alternatives to the ideal (quadrant I data). 

Secondly, although there are several feature models for stimulus comparison data 

(quadrant III) (Edgell & Geisler, 1980; Restie. 1961; Tversky, 1972a, 1972b; Tversky & 

Sattath, 1979), there is no feature model for preferential choice data (quadrant I). Since 

unfolding models allow more detailed predictions concerning choices, developing a feature 

model for unfolding seems additionally to be worth-while. 

A last motivation for constructing a feature model of unfolding derives from its capacity to 

represent different varieties of feature structures. Depending on the hypothesized feature 

representation, a different pattern of predictions will result. Geometric unfolding models lack 

such flexibility of representation. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. The model will be developed as a special 

case of a Thurstone model. The unfolding postulate, a feature representation of alternatives, 

and Tversky's contrast model are the ingredients of a deterministic model, that is extended 

probabilistically to a version of the Thurstone model by adopting axioms similar to the 

axioms underlying Edgell and Geisler's (1980) model. Next, two geometric unfolding 

models, namely the Zinnes-Griggs (1974) random coordinate model and the Ramsay-Croon 

(1983) random distance model, will be discussed briefly. A first comparison with the present 

model regarding the implied levels of stochastic transitivity will be made. 

Subsequently, two feature representations of a set of alternatives will be defined: the 

quasi-linear tree and the more restrictive linear tree. For each of these two tree structures 

several conditions that consist of partial order relations among choice probabilities are 

explored. These conditions pertain to how transitive people's choices are (stochastic 

transitivity conditions), whether the stimuli are perceived as varying along a single attribute 

(dominance matrix), how strongly the ideal is preferred (ideal point conditions 1,2,3), and 

how choices that are made with reference to different ideals are related (ideal point condition 

4, symmetry, unilateral conditions) (see also Bossuyt, 1990). 

The predictions regarding these conditions will be compared with the predictions of the 

Zinnes-Griggs (1974) model and the Ramsay-Croon (1983) model, and will be tested on 

data gathered in an experiment. This will, at least to some extent, demonstrate the validity 

of the present model. 
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1.1 The model 

Before presenting the model we will introduce some notation. The set of choice alternatives 

is denoted as C* = {аДс χ,χ,ζ}. and the set of subjects is denoted as /" = {/,/,...,m}. 

Further, let P(a a, b) denote the probability that alternative a is chosen over alternative b by 

subject /. 

In developing an expression for P(a >, b), we start from a random utility model. That is, 

for each a, b e С' and / e /* there are random variables U,(a) and Ui(b), representing the 

momentary utility of alternatives a and b for subject /, such that 

Ρ (a^b) 
PríÜ! (a) > ^(b)} ¡ f a * b 

J if a = b . 

Assuming that Ща) and ЩЬ) aie normally distributed, and letting E(X) and Vai{X) denote 

the expected value and variance of a random variable X, the random utility model can be 

written as the general Thurstone (1927) model (a*b) 

Pfa^b) = Φ 
EiU^a)} - EiUJb) } 

- ^Var{U1(b) - UJa) } - [1] 

in which Φ is the standard normal distribution function. 

Coombs' (1964) unfolding postulate for preferential choice provides a further 

development of the Thurstone model. The unfolding postulate states that alternative a is 

chosen over alternative b by subject / if and only if the dissimilarity between a and a 

postulated ideal alternative / is smaller than the dissimilarity between b and /. The ideal / is 

defined as the (hypothetical) alternative that (in the deterministic case) is always chosen by 

subject / over all other alternatives in the relevant set. If D(a,/) and D(b,i) denote random 

variables representing the dissimilarity between a and / and between b and ; respectively, 

then a probabilistic extension of the unfolding postulate is: 

Ρ (a>ib) 
Pr{D(a,i) й D(b,i)) ìta*b 

$ if a =b. 

Assuming that D is normally distributed, we have for a * b 

E{D(b,i) ) - E{D(a,i)) 
Pfa^b) = Φ 

- ^Var{D(a, i) - D(b, i) } - [2] 

This model is a special case of the Thurstone model (see eq. [1]), in which Щх) = -D{x,l), 
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D(x,i) being a definition of the dissimilarity between χ and /. 

1.1.1 Features and the contrast model 

In the present approach stimuli and ideal stimuli are represented as sets of features. M o r e 

specifically, for each χ e C' and /' e /*, there is a set of features denoted as X a n d /, 

respectively. Consult Figure 1 for two stimuli a and b that are represented by sets A a n d B. 

The dissimilarity between these two alternatives is defined as in Tversky's contrast m o d e l 

(1977). Let U denote the set of features associated with all alternatives and i d e a l s in C * 

and /*, and let Ω = 2U be the set of all subsets of U. Further, let Р е + d e n o t e t h e 

nonnegative reals. In Tversky's theory, which is based on a set of axioms a b o u t t h e 

ordering of dissimilarities, an interval scale dis obtained as well as a scale f: Ω -> R e + s u c h 

that 

d(a,b)=- öf(AnB) + af{A-.B) + ßf(ß-A) with α, β, θ > 0. [3] 

A - В 
A n В 

В -А 

Figure 1. A Venn-diagram of the feature representation of stimuli a and b. Shown is a 

partitioning into common features {AnB) and into distinctive features {A - В a n d В -

A). 

This formula, called the contrast model, defines the dissimilarity between a and b a s a l i n e a r 

combination of the measures of their common ( AnB ) and distinctive features ( A - В a n d 

В -A); dissimilarity decreases with the common features and increases with the d i s t i n c t i v e 

features. 
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Each of these components is weighted by the nonnegative parameters θ, α and β. 

These parameters can explain certain effects of the task on similarity judgments (Tversky, 

1977), such as the asymmetry between judgments of the similarity of stimulus a to stimulus 

b and Judgments of the similarity of stimulus b to stimulus a, with a and b differing in their 

salience. As an example, people consider North-Korea to be more similar to China than 

China is similar to North-Korea. In the sequel we will assume symmetry, that is, α = β > 0. 

The scale f measures the salience or the prominence of the various feature sets. Thus / 

measures the contribution of any particular feature (common or distinctive) to the 

dissimilarity between two alternatives. The scale value t(A) associated with stimulus a can 

be seen as an overall measure of the salience of that stimulus. 

1.1.2 The contrast model and probabilistic preference 

T o define dissimilarity in the Coombsian version of Thurstone's model (see eq. [2]) by 

Tversky's contrast model, we have to extend the contrast model probabilistically. We 

assume a normally distributed variable D defined as d in eq. [3], with f, however, being 

replaced by a random variable F: Ω-» Re (cf. t: Ω-> Re+, but see assumption I). We 

can think of fi(X) as the momentary measure of the set X. The variables D(a,/) and D(b,/) in 

e q . [2] can now be expressed as 

D(a, i) = - QF(Ar\l) + aF(A-l) + aF(l-A), and 

D{b, i) = - Р ( Б П І ) + aF(B-I) + aF(I-fl). [4] 

For calculating the dissimilarities we are only interested in those subsets ω e Ω, which 

belong to the partitioning of U as displayed in Figure 2. Let ша be the set of all those 

features that are unique to alternative a, and let ω& be the set of all those features that are 

shared by alternatives a and b, but do not belong to /. In the same way, let ω3ίχ be the set of 

features shared by alternatives a and b, and ideal alternative /, and so on. The expressions 

in [4] can now be written as 

D(a, i) = - 9F((ùaiv(ùabl) + aF(coau(ûab) + а Г ^ и с о ^ ) , and 

D(b, i) = - eF(cûblucûab:i) + aF(cobucûai,) + аЕ(ю1иа>а1). [5] 

In line with the axioms of Edgell and Geisler's (1980) set-theoretic random utility model, 

w e adopt the following axioms. 

Nonnegativity assumption (I) 

For all co, e Ω, we assume that Ε(Ρ{ωχ)) = μ» is finite and nonnegative. 
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ω 3 

« a i 

<ûab 

и>аЫ 

ω 6 ί 

ω ί 

ωο 

Figure 2. A Venn-diagram of three sets Л, Б, and /, representing two alternatives a 

and b and one ideal /'. Shown is the partitioning of the space of features, U, into 

subsets ω.. 

One can consider this axiom to be the probabilistic analog of f being nonnegative in the 

deterministic case. 

To facilitate calculation of eq. [2] we assume additivity of F, the model thereby becoming 

an additive random feature model. 

Additivity assumption (II) 

If ω = ω, u (Dy and ω* η coy = 0, then F((j)) = F[(ÙX) + η[ωχ). 

Applying the additivity assumption to eq. [5], the numerator of the argument of Φ in eq. [2] 

can be written as 

(θ+α)(μ„ - Цьі)+а(ц ь - μα), [6] 

and the denominator of the argument of Φ in eq. [2] can be written as 

Var{(Q+a){F((ubl) - F(cuai)} + a{F(cûJ - F((ab)}}. [7] 



Notice that the quantities in eqs. [6] and [7] do not depend on ω,,/,, mabl and ω,. The sets а>аЬ 

and coafc- consist of features that are common to a and b (see Figure 2). These features 

provide no basis to differentiate between a and b. The set ω, contains features that belong 

to neither alternative a nor alternative b (see Figure 2). Also this subset does not affect the 

choice between a and b. Hence, additivity leads to an intuitively appealing reduction of the 

number of parameters in the expression for P(a >, b). 

The next assumption also substantially decreases the number of parameters of the 

model. 

Independence assumption (III) 

If ωχ, Шу e Ω and ω* η ü)y = 0 , then F(tí>¿ and Ρ[ων) are independent random 

variables. 

As a result of the independence axiom, eq. [7] can be elaborated as 

(e+a)2{Uar(F(œbi)) + Var(ft<D„))} + a2{Var(F(wa)) + Var(F(cûb))}. [θ] 

It should be noted that the measures of the alternatives and the ideal are, In general, not 

independent. For instance, for the configuration of feature sets in Figure 1, we have 

Cov{ F(A) , F(B)} = Cov{ F((AnB)u(A-B)), F((Anß)u(B-A))} = 

Cov{ (F(AnB)+F{A-B)) , (F(AnB)+F(B-A)) ) = 

Cov{ F(AnB) , F(AnB)} + Cov{ F(AnB), F(B-A)} + 
Cov[ F(A-B) , F(AnB)} + Cov{ F(A-B) , F(B-A) } = 

Var{ F(AnB) }. 

Hence, the covariance of the measures of two sets is equal to the variance of the measure 

of the intersection of both sets. 

The following axiom guarantees that if the overlap of two sets of features increases, and 

thus the mean measure of this overlap, then the correlation of the measures of these sets 

also increases. 

Proportionality assumption (IV) 

For all (ox e Ω, Var^Fioì,,)) = /(μχ, where Я is a positive constant. 

Edgell and Geisler (1980) derived proportionality from assumptions I to III and the 

assumption that Uai(F(œ,)) = g(F{(ùx)), g being a continuous and nonnegative function. As 

shown by Falmagne (1981) the continuity of g is a vacuous assumption in the context of a 

finite feature space U, which can however be replaced by a rather restrictive solvability 
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condition. We simply assume proportionality between the salience of a set of features and 

the uncertainty regarding the salience of this set. One also could think of 

аг(Г(сі)х))С = λ μ χ , with ζ > 0. 

However, since Fis additive, also E(F[)) and Vai[F()) and thus аі{Р()р must be additive, 

which implies ζ = 1. 

An intuitive consideration can be given that leads to axiom IV. Suppose that the 

measure of a set of features is a sum of measure units. Each of these measure units is 

assumed to have the same expected value and the same variance. If the measure units 

vary independently, then the variance of the measure of a set should be proportional to its 
с 

mean measure. Stated formally, assume a set ω, whose measure is given by fi(cD) = Σ и,, 
where υ, denotes a measure unit and с is a positive constant denoting the number of units of 

ω. If these measure units are independent random variables, which for each i e { 1 с} 

satisfy E(u) = μ > 0 and Vai{u) = σ2, we have Vat{F(u>)} = с о 2 and Ε{Γ(ω)} = с μ, implying 

proportionality of mean and variance for each set of features. 

The final assumption concerns the distribution of F. 

Normality assumption (V) 

For each ω» e Ω, Ρ(ω,) is normally distributed. 

Since D is assumed to be distributed normally, F should also be distributed normally. 

Moreover, two justifications for this axiom, based on an underlying psychological process of 

feature sampling and feature aggregation, can be found in Edgell and Geisler (1980). 

Applying the proportionality axiom to eq. [8], substituting this result and the result In eq. 

[6] in eq. [2], we obtain the final expression for the additive random feature model for 

unfolding (ARFU): 

Ρ (a^b) 
(θ+00 (μα1 - μ^) + а.(\іь - μβ) 

- { (Q+a)2kfcal + μ Μ ; + а2к (μΛ + μ^ } J [9] 

By specifying different values for θ and a, the model generates a family of binary choice 

probabilities. As we assume α > 0, we can distinguish between θ > 0 and θ = 0. Empirical 

studies on preference will have to indicate which effects result from experimental 

manipulations and to what extent these effects can be attributed to changes in the task 

parameters α and Θ. 

In the sequel we are interested in ARFU's implications concerning ordinal relations 

among choice probabilities. Since these implications are independent of /ein eq. [9], we may, 

without loss of generality, set к = 1. If we also divide the numerator and the denominator of 

eq. [9] by α and set (θ + α)/α = γ, the expression can be simplified to: 
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P f a ^ b J = Φ 
У (Vai. - Ubi) + ( -Ь - Va) 

1.1.3 Stochastic transitivity implications of the general model 

Several levels of stochastic transitivity, each reflecting the degree to which transitivity is 

satisfied, can be distinguished (Fishbum, 1973). Two levels are relevant for present 

purposes, namely strong stochastic transitivity or SST, and moderate stochastic transitivity 

or MST. For each a, b, с e С', and le I' these conditions can be defined as: 

SST": If P(a ä, b) > I and P(b >, c) 2 ¿, then P(a >, c) ¿ max {P(a >, b),P(b ¿, с)}, and 

MST: If P(a >, b) S | and P(b >, c) S ¿, then P(a >, c) > min [P(a >, b),P(b >, c)}. 

Notice that SST implies MST, but the converse implication does not hold. 

As has been shown by Halff (1976), the general Thurstone model satisfies the structure 

of a moderate utility model1) and thus implies MST. As ARFU is a special case of 

Thurstone's model, we know that at least MST is implied. Observable properties implied by 

MST have been given by Luce and Suppes (1965). 

In Section 2.5.1 several counter-examples are given in which SST is violated for specific 

arrangements of feature sets. So it can be concluded that ARFU implies MST, but does not 

imply SST. 

1.2 Two geometric models of unfolding 

In geometric models of unfolding, alternatives and ideals are represented as points in a 

metric space and the dissimilarity between an alternative a and an ideal alternative ; is 

defined by a metric distance function between the two points representing a and /'. In this 

section two unidimensional geometric models, namely the Zinnes-Griggs (1974) model and 

the Ramsay-Croon (1983) model, will be discussed briefly. Also the models' implications 

regarding stochastic transitivity will be given. 

1.2.1 The Zinnes-Griggs random coordinate model 

A probabilistic extension of Coombs' unfolding model is given by Zinnes and Griggs (1974). 

1 'As can be checked, for two identical alternatives the moderate utility model (see Halff, 
1976) is ill-defined. This can be repaired by defining P(a >, a) to be J. 
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Their assumptions resemble the assumptions of Thurstone's Case V of the Law of 

Comparative Judgement. Let Xa and X, denote random variables associated with alternative 

a and ideal /. These variables correspond to the (random) coordinates of a and / along 

some relevant dimension. All alternative coordinates as well as the ideal coordinates are 

assumed to have normal distributions and are assumed to be uncorrelated. The variances 

of the alternative coordinates are assumed to be equal, but may differ from the variance of 

the ideal coordinate. Stated formally, if X, and Xa have expected values x, and xa and 

variances öf and σ2, respectively then 

Xj = WCXi, o f b and V a e с * : ха = N(xa, σ2), 

d 

where = means 'distributed as'. 

The resulting choice probability is a function of the expected values of the distributions of 

the ideal and the alternatives and a parameter p, which denotes the correlation of the 

bivariate normal distribution of the coordinate differences ( X, - Xa ) and ( X, - Xb ). More 

precisely, 

Ρ (a^b) = 1 - Ф(ааЬ) - ФфаЬ) + 2Ф(ааЬ)Ф(Раь). 

where α^ = (2(1 + ρ)ΥίΚ(2χι -ха-хь). ßab = (2(1 - р))-1/г(хв-Хь). and where Φ is the 

standard normal distribution function. 

Zinnes and Griggs (1974) distinguish four cases of the model, which are condensed to 

two cases and extended with one case by Bossuyt (1990): 

1. CASE I: Double sampling. The subject samples twice from the distribution of the ideal 

alternative, once for each evaluation of the dissimilarity. 

2. CASE II: Single sampling. The subject samples once from the ideal coordinate 

distribution for determining both dissimilarities. 

3. C/4SE III: Single sampling and degenerate alternative distributions. Again single 

sampling of the ideal but in addition the distributions of the alternative coordinates are 

assumed to be degenerate, or σ2 = 0. It can be shown that case III has a structure that also 

characterizes Bechtel's model (1968). Consequently, Bechtel's model and Zinnes and 

Griggs' case III make the same predictions. 

It can be shown that case I of the Zinnes-Griggs model implies SST (Bezembinder & 

Bossuyt. 1989), whereas case II and III imply only MST (Bossuyt, 1990). 

1.2.2 The Ramsay-Croon random distance model 

Croon (1983) proposed a probabilistic unfolding model that is based on Ramsay's (1977) 

model for dissimilarity judgments. In this model no assumptions are made concerning the 

variability of either the ¡deal or the alternatives, but only concerning the distances between 
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alternative and ideal The random ideal alternative distance for subject /, D{a,i). is 

expressed as the (unknown) Euclidian distance d(a,i) multiplied by a random error 

component. The natural logarithm of this error component is assumed to be normally 

distributed with expectation 0 and variance σ2 The resulting choice probability is 

Pfa^b) = Pr{ D(a,i) <. D(b,i) } 

ln(d(b,i)/d(a,i)) 
= Φ 

<ГІ2 

The Ramsay-Croon model can be shown to imply SST (Bossuyt, 1990) 

In the next sections, ARFU's implications for two specific feature arrangements will be 

presented 

1.3 ARFU and rooted trees 

In its general form the ARFU model does hardly permit specific predictions unless some 

properties of the feature structure of a set of alternatives are known or hypothesized In the 

remainder of this chapter, we restrict ourselves to two kinds of feature structures, namely a 

linear tree and a quasi-linear tree The present section gives the pertinent definitions as well 

as a property, called betweenness, which will be assumed in order to derive predictions In 

subsequent sections, these predictions will be derived by stating ARFU's implications for 

such trees 

Before formally defining a tree and the betweenness property, we point out two 

assumptions which are important for understanding the structure that we will obtain Firstly, 

a feature structure is substantially simplified if it is hierarchical This motivates considering 

rooted tree structures rather than arbitrary structures In a rooted tree structure, each edge 

represents a distinctive set of features, and each vertex represents a union of feature sets 

If - as we will do - the tree is rooted at the ideal point, the only relevant features are those 

which constitute differences between alternatives and the ideal Therefore, the ideal is 

represented as an empty set - strange though this may seem 

Secondly, in order to examine for instance the implications concerning the dominance 

matrix (see Section 1 5), we need a condition which permits defining a unique joint ordering 

of ideal and alternatives The latter is obtained by constraining the feature structure of the 

alternatives to structures that satisfy betweenness 

1 3 1 Trees 

We will first define a tree as a special kind of graph and introduce some related notation. A 

graph G' consists of a finite set of vertices, V', and a set of edges or links, E*, between 
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these vertices. Formally, G* = (V, E'), with V' = {a.b г} and E' a set of unordered pairs 

of distinct vertices of V'. Vertex a is adjacent to vertex b if there is an edge between vertex 

a and vertex b, that is, (a,b) ε E*. A walk of a graph G* is an ordered sequence of edges, 

such that one of two vertices of each edge is contained in the preceding edge (if there is 

one) and the other vertex is contained in the succeeding edge (if there is one). If vertex q is 

part of one of the edges of a walk, then the walk is said to contain vertex q. If a walk 

contains each vertex only once or twice, we have a path. A path that contains vertices a 

and ζ once, is said to be a path from a to ζ or from ζ to a (as the direction irrelevant) and will 

be written as p(az) or p(za). To express that the path between a and ζ contains vertex q, we 

write p(a..q..z). If p(a..qz) then additionally q is adjacent to z. A path that contains each 

vertex twice, is called a cycle. If there is a path between any two vertices, a graph is said to 

be connected. 

Defìnition 3.1. 

A graph ( V, E') is a tree if and only if it Is connected and has no cycles. 

As can be shown, in a tree there is exactly one path between any two distinct vertices 

(Marshall, 1971, pp. 18-19). 

It will be useful to distinguish a particular vertex of the tree, called the root. The root of a 

tree G* will be denoted as r{G'). A tree that has a distinguished vertex is called a rooted 

tree and when rooted at vertex /is written as ( V', E*. /'). 

The degree of a vertex is the number of edges containing the vertex. A vertex of degree 

k, is called a /c-vertex. A /(-vertex is called terminal if к = 1, and is called internal if k> 1. We 

now can define a /c-tree. 

Defìnition 3.2. 

A /c-tree is a tree where each vertex has degree к or less, and at least one vertex has 

degree k. 

1.3.2 Representing alternatives and ideals by rooted trees 

In Tversky's (1979) Pretree model, choice alternatives are represented by terminal and 

possibly also internal vertices of a rooted tree. As an example, consider the tree in Figure 3, 

which is rooted at vertex /. Let C' be the set of choice alternatives. A subset Cs* с С*, with 

Cs· = {a,b,c,d,e,f\, can be represented by the terminal vertices of the tree in Figure 3. To 

obtain the feature sets of the alternatives in Cs'. Tversky (1979) proposed to map each edge 

of the tree onto a distinct set of features. Each vertex representing an alternative is then 

mapped onto the union of the sets associated with all edges on the path between this vertex 

and the root of the tree. Let Vs* с V' be the set of vertices representing the alternatives of 
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Cs·. The set Vs' contains at least all 1-vertices and 2-vertices of V, the root possibly 

excluded. A set-theoretical interpretation of a rooted tree can now be defined as follows. 

Definition 3.3. 

A set-theoretical interpretation of a rooted tree G* = ( V', E*. /) is a one-to-one 

mapping h : Vs' -» Ω, such that for each a e Vs' 

h(a) = A = u g((u,v)), 

where the union is over all edges (υ, ν) e p(a,¡) and g : E* -> Ω is a one-to-one mapping. 

To illustrate this definition, each edge of the tree in Figure 3 is mapped onto a set ωχ e Ω as 

shown by the Venn-diagram in Figure 4: g((a,ab)) = <ùa, g((ab,abc)) = ааь, g((b,ab)) = шь, 

and so on. Since the path p(a,r(G')) is given by the sequence 

[(a,ab),(ab,abc),(abc,abcdety,(abcdef,i)], vertex a is mapped onto A = ω3υω3ί)υω3ί,ο'-|ω3ί4;0ιβ^ 

In a similar way, vertex b is mapped onto В = (ùbuu)ab^xùab<JU4>abcdei· 

Figure 3. A rooted 3-tree, representing a set of alternatives for an ideal that coincides 

with vertex /. 

Mapping the vertices that represent alternatives onto feature sets as described in 

Definition 3.3, yields a set of feature sets S* с Ω. Whenever there exists a mapping ft-': S* 

-+ Ц,*, we call S* rooted-tree-representable. Tversky (1979) proved the following theorem, 

which characterizes the set of sets that is representable as a rooted tree. 
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I 

Figure 4. A Venn-diagram of the feature structure of the rooted tree in Figure 3. 

Theorem 3.1. 

A set of sets S * is representable as a rooted tree if and only if each triple А, В, С e 

S* contains a set, say A, such that 

AnB = An Cc BnC. 

In words, a set of sets is representable by a rooted tree if and only if for each triple of sets, 

two of the three binary intersections are equal and are a subset of the third binary 

intersection. We will refer to this property as the hierarchical structure of a set of sets. 

In examining ARFU's implications for rooted trees, we will only consider 3-trees. In a 

Мге with к > 4, we have >4nß = Ä n C = B n C f o r some triple of vertices a, b, and с If X 

= Α η 0 = Α η С, and У = S n С, then tr'fX) = h'1 (Y) or χ = y, and the edge (x,y) is not 

contained in £*. Therefore, we can, without loss of generality, focus on /r-trees with к < 3. 

Similar to Pretree we will represent alternatives by vertices of a tree, but, in addition, 

there is an ¡deal which is represented by the root of the tree. Although Tversky (1979) 
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proposed to root the tree at the ideal (see his analysis of Coombs' (1958) 'shades of gray' 

study), Pretree is a model for stimuli comparison data, which only explicitly represents 

choice alternatives, and consequently the root may not be involved in mapping the tree onto 

a set of feature sets. 

The terminal vertices of the tree in Figure 3 represent a set Cs* = {a,b,e,d,e,/} for an ideal 

/ E /*. To obtain the set of feature sets representing the alternatives and the ideal, each 

edge is mapped onto a distinct set of features, and each vertex of Vs', which also includes 

the root, is mapped onto the union of the feature sets associated with the edges on the path 

from the vertex to the root. In this manner a rooted tree yields the feature structure of a set 

of choice alternatives for an ideal represented by the root. As the tree is always rooted at 

the ideal, the ideal is always mapped onto the empty set. Note that the set of sets generated 

by Pretree need not contain the empty set (see Theorem 3.1). 

Alternatives are represented by features that correspond to differences between 

alternative and ideal, that is, for each set A representing alternative a we have Ani = 0 . It is 

thus assumed that in choosing among alternatives a subject only considers deviations from 

his or her ideal. This seems very restrictive. However, note that theoretically it is possible to 

interpret a feature both as an ideal feature and as a non-ideal feature. For instance, an ideal 

feature or advantage of alternative a, not possessed by alternative b (cug, in Figure 2) can 

also be seen as a disadvantage of alternative b, not possessed by alternative a (Ü)¡, in Figure 

2). 

Finally, note that the set of feature sets generated by a tree may have a different 

structure for different ideals. However, for each ideal the feature sets satisfy the hierarchical 

structure (see Theorem 3.1). Consider the two trees in Figure 5 as an example, with the 

tree in panel (1 ) rooted at vertex / and the tree in panel (2) rooted at vertex j. For tree (1 ) we 

have InB = Inj с BrJ, whereas for tree (2) we have BnJ = lr\J с /hß. For a given set of 

choice alternatives the variation in feature structures is assumed to be limited to those 

feature structures that can be obtained by rooting the same tree at a different vertex for 

each subject. 

1.3.3 Betweenness and the J-scale 

Apart from constraining the feature structure of a set of alternatives, also the mean 

dissimilarities between alternatives can be constrained. As will be seen, to derive ARFU's 

implications (to be discussed in subsequent sections) for stochastic transitivity, for the 

dominance matrix, and for the unilateral conditions, a set-theoretic analogue of the 

qualitative J-scale (Coombs, 1964) must be defined. We will do so by imposing on trees a 

particular restriction in terms of mean dissimilarities, called betweenness. Therefore, 

betweenness can be considered a technical assumption. 

We define betweenness analogously to Gati and Tversky (1982) and Tversky and Gati 
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(1982), the dissimilarities, however, being replaced by mean dissimilarities.2) 

Definition 3.4. 

An ordered triple of alternatives (a,b,c) satisfies betweenness if and only if 

E[D(a,c)) > max{E[D(a,b)], E[D(t>,c)]). 

where D is defined as in eq. [4]. 

If (a,b,c) satisfies betweenness, Ь is said to be between a and с and we w r i t e a I ^==> I с O n e 

can check that if an ordered triple satisfies betweenness In the sense of D e f i n i * i ο η 3 . 4 , it 

does not satisfy the betweenness axioms as given in, for instance, S u p p e s , K r ^ a . n t z . L u c e , 

and Tversky (1989). We can extend betweenness to any ordered η - t u p l e i n t i n ^ з f o l l o w i n g 

way: 

Definition 3.5. 

An ordered η-tuple of alternatives (a,b,c,...,2;) satisfies betweenness if a n d o n l y if 

each ordered triple out of the η - tuple satisfies betweenness. 

If (a,b,c,...,z) satisfies betweenness, we write a l b I c i . . . Ι ζ. As a n e x a f Ï i p l e , the 

quadruple (a,b,c,d) satisfies a IЬ I с I d if and only if a I b I c, b I с I d, a I ^ = > I cf, a n d 

a I с I d. 

In a geometric context a qualitative J-scale is defined as an ordinal s c a l e o n > ^ N * ' l n i c h b o t h 

alternatives and ideals are located (Coombs, 1964). Alternatively, one might d e f i η ^ s u c h an 

ordinal scale as an ordering of alternatives and ideals satisfying b e t w e e n η e ^ s s , w h e r e 

betweenness is formulated in terms of Euclidean distances between t h e GCZ> o r d i η a t e s 

representing the alternatives and the ideals. We will give a general definition o f SL < = ] и a l i t a t i ve 

J-scale that also can be applied to a set-theoretic context: 

Definition 3.6. 

A qualitative J-scale is an ordering of alternatives and at least one ideal t h a t s f = a t i s f i e s 

betweenness. 

In general, alternatives and ideals represented by rooted trees do not i m p l y ^ a . . . / - s c a l e . 

That is, there need not exist a permutation of the vertices of Vs' that sat isf ies b e t - > ^ v e e n n e s s 

for at least one root. The following theorem presents a necessary condition: 

2> Note that E[D(.,.)l need not be a metric, because it does not imply the t r i a n g l e i n e c j u a l i t y 
(Tversky &Gati, 1982). 
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Theorem 3.2. 

If a set of alternatives Cs' Q C' is representable by a rooted tree for at least one 

i d e a l / e / · , and if there exists a permutation of C s * u { / } which satisfies 

betweenness, then the alternatives Cs* and ideal / are represented by a subset 

V V e; У* consisting only of /r-vertices with k< 2. 

5 u j p p o s e a tree has a 3-vertex, say x, then χ must be adjacent to three other vertices, say u, 

", w . E a c h of the vertices u, ν and w either is terminal or has a path to at least one terminal 

• r t e x not containing x. Let a, b and с be terminal vertices such that p(a..i/x), ρφ,.νχ), and 

P < c.. w x ) . If u, v, or kv are terminal, then we set a = u, Ь = ν, or с = w, respectively. 

It is always possible to choose a, b, с such that one of the paths p(ax), p(bx), p(cx) 

c o n t a i n s the ideal /. Obviously, if ; is terminal, then there must be a path from /to x, say 

/ . . wx), so choose / = с If the ideal /' is internal, then there must be a path p(/x) and a 

о n - o v e r l a p p m g path p(/c) to a terminal vertex c, and hence a path p(c../..x). Finally, if /= x, 

automatical ly have that / is contained in p(cx). 

S u p p o s e that the ideal / is contained in p(cx). Important is that p(a..i/x), p(b..wr), and 

/ і з > < cr . . wx) only share vertex x, because otherwise the graph would contain cycles. As the tree 

i ^ s r o o t e d at /, we have the following restrictions on the feature sets: 

АГ\В = χ, А П С = ß n c = 0. 

~~\ I - ! e f i r s t result implies that A~iX= SnX= X. Consequently, 

E{D(a,x)\ = -§E{F(X)} + a.E{F(A-X)], and 
E{D(x.,b)\ = - G E f f W ) + a.E\F{B-X) }, 

v-s^- I-i i c h a r e both smaller than 

E{D(a,b)\ = -bE{F(X)\ + a.E{F(A-B)\ + aE{F (B-A) } 

s • π c e >4 - X = A-B and 0 - X = 8 - A. Hence for the triple a, x, b, we have a I χ I b. 

5Ξ5 ί m i l a r l y , we also obtain a I x le and b I χ I c, so that a, b, с and χ can not constitute a 

._У— s c a l e . 0 

S S ί n e e t h e root of the tree is labeled by the ideal, we have the following result. 

Corollary. 

T h e root of a tree that satisfies a J-scale Is a 2-vertex or a 1-vertex. 

I η t h e sequel, only trees in which 1- and 2-vertices represent alternatives and ideals are 
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considered. 

In the J-scale generated by the vertices of a tree, more than one ideal may be Involved. 

This is exemplified by the trees in Figure 5, where vertices /and / represent two ideals and 

vertices a and b represent two alternatives. Whenever more than one ideal is involved in a 

¿scale, there must be an ordering of both the alternatives and the ideals which satisfies 

betweenness regardless of which ideal ( / or j in Figure 5) is chosen as the root of the tree. 

Furthermore, note that Vs' represents Cs' u /s \ where /s· с /* and ls' may contain more 

than one ideal. 

Theorem 3.2 gives a condition that is necessary but not sufficient to satisfy the condition 

of a qualitative J-scale. In other words, 3-trees with only 1 - and 2-vertices representing 

alternatives do not imply a J-scale. Therefore, we will Impose betweenness as an additional 

resiriction. Note that the values of £{D(.,.)], though a function of the feature structure, are 

not known a priori and can not be observed. So it is essential that we can check empirically 

whether a J-scale exists. As will be seen, finding the dominance matrix is a way to do so 

(see Section 1.5). In the next section we introduce quasi-linear trees which satisfy 

betweenness in a specific way. 

(1) (2) 

Figure 5. Two 3-trees with four terminal vertices a, b, /, and j, of which (1) is the 

feature structure for a subject whose ideal coincides with /, and of which (2) is the 

feature structure for a subject whose ideal coincides with /. 
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ƒ.3.4 Quasi-linear trees 

By Theorem 3.1 each triple of sets A, B, and С associated with vertices a. b, and с of a 

rooted tree satisfies Α η В = Α η С с 0 η С. We will denote this relation as a(bc). Since 

this relation is satisfied by any triple of sets, the structure of a rooted tree can be 

characterized by stating these relations for each triple (see also Tversky, 1979). If, for 

instance, a(bc), a(cd), a(bd), and b(cd), for a quadruple of vertices a. b, c, and d, this can be 

summarized as a(b(cd)). If (ab)c, a(cd), (ab)d, and b(cd), then this can be written as 

(ab)(cd). The compressed bracket notation allows for defining the structure of any rooted 

tree. Consider the tree in Figure 3 as an example, and verify that this tree can be 

characterized as (({ab)c){d(ef)))i. 

The root of a tree always is represented by the empty set. Consequently, the intersection 

of the ideal set /with two other sets, say A and Б, always is a subset of the intersection of A 

and 8, and thus /(ab). As a result, for each triple of vertices a, b, and c, such that a(bc), and 

a root /, we always have i(a(bc)). In general, for a quadruple of /(-vertices, к < 2, there are 

two basically different tree structures, namely a(b(cd)) and (ab)(cd) (Tversky, 1979). On 

each structure we impose one of four restrictions, namely a\b\c\d, a\b\d\c, b\a\c\d, 

or b | a | d | с 

Definition 3.7. 

A quasi-linear tree is a rooted 3-tree in which each quadruple of 1- and 2-vertices 

a, b, c, d, such that a(b(cd)) or (ab)(cd), satisfies one of four betweenness conditions, 

namely 

a I b I с I d, a I b I d I c, b I a I с I d, or b I a I d I с 

In order to be quasi-linear each quadruple of vertices of degree one or two must satisfy 

betweenness as indicated above. The J-scales are obtained by amalgamating the 

betweenness conditions for the total tree. As an example, the tree in Figure 3 is quasi-linear 

whenever one of the following betweenness conditions holds: 

a | b | c | / | d | 0 | f, b\a\c\\\d\e\f, a\b\ c\ /| d\ 1\ e, andb| a| c| /| d| f\ e. 

As we will see in Section 1.3.5, the betweenness conditions as imposed on quadruples of a 

quasi-linear tree are compatible with the betweenness conditions that are implied by a more 

restrictive linear tree with the same basic structure. As a consequence, combining the 

betweenness conditions as imposed on each quadruple of a quasi-linear tree always 

generates at least one J-scale (see Section 1.3.5). 

A tree may be quasi-linear when rooted at one vertex, but need not be quasi-linear when 

rooted at another vertex. Again consider the two trees in Figure 5. Note that the lengths of 
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the edges, which represent the mean measures of the associated feature sets, remain the 

same regardless of where the tree is rooted. This does not prevent that the tree in panel (1) 

is quasi-linear, whereas the tree in panel (2) is not quasi-linear. The reason is that the role 

that features have in the contrast model (common versus distinctive) may change from one 

root to another. For instance, if we set μβ = 0.5, μь = Раь = Дал = Ц/ = 1. and μ, = \iabl = 3, 

and θ = α = 1, then it can be checked that the tree in panel (1) is quasi-linear since 

/1 ƒ la lb, but the tree in panel (2) is not quasi-linear since there is no ordering of the 

vertices that satisfies betweenness: the implied betweenness restrictions /' I a ly, / I a I b, 

and УI a l b cannot be combined to a single J-scale. 

Therefore, whenever more than one ideal is involved, say, / and j, we require that both 

(V, E', i) and (V, E',j) are quasi-linear trees. Moreover, both trees should satisfy the 

same J-scale. Also, if a set Cs' ç C' is said to be representable by a quasi-linear tree for 

two ideals /, je I', we mean that both (V*, E', i) and (V, E'.j) should be quasi-linear, 

with the vertices in Vs' satisfying the same J-scale for both trees. 

The following theorem provides a necessary condition for quasi-linear trees. 

Theorem 3.3. 

In a quasi-linear tree 3-vertices have to be adjacent to at least one terminal vertex. 

Proof. 

Suppose a tree has a 3-vertex χ that is adjacent to three distinct internal vertices u, v, and w, 

then there must exist three paths p(a..ux), p(b..vx) and p(c..wx), such that a, b, and с are 

terminal, and the ideal / is contained in p(cx) (see the proof of Theorem 3.2). Notice that the 

paths p(ax), p(bx), and p(cx) only share vertex χ (otherwise the graph would be cyclic). As 

the tree is rooted in /, we have, regardless of the exact location of /' on the path p{cx), 

((uv)iv)cor (u^(wc), ((bv)u)w, and ((au)v)w. Consequently, in order to be a quasi-linear tree 

we require и Ι ν I w \ с, и I ν I с I w, ν \ υ I w I c, or ν I и I с I w, because ((ui/)w)c or 

(ui/)(wc). As ((bv)u)w, we require b Ι ν I и I w, b I ν \ w I u, ν I b I и I w, or ν I b I w I u. This 

leaves one betweenness permutation for u, v, w, namely ν I и I w. However, this is 

incompatible with {(au)v)w, for which we require a Ι υ \v I w, a I и I w I v, и I a I ν I w, or 

и \a\w \v. 

If u, v, and iv are 3-vertices, then by Theorem 3.2 these vertices can not represent 

alternatives, but each are linked to two terminal vertices, such that there are paths p(a..ux), 

p(ü'..ux), p(b..vx). p(v'..vx), p(c..wx), and p{w'..wx). For this case an analogous proof can be 

given by substituting t/for u, v'for v, and w'for win the above arguments. 0 

When exploring ARFU's implications for quasi-linear trees, we only consider 3-trees. In 

addition, 3-vertices do not represent alternatives and ideals and should be adjacent to at 

least one terminal vertex. Figure 3 contains an example of a tree that is quasi-linear if 

betweenness is satisfied. 
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1.3.5 Linear trees 

An even more restricted tree is a linear tree. 

Definition 3.8. 

A linear tree is a rooted 2-tree. 

A linear tree is a special kind of tree in which each vertex is adjacent to at most two 

other vertices. Alternatively, one might define a linear tree as consisting of a single path 

between two terminal vertices. We will prove that a linear tree implies a qualitative J-scale, 

that is, there is an ordering of the vertex set that satisfies betweenness (regardless of where 

the tree is rooted). First we will characterize the structure of a set of feature sets that is 

representable by a linear tree. 

Theorem 3.4. 

A set of sets S * is representable by a linear tree if and only if S * contains the empty 

set and, after appropriate relabeling, each triple А, В, С e 5* satisfies 

(i) А с В с С, or 

(ii) Аг>В = АпС = 0 and В с С. 

Proof. 

A linear tree consists of a single path, with exactly two terminal vertices, say m and n. The 

paths from the root, r(G'), to m and η partition the path p(m,n). That is, each vertex of the 

tree, the root excluded, is part of either p(m,r(G')) or p(n,r(G')), but not both. 

Consequently, a triple of vertices is part of either p(m,r(G')) or p(n,r(G*)), or is split up, that 

is. two vertices are located on p(m,r(G')) (or p(n,r(G*))) and the remaining vertex is located 

on p(n,r(G')) (or pfm.rfG·))). If three vertices are located on p(m,r(G')) (or p(n,r(G'))). 

there must a longest path, say p(c,r(G')), that includes the two other paths and a shortest 

path, say p(a,r(G')), that is included by the two other paths. Consequently, the three sets 

associated with vertices a, b, and с satisfy А с В с С. If only two vertices, say b and c, are 

located on p(m,r(G')) and p(c,r(G')) is longer than p(b,r(G*)), then В с С. Since vertex a is 

located on p(n,r(G')), p(b,r(G*)) and p(c,r(G*)) meet p(a,r(G')) at the root, and thus Α η В 

= АглС = 0. 

Since there ¡s no path from the root to the root, the root is represented by the empty set. 

As a result, a tree rooted at the ideal always generates the empty set. 

To show that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.4 are also sufficient, consider a tree 

with at least one 3-vertex, say x. Let a, b, and с be terminal vertices that are linked to χ by 

three non-overlapping paths, and let pfx.c^ be the path that contains the root r(G'). Since 
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p(a,r(G')) and p(b.r(G')) share the path p(x,r(G')), we have A η 0 = X. If x*r(G'), then X 

* 0, and since Χ * Λ and X * 0, conditions (i) and (ii) are violated. If χ = r(G'), then none of 

the three sets A, B, and C, is a subset of another, which also violates conditions (i) and (ii). 

Any tree that is not linear has at least one vertex of degree three or higher and thus also 

violates (i) and (ii). 0 

Next we will show that each vertex triple of a linear tree implies betweenness such that 

the axioms of a 'classical' betweenness relation as defined by, for instance, Suppes, Krantz, 

Luce, and Tversky (1989) are satisfied. If each triple satisfies the 'classical' betweenness 

axioms, betweenness automatically is also satisfied for any ordered л-tuple. In other 

words, a J-scale is implied. We will show that for a linear tree betweenness as defined in 

Definition 3.4 satisfies the axioms as cited in Suppes et al. (1989): 

1. If a l b I a, then a = b. 

2. If a Ib I c, then also с Ib la. 

3. For tree distinct vertices a. b, and c, exactly one of the following relations is true: 

a I b I c, b I a I c, or a I с I b. 

4. If a I b I с and b I χ I c, then a I b I x. 

5. If a I b I c, b I с I x, and b * c, then a I b I x. 

Axioms 1 and 2 can be verified easily. Axioms 3, 4, and 5 need some further explanation. 

First consider the following results. 

Result 1. 

For three sets A, 0, and C, such that А с 0 с С, the mean dissimilarities are: 

E{D(a,b)} = - θμ 3 ί χ : + αμ^ E{D(b,c)) = - θ ί μ ^ + μ ^ + α μ 0 and 

E{D(a,c)} = - fyabc + afabc + με). 

which satisfies a I b I с 

Result 2. 

For three sets A, 0, and C, such that А<лВ = AnC = 0, and 0 с С, we have 

E{D(a.b)} = α ί μ ^ + μ3). E[D(b,c)} = - θ μ * + α μ * and 

Ε{0(3,ο)} = α ( μ 0 0 + μ β + μι:), 

which also implies a I b I с 

As can be seen, exactly one of the three relations as stated in axiom 3 is true for any triple 

of vertices of a linear tree. 

One can check, by combining the conditions in (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.4, that each 

quadruple of sets A, B, C, and О of a linear tree satisfies one of three basically different 
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patterns of relations: 

1. А с В с С с D, or 

2. A->B = A->C = A-\D = 0and B c C c D , or 

3. АілС = AnD = ВпС = BnD = 0 and В с: A and С <ζ D. 

By Results 1 and 2, for each pattern in (1) to (3) we have a I b I c, b I с I d, a I с I d, and 

a I b i d , which can be combined to a I b I с I d. Consequently, also axioms 4 and 5 are 

satisfied. 

One can check that linear trees that satisfy a(b{cd)) or (ab)(cd) imply a I b I с I d, 

a I b I d I c, b I a I с I d, or b la I d l e . These betweenness Implications are the same as 

the ones that are satisfied by a quasi-linear tree with the same basic structure. As a result, 

the betweenness restrictions imposed on vertex quadruples of a quasi-linear tree are 

compatible with the betweenness conditions as implied by linear trees which can be 

obtained as special cases of this quasi-linear tree. This means that there is at least one 

lAscale for a quasi-linear tree, since the betweenness restrictions are compatible. Moreover, 

since the J-scale implied by a linear tree is one of the J-scales imposed on a quasi-linear 

tree with the same basic structure, a linear tree is a special case of a quasi-linear tree. 

Consequently, ARFU's implications for a quasi-linear tree are also the implications for a 

linear tree, but the converse is not true. 

1.4 The stochastic transitivity Implications 

In the 'Amsterdam' experiment Coombs (1964) tested the implications concerning stochastic 

transitivity of a probabilistic extension of his unfolding model. These implications were 

specified for three kinds of triples of alternatives. To define these triples reference has to be 

made to the J-scale and the Ascale (Coombs, 1964). In a geometric context the J(oinfi-sca\e 

is defined as a unidimensional scale upon which both alternatives and ideal alternatives are 

located. By folding this scale at the subject's ideal, the subject's /-scale or preference 

ordering is obtained. Consequently, the /-scale and the J-scale are also referred to as the 

folded and the unfolded order, respectively. 

A triple of alternatives is called unilateral if all three alternatives lie either to the right or to 

the left of the ideal on the J-scale. If one of the three alternatives is located on the opposite 

side of the ideal point, the triple Is called bilateral. A further distinction can be made 

between bilateral adjacent and bilateral split triples. In bilateral adjacent ir\p\es the 'opposite' 

alternative projects either below or above the two other alternatives after folding the escale 

at the ideal. In bilateral split triples the Opposite' alternative projects between the two other 

alternatives on the folded J-scale. 

Analogous definitions of unilateral and bilateral triples can be given for a quasi-linear 

tree: 
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Definition 4.1. 

For an ideal /, a triple of alternatives a, b, c, labeled such that a(bc), is: 

a) Unilateral if and only if either /1 a | b \ с or /1 a | с | b, 

b) Bilateral if and only if either a | /' | b \ с or a 11 \ с | b. 

A graphical illustration of a triple of alternatives is shown in Figure 6. Note that the tree in 

Figure 6 is the most general quasi-linear tree that represents three alternatives and one 

ideal, provided that betweenness is satisfied. As a(bc), this triple Is unilateral if /| a | b | с or 

/1 a | с | b. and bilateral if a | /' | b | с or a | /' | с | b. 

Based on the ordering of the mean dissimilarities of each of the alternatives to the ideal, 

a further subdivision of the bilateral triples can be made: 

Definition 4.2. 

For an ideal /, a triple of alternatives a, b, c, labeled such that a | /1 b | c, is: 

Ы) Bilateral adjacent below if and only if E{D(a,l)} <, E[D(b,i)}, 

b2) Bilateral adjacent above if and only if E{D(c,i)} £ E{D{a,l)}, and 

ЬЗ; Bilateral split \1 and only if E{D(b,i)} £ E{D(a,/)} £ E{D[c.i)}. 

In the sequel we will drop the terms 'below' and 'above' whenever this distinction is not 

needed. Similar definitions can be given for a bilateral triple a | /1 с | b. 

Let us first present two theorems stating the main results regarding stochastic 

transitivity. 

Theorem 4.1. 

If Cs* с С* can be represented by a quasi-linear tree for an ideal /' e /*, then ARFU 

- implies MST but does not imply SST for a unilateral triple, 

- implies MST but does not imply SST for a bilateral adjacent triple, and 

- implies SST for a bilateral split triple. 

Theorem 4.2. 

If CV с С' can be represented by a linear tree for an ideal / e /*, then ARFU 

- implies SST for a unilateral triple, 

- implies MST but does not imply SST for a bilateral adjacent triple, and 

- implies SST for a bilateral split triple. 

Proofe of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 

The strategy in deriving the levels of stochastic transitivity as implied by ARFU for each triple 

is as follows. Since ARFU implies MST without any restrictions on the feature structure that 

represents the alternatives and the ideal (see Section 1.1.3), MST also is implied for each of 
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the more restricted triples in a linear tree or a quasi-linear tree. So, either a counter-example 

or a proof of SST has to be given to determine whether only MST or also SST is implied for 

a particular triple. 

a) Unilateral triples 

Consider the triple a{bc) in Figure 6. If i | a \ b | c, we have a unilateral triple, and: 

Дс ä ц ь > μΛ - д Ь с , ( +а.)\іаЬс > α μ 3 , and 

(e+a)Rbc + «μ* ^ аЦь- [10] 

Calculating the binary choice probabilities for this triple gives: 

Ць + U-bc - μ β 

Pfa^b) = Φ 
- ^СЦь + ііьс + μ3) [11] 

Р С І Й ^ С ; = Φ 
Цъ 

^ГЦс + м -I 

, and 
[12] 

Р Г а ^ с ; φ 
μ= + Цьс 

L >/сцс + Цьс + μβ) -I [13] 

If, for example, ц с =10, μ 3 = 5.8, цьевЗ.І, and ць = 3, which satisfy the betweenness 

restrictions in eq. [10], then Р(а>,ь; = Ф(0.09), Р^2,с; = Ф(1.94), but Р^а>(с; = Ф(1.68). 

Hence, for a unilateral triple at most MST is implied. 

For a linear tree, however, SST is implied. If we set ша = сиь = 0, Figure 6 represents a 

unilateral triple in a linear tree and the relevant choice probabilities are given by: 

Р(а^Ь) = Ф [ ц Ь с ] , PltèiC) = Ф [ ц с ] , and 

Р(&хс) = Ф[ ( д Ь с + цс)]. [14] 

So, for a unilateral triple in a linear tree ARFU implies SST. A similar proof can be given for 

a unilateral triple /1 a | с \ b, and is left as an exercise for the interested reader. 

b) Bilateral triples 

Consider the triple a(bc) in Figure 6, and assume that a | i | b | с The choice probabilities for 

this triple also satisfy expressions [11] to [13]. 
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Figure 6. A rooted 3-tree representing a triple of alternatives and one ideal. 

Ы) Bilateral adjacent below triples 

For a bilateral adjacent below triple the relevant choice probabilities are P(a >, b), P(b >, c), 

and P(a ¿, с). To obtain the choice probabilities for a linear tree, we set μ& = 0 in eqs. [11] to 

[13]: 

P C a ^ b ; = ФіСЦьс - V-a) ri ( -ьс + μ ^ 1 » p (^с) = Ф[ ц с ] , and 

Р(гЬлС) = Ф[ Ole + Цьс - μ^/ ^ftle + ЦЬе + μш) 1-

If, for example, це = θ, μ ^ = 5.2, and μβ = 5, then P(a Ζ, b) = Φ(0.06), P(b >, с) = Ф(2.83), but 

Р^аа / ^ = Ф(1.92), which violates SST. As a linear tree is more restrictive than a 

quasi-linear tree, SST also is not implied for a bilateral adjacent below triple in a quasi-linear 

tree. 

b2) Bilateral adjacent above triples 

The choice probabilities for a bilateral adjacent above triple in a linear tree can easily be 

derived from those given for a bilateral adjacent below triple. If, for example, μ β = 8, μ0 = 4, 

and μί β = 3, then for a linear tree P(b >, c) = Ф(2), Р(с>,а; = Ф(0.26), but 

P(b >, a) = Ф(1.51 ), which violates SST. 

ЬЗ) Bilateral split triples 

Finally, we prove that SST is implied for a bilateral split triple in a quasi-linear tree. Because 

P(b ¿,a)k^ ¡t follows that μ8 à μ ^ + μ^ (see [11 ]). Noting that P(a >, c) is decreasing in μ 3 
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(see [13]), we have 

Ρ (¿¿ІС) <. Φ 
Ць 

-Vflie + 2μύο + ь) 
< Pítele) (see [12]). 

Further, because P(a >,c)^^ (and thus μβ <, με + μ ^ see [13]), and P(b 2, a) is Increasing in 

μ» 

Pí^a) <. Φ 
Цс - Ць 

^ с + 2μ00 + \іь) 
< ΡΟ&,,α (see [12]). 

As a result, for a bilateral split triple SSI is implied. Since a linear tree is a special case of a 

quasi-linear tree, the same is true for a linear tree. Similar proofs can be given for a bilateral 

triple satisfying a | /1 с | b. 0 

Consider the upper part of Table 1 for a summary of ARFU's implications concerning 

stochastic transitivity. 

1.5 The dominance matrix 

Another set of implications may be examined provided betweenness is satisfied, that is, a 

«¿scale exists for a single ideal and set of alternatives. Alternatives and ideal are the row 

and column elements of a so-called dominance matrix, their order corresponding to the 

J-scale. Each cell of the dominance matrix contains the probability that the row alternative is 

chosen over the column alternative. An example of a dominance matrix for six alternatives 

p, q, r, s, t, и and one ideal /, such that ρ I q I r I / I s 11 I u, is given in Figure 7. Bossuyt 

(1990) has shown that the three cases of the Zinnes-Griggs model each imply a dominance 

matrix with a different structure. 

Definition 5.1. 

A dominance matrix satisfies bilateral monotonicity (BM) if and only if the 

probabilities in each row of the dominance matrix do not increase from the left to the 

column corresponding with the ideal, /, and do not decrease from column / to the 

right. 

Case I of the Zinnes-Griggs model and also the Ramsay-Croon model imply bilateral 

monotonicity (Bossuyt, 1990). 
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Definition 5.2. 

A dominance matrix satisfies characteristic monotonicity (CM) if and only if the 

choice probabilities in row χ of the dominance matrix do not Increase from the left 

toward the column on the left of column χ and do not decrease from the column on 

the right of column χ to the right. 

As can be shown, case III of the Zinnes-Griggs model implies characteristic monotonicity 

(Bossuyt, 1990). 

Definition 5.3. 

A dominance matrix satisfies bilateral-characteristic monotonicity (B/CM) if and only 

if 

1) the choice probabilities in row χ do not increase from the left toward some 

column between column χ and the ideal column, /, and do not decrease from this 

column to the right, and 

2) the minimum choice probability in row χ is not located to the left of the minimum 

choice probability in the row above row x. 

Zinnes and Griggs' case II implies bilateral-characteristic monotonicity (Bossuyt, 1990). 

Definition 5.4. 

A dominance matrix satisfies partial monotonicity (PM) if and only if 

1) the choice probabilities in row χ at or above row / do not increase from the left 

toward column x, and do not decrease from column /to the right, 

2) the choice probabilities in row χ below row / do not increase from the left toward 

column /, and do not decrease from column χ to the right, and 

3) the choice probabilities in row χ between column χ and column / do not exceed 

one half and are not less than the choice probability in column /. 

Obviously, bilateral monotonicity implies partial monotonicity, whereas the converse is not 

true. As will be shown, for a quasi-linear tree ARFU implies partial monotonicity. 

Theorem 5.1. 

If Cs· с С* can be represented by a quasi-linear tree for an ideal /e /*, then ARFU 

implies partial monotonicity, but does not imply bilateral monotonicity. 

Theorem 5.2. 

If Cs· с С' can be represented by a linear tree for an ideal /' e /*, then ARFU 

implies bilateral monotonicity. 
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Prooi oí Theorem 5 1. 

To derive ARFU's implications for the structure of the dominance matrix, it is useful to 

consider the dominance matrix in Figure 7. As can be checked, to determine the structure of 

areas 1 and 3 we should consider choice probabilities for a unilateral triple, and to determine 

the structure of area 2 we should consider choice probabilities for a bilateral triple 

ρ q r ι s t u 

Ρ 

q 

г 

¡ 

s 

t 

u 

Figure 7. The dominance matrix Digits 1 to 3 denote the different areas that must be 

examined to determine the structure of the dominance matrix. 

Bilateral triples 

For area 2 the probabilities of choosing the opposite alternative a of a bilateral triple 

a | ; | b | c, must be compared. As t(a(bc)), a comparison has to be made of P(a >, c) and 

P(a £, b), and also of P(a >, b) and P(a £, ι) The first pair of choice probabilities has already 

been presented in eqs. [13] and [11] Because of betweenness we have μα> μ&, so that 

P(a >, c) 2: P(a Z, b). Also P(a >, b) (see [11 ]) > P(a >, /J = Φ Η μ β + μ^)] Consequently, the 

choice probabilities in each row of area 2 do not increase going towards column /. 

Unilateral triples 

For area 3 P(a ¿, c) and P(a г, b) for a unilateral triple /1 a | b | с must be examined As 

μ 0 > \Lb (see [10]), we have P(a >, c) > P(a £, b) (cf [13] and [11]). This means that within row 

χ of area 3, the choice probabilities do not increase moving towards column χ 
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Finally, to determine the structure of area 1. we must compare P(c ¿, a) and P(c z, b) for 

a unilateral triple i\ a\b\c. As shown for the stochastic transitivity conditions (see 

unilateral triples), P(c>,a) = 1 - P(a>,c) (see eq. [13]) can exceed Pfc^b) = 1 - Pfb^,c) 

(see eq. [12]). Furthermore, P(cz, a) (see eq. [13]) exceeds P(c^, i) = Ф[- (ца Ь е + Цьс + Це)]· 

This constitutes an order pattern among three choice probabilities that is not allowed under 

bilateral-characteristic monotonicity (and hence bilateral monotonicity and characteristic 

monotonicity). 

One can show that there are two order restrictions on the choice probabilities in area 1 : 

(a) the probabilities are not greater than one half (a consequence of the betweenness 

restrictions), and (b) all choice probabilities in row χ are not smaller than P(x è, i), I being the 

¡deal (see the above triple, where P(c >, a) > P(c £, i)). 0 

Proof of Theorem 5.2. 

As a linear tree is a special case of a quasi-linear tree, only ARFU's implications with 

respect to the choice probabilities in area 1 must be derived. Only for this part of the 

dominance matrix ARFU's implications for quasi-linear trees leave some indeterminacies. 

The relevant choice probabilities for a unilateral triple i\a\b\c are P(c £, a) 

= Ф И ц , . + μ*)] й P(c ä, b) = Ф И , у (see eq. [14]). 0 

1.6 The Ideal point Implications 

The next class of implications concerns the choice probability when the ideal is one of the 

choice alternatives, or as a function of the ideal. Ideal point conditions 1 to 3, abbreviated 

as IP.1 to IP.3 (see below), belong to the former kind of conditions, ideal point conditions 6a, 

6b, and 6c (ІР.ба to IP.6c) belong to the latter kind, whereas ideal point conditions 4 and 5 

(IP.4, IP.5) belong to both kinds. 

1.6.1 Weak, Strong, and Absolute Ideal Preference (IP. 1 to IP.3) 

If one of two alternatives coincides with the ideal, the probability of choosing this alternative 

may satisfy several conditions. These ideal point conditions are probabilistic extensions of 

Coombs' (1958) definition of the ideal as the (hypothetical) alternative that is preferred to 

any element of the set of alternatives. Bossuyt (1990) defined these conditions, which we 

now call Weak, Strong, and Absolute Ideal Preference, respectively, as follows: 

Definition 6.1. 

Weak Ideal Preference or IP.1 is said to be satisfied if for all a e С* and ie I', 

P(lì,a)*l. 
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(1) (2) 

Figure 8. Two 3-trees with three terminal vertices a, /, and j, of which (1) is the 

feature structure for a subject whose ideal coincides with /, and of which (2) is the 

feature structure for a subject whose ideal coincides with /. 

Definition 6.2. 

Strong Ideal Preference or IP.2 is said to be satisfied if for all a, be C' and /e /*, 

P(i>la)>max{P(b>la),12}. 

Definition 6.3. 

Absolute Ideal Preference or IP.3 is said to be satisfied if for all a e С' and / e /*, 

P(i*la)=1. 

IP.1 states that the ideal is chosen with a probability not less than one half. A more 

restrictive probabilistic version of Coombs' definition of the ideal is IP.2, by which the ideal is 

chosen over alternative a with a probability which is not only greater than one half but also 

greater than the probability of choosing any other alternative over alternative a. Finally, IP.3 

implies that the ideal is always chosen when it is among the alternatives. 
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The Zinnes-Griggs model does not imply that the probability of choosing the ideal is 

unity (Bossuyt, 1990). Case I implies IP.2, whereas cases II and III imply IP.1, and do not 

imply IP.2. The Ramsay-Croon model, on the other hand, implies IP.3. 

Theorem 6.1. 

If Cs· с С* can be represented by a quasi-linear tree for an ideal /' e /*, then ARFU 

implies IP.1 and IP.2, but does not imply IP.3. ARFU's implications for a linear tree 

are the same. 

Proof of Theorem 6.1. 

To derive ARFU's implications concerning the Ideal point conditions, consider Figure 8. The 

tree in panel (1 ) is a 3-tree representing two alternatives a and /, and one ideal /'. The 

relevant binary choice functions are: 

Pd^a) = Ф[ гца + \іаз)), and 

μ* - μ^ 
Ρ (j^a) = Φ 

- ^<\ía + V-j) -

First, notice that J й Р(і ¿, a) < 1, also if the tree is linear, that is, either ωβ, ω,, or (Hg, is empty. 

Further, since PQz, a) is a decreasing function of μ^ P(i à, a) exceeds Ptfâ, a), regardless of 

whether a and j form a bilateral pair, that is, a| ƒ| j, or a unilateral pair, that is, i\a\ j, or 

/ ly I a. Consequently, also for each quasi-linear tree containing the tree in Figure 8 as a 

subtree, IP.2 is implied. 0 

1.6.2 Differentiation of Ideais (IP.4) 

The next ideal point condition defines a subject's ideal as the alternative that is preferred 

more strongly by this subject than by any other subject. 

Definition 6.4. 

Differentiation of Ideals or IP.4 is said to be satisfied if for all a ε С* and /, у' e /*, 

P(l*,a) S РО^а). 

In words, IP.4 states that subject /' chooses his or her ideal over any alternative a with a 

probability that exceeds the probability by which subject j chooses subject / 's ideal over 

alternative a. According to IP.4 the probability of choosing / over a is maximal for the subject 

whose ideal coincides with /. The Ramsay-Croon model implies IP.4. All three cases of the 

Zinnes-Griggs model, on the other hand, do not imply IP.4 (Bossuyt, 1990). 
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Theorem 6.2. 

If Cs' с С* сап be represented by a quasi-linear tree for two ideals /, j e /", ARFU 

Implies IP.4. The same is true for a linear tree. 

Proof of Theorem 6.2. 

A 3-tree representing two alternatives and two ideals is shown in Figure 8. Panel (1) 

displays the feature structure for a subject whose ideal coincides with alternative /', and 

panel (2) displays the feature structure for a subject with ideal j. The relevant choice 

probabilities are: 

Pd^a) = Ф[ (ца + μΒ3)], and 

μ 3 - μ^ 
Pd^jB) = Φ 

L ^<μα + iij 

As can be seen, Pfìè,a) > Pfiz,a). This is true regardless of j\l\ a, i| j\ a, or /1 a| j, and 

thus also for each quasi-linear tree containing the tree in Figure β as a subtree. 0 

1.6.3 Symmetry (IP.5) 

The symmetry condition, like ideal point condition 4, concerns the choice probability as a 

function of the ideal. 

Definition 6.5. 

Symmetry or IP.5 is said to be satisfied if for all /, ye / · , 

So, in a manner of speaking, / prefers his or her own ideal over j's ideal as much as j 

prefers his or her own ideal over / 's. 

Theorem 6.3. 

If Cs* с С* can be represented by a (quasi-)linear tree for two ideals /, ;' e /\ ARFU 

implies IP.5 or symmetry. 

Proof of Theorem 6.3. 

Again consider Figure 8 for two rooted trees, representing the feature structures for two 

ideals /and/ The relevant choice probability for subject /is (see panel (1) in Figure 8): 

Pd^j) = Ф [ ^ + μ„)]. [15] 
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and for subject У, we have (see panel (2) In Figure 8)" 

P(j¿ji) = Φ ί ^ μ , + μ^)] [16] 

Since μ, = μ 4 and μβ, = μ^ eqs [15] and [16] are equal 0 

The geometnc unfolding models considered in this chapter also imply symmetry (Bossuyt, 

1990) Note that symmetry is not always implied by a geometric model For example, it can 

be shown that the Zinnes-Griggs (1974) model allows for violations of symmetry if the ideal 

coordinates have different variances 

Table 1. Implications 

Conditions 

of ARFU for rooted 

Feature 

trees. 

structure 

Quasi-linear tree 

Stochastic transitivity 

Unilateral triple MST 

Bilateral adjacent MST 

triple 

Bilateral split SST 

triple 

Dominance 

matrix 

Ideal point 

conditions 

PM 

IP.l IP.2 IP.4 

IP 5 IP 6c 

Linear tree 

SST 

MST 

SST 

вм 

IP.l IP.2 IP.4 

IP. 5 IP.6c 

1 6 4 Unilateral conditions (IP 6a to IP 6c) 

The last group of ideal point conditions describe the choice probability as a function of the 

ideal, with the ideal located at one side of the alternatives on the J-scale These so-called 

unilateral conditions imply that the probability of choosing a over b either becomes more 

extreme, becomes less extreme, or remains the same, if the ideal is replaced by an ideal 

that is more dissimilar to the pair a and b 
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Definition 6.6. 

Given a pair of alternatives (a,b) and a pair of ideals (/,;' ), such that either i \ j | a | b 

or a | b | /1 j, we have 

- the unilaterally increasing condition (ІР.ба) if and only if P(a 2, b) > P(a >,• b). 

- the unilaterally decreasing condition (IP.6b) if and only if P(a £, b) < P(a >, b), and 

- the unilaterally constant condition (ІР.бс) if and only if P(a г, b) = P(a >, b). 

According to the unilaterally decreasing condition one is quite indifferent between two very 

unattractive alternatives, whereas the unilaterally increasing condition implies that one very 

strongly prefers the least unattractive of both alternatives, the more these alternatives are 

unattractive. 

Bossuyt (1990) has shown that the Ramsay-Croon model implies the unilaterally 

decreasing condition. The Zinnes-Griggs model, on the other hand, implies the unilaterally 

increasing condition. 

Theorem 6.4. 

If Cs* с С' can be represented by a (quasi-)linear tree for two ideals /',ye /*, ARFU 

implies the unilaterally constant condition (IP.6c). 

Proof of Theorem 6.4. 

To explore the unilateral conditions for ARFU, consider the trees in Figure 5. Panel (1) and 

panel (2) respectively show feature representations of two alternatives a and b for a subject 

whose ideal is / and for a subject whose ideal is j. For /(/(ab)) in panel (1) and y(/(ab)) in 

panel (2) to be quasi-linear, we require a | b | /1 j, a | b | j | /, b | a | /1 j, or b | a | j \ i (only the 

structures of these trees are important; as shown in Section 1.3.4 the tree in panel (2) is not 

quasi-linear). Consequently, a and b are located at one side of the ideals / and ;'. Note that 

the other quasi-linear trees that are rooted at /', namely /(a(/b)) and i(b(ja)), do not satisfy the 

desired betweenness restrictions. Therefore, only the trees in Figure 5 need to be examined. 

The choice probabilities are given by P(a à, b) = Ф[(ць - Ца)Мдь + На)] = Pß ^ b). So, for a 

quasi-linear tree replacing one ideal, /, by another, ƒ, and thereby changing the root of the 

tree, does not affect the binary choice probability for a unilateral pair. 0 

ARFU's implications for a linear tree and a quasi-linear tree are summarized in Table 1. 

Consult Table 2 for the implications of the geometric models. 

1.7 A test of ARFU for linear trees 

In this section we will present an empirical test of ARFU in case the choice alternatives 

exhibit the structure of a linear tree. This will de done by checking ARFU's implications as 

presented in the preceding part of this chapter on data gathered in an experiment. As there 
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Table 2. Implications of some geometric models (Bossuyt, 1990) . 

Conditions 

Stochastic 
transitivity 
conditions 

Dominance 
matrix 

Case I 

SST 

BM 

Zinnes-Griggs 

Case II 

MST 

B/CM 

Case III 

MST 

CM 

Ramsay-Croon 

SST 

BM 

Ideal point IP.1 IP.2 IP.1 IP.l IP.1 IP.2 
conditions IP.3 IP. 4 

IP. 5 IP.6a IP.5 IP.6a IP.5 IP.6a IP.5 IP. 6b 

may be other models having the same implications as ARFU, actually a group of models Is 

tested. One could also say that a much more general model is tested, a model that does not 

necessarily make the same parametric assumptions that ARFU makes. Consequently, 

testing a particular implication may lead to a rejection of a group of models. This is 

established without having to develop a complex estimation procedure for each individual 

model of this group. Moreover, some implications may be critical, that is, are shared by one 

group of models but not by another group. As a result, It is possible to design a test that will 

decide between these models. 

Comparing ARFU with the Zinnes-Griggs model and the Ramsay-Croon model shows 

that ARFU has two critical implications (cf. Table 1 and Table 2): (a) moderate stochastic 

transitivity as the highest stochastic transitivity level combined with bilateral monotonlcity for 

the dominance matrix, and (b) the unilaterally constant condition. One of the objectives of 

the experiment was to test these implications, thereby critically testing ARFU. 

Also, we wanted to examine whether the ordinal properties of choice proportions 

obtained for so-called unitary stimuli differ from the ordinal properties of choice proportions 

obtained for so-called composite stimuli. If such a difference exists, then the choices made 

for composite stimuli should satisfy ARFU's implications, because these stimuli can clearly 

be decomposed into features. The unitary stimuli, on the other hand, are evaluated as a 

whole and thus deviate from the axioms of ARFU, probably leading to choices that differ 

from the model's implications. Two sets of 10 stimuli that were supposed to satisfy a linear 

tree were selected and used as choice alternatives in the experiment. One set consisted of 

stimuli that were assumed to be unitary, the other set consisted of stimuli that were assumed 

to be composite. 
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1.7.1 Method 

The experimental task consisted of triadic similarity judgements, that is, a subject had to 

indicate which of two offered stimuli most resembled a standard stimulus. If one assumes 

that the standard acts as an ideal, using one standard for all subjects might justify 

considering choices of several subjects as replications within a single subject. However, 

even if the latter is true we can never be sure that the results of the present study are also 

valid for tasks other than triadic similarity judgments. So, we should be careful in 

generalizing the results to real preferential choices. 

Triadic similarity judgments enable the explicit manipulation of the 'ideal', so that the 

ideal point conditions IP.1 to IP.5, and the unilateral conditions can be tested. Testing these 

conditions requires a priori knowledge of the ideal. 

As representatives of the composite stimuli ten landscapes were drawn that differed in 

the number of elements. The landscapes can be ordered from almost empty to very 

detailed and are referred to as stimuli LS1,LS2 LS10, respectively. A natural 

representation of these stimuli would seem to be a nesting, in which the features of one 

stimulus are either a subset or a superset of the features of another stimulus. For example, 

the features of the left stimulus of the triad in Figure 9, would be a subset of the features of 

the top stimulus, which in turn would be a subset of the features of the right stimulus. 

However, we define a feature of a stimulus as corresponding to a deviation of the stimulus 

from the standard. To illustrate this, again consider Figure 9. The right stimulus has a 

church and two birds, whereas the standard stimulus at the top only has two birds. We 

assume that the representation of the right stimulus has some features representing the 

church, but has no features representing the two birds. Similarly, the right stimulus has 

features representing the sun, but has no features representing the road. Further, as the left 

stimulus does not have a cloud, whereas the standard has, not having a cloud is assumed 

to be a feature of the set representing the left stimulus. Notice that having a cloud is not 

assumed to be a feature of the standard; Since a standard by definition does not differ from 

itself, it is represented by the empty set. Starting from this interpretation of a feature, a linear 

tree rooted at the vertex labeled by the standard turns out to be the adequate 

representation. Two landscapes, namely LS5 and LS6, were also used as standard stimuli. 

Ten black squares that differed in size were chosen as the unitary counterparts of the 

landscapes. The squares, when ordered from small to big, are denoted as 

BS1, BS2,..., BS10, respectively. Two squares, namely BS5 and BS6, were selected as 

standards in the triadic comparisons task. Figure 10 shows a triad of black squares used in 

the experiment. Also for these stimuli a linear tree is a possible representation. 

Since the implications to be tested involve choice probabilities and each subject made 

on the average 1.5 choice per triad, choice frequencies were obtained by aggregating 

choices over subjects. A good reason for using data aggregated over different subjects is 

that replications within a single subject will yield choices that are dependent. Memory effects 
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F/gure 9. A standard (LS5) and pair of landscapes as used in the experiment. 

Figure 10. A standard (BS5) and pair of black squares as used in the experiment. 

probably interfere with the model of choice as an independent Bernouilli trial in which there 
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is a constant probability of choosing one of the alternatives. This would invalidate even the 

most general unfolding model. 

As the stimuli were rather simple, the presentations were short; choice probabilities near 

to 0.0 and 1.0 would impede to distinguish between several implications. For the 

landscapes the sequences consisted of a 1.5-second presentation of a single landscape, 

the standard, followed by a 1.0-second presentation of a pair of landscapes. For the 

squares the standard was presented for 1.0 second, followed by a 0.25-second presentation 

of a pair of squares. 

Altogether 52 subjects participated (21 males and 31 females). As each subject made 

on the average 1.5 choice per triad, in total 78 choices per triad were obtained. The matrices 

with choice frequencies for all triads served as the data on which ARFU's implications could 

be tested (see Appendix D). 

1.7.2 Statistical analysis 

Let к be the number of choice alternatives in C*, and let π be а к χ к matrix containing the 

binary choice probabilities for all possible pairs of alternatives. More precisely, each cell (¡,j) 

of π contains я^, the probability that the alternative in row / is chosen over the alternative in 

column ƒ. Assume that the joint density function of a sample of choice frequencies is solely 

dependent on the parameter matrix re, π € θ. Further, let ©Q С θ be a constrained 

parameter space and let ¿.(data Ι κ) denote the likelihood of the data given the parameter 

matrix π. To evaluate a pattern of restrictions on the entries of π as imposed by д, a 

generalized likelihood ratio, λ, can be calculated: 

SUP L(data Ι π) 
{π e θ η } 

λ = . 
SUP L(data Ι π) 

(π e θ} 

This statistic can be used to test any hypothesis H0: π e θ 0 against Η,: π e θ - д. The 

better the data fit the restricted subspace д, the more λ approaches unity. 

Isotonic regression ^ 

In computing the likelihood function, we assume that the choice frequencies are estimates of 

independent, binomially distributed variables with π as the parameter matrix. The numerator 

of λ contains the likelihood of the choice frequencies given the maximum likelihood estimate 

of π under HQ (TCQ). The denominator contains the likelihood given the maximum likelihood 

estimate of π under Ho ν Η, (it). For most conditions HQ imposes a pattern of ordinal and 

equality restrictions on π, whereas HQ ν H, may or may not constrain π. It can be shown 
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(see Barlow, Bartholomew, Bremner & Brunk, 1972, pp. 38-42) that the estimates ÄQ and π 

are given by the isotonic regression on the observed choice proportions with the number of 

choices as weights. Let py denote the proportion of choices of alternative / over ƒ, let л,, be 

the total number of choices between / and ƒ, and let g be a function on О = C* χ C* that is 

isotonic with the restrictions on к: дн <, gtí if and only if щ £ од The estimates AQ and π are 

given by the functions g that minimize 

and g being isotonic with the restrictions on π as specified by respectively H0 and HQ ν H, 

(see Barlow et al., 1972; Robertson, Wright, & Dykstra, 1988). The algorithm yielding these 

isotonic regression estimates searches for the finest partitioning of the set of pairs О such 

that the weighted means of the choice proportions associated with the pairs of a subset 

satisfy the ordinal restrictions on π (Bossuyt, 1990). The estimate of %,, is given by the 

weighted mean of the choice proportions associated with the subset of the resulting 

partitioning of Oto which the pair ( /,/) belongs. If H0 ν H) specifies no restrictions for π, then 

of course we have the finest partitioning of О possible, the estimate of π, being equal to p,; 

for each pair ( /,/'). 

Branch and bound technique 

For most conditions finding TCQ and π is a dual problem, because the restrictions on π 

depend on an ordering of alternatives which often is unknown. In these cases a branch and 

bound algorithm (Bossuyt, 1990; Bossuyt & Roskam, 1989) is used to find a permutation of 

the alternatives that maximizes the generalized likelihood ratio. First the algorithm generates 

an initial permutation of alternatives. The initial permutation, the estimates π0 and π 

calculated for this permutation by the isotonic regression technique, and the resulting value 

of λ, constitute the provisional solution. The value of λ becomes the criterion value, Xc. for all 

remaining permutations. 

Subsequently, the algorithm tries to improve the provisional solution by examining all 

paths of a so-called ranking tree. A ranking tree is a rooted tree that has k levels, each 

vertex at level г having k-r+1 edges or branches to vertices at level r + 1. So the root, 

being at level 1, has k branches to vertices at level 2, each vertex at level 2 has k- 1 

branches to vertices at level 3, and so on. All vertices, except for the root, are labeled by 

symbols representing the alternatives. The vertices at level 2 following from the root of the 

tree are labeled by a one-to-one mapping on C'. The vertices at level 3 following from a 

vertex at level 2, which is labeled by χ E С*, are labeled by a one-to-one mapping on C' -

{x). In general, if the set Cs' с С* contains the vertex labels of the path from the root to a 

vertex at level r, then the vertices at level г + 1 following from this vertex are labeled by a 

one-to-one mapping on the set С - Cs·. Each path from the root to one of the vertices at 
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level к ( k\ in total) now represents a different permutation of alternatives. 

Starting from the root of the ranking tree, a path (representing a permutation of 

alternatives) is established along the branches up to level k. At each vertex, say of level r, 

the branches to vertices at level л+ 1 are examined for feasibility. That is, if the path to a 

vertex at level r+ 1 results in a λ that is lower than λρ then this vertex and all branches 

following from it are discarded, as pursuing this path, that is, extending the permutation with 

more alternatives and thereby adding restrictions to π, will only result in a lower value of λ 

and hence in a solution that is worse than the provisional solution. Next, one of the 

remaining branches to the vertices at level r + 1 is evaluated. 

If a branch to a vertex at level r + 1 results in a λ exceeding λ ^ then the algorithm moves 

to the vertex at level r+1, and again each branch to a vertex at level r + 2\s examined for 

feasibility. If ultimately a vertex of level к is reached and the value of λ exceeds Xc, we have 

found a better solution, consisting of a permutation, the associated estimates ftg an<i κ> ar,<i 

a criterion value λ. The value of Xc is set to the value of λ of the new provisional solution. 

If all branches from a vertex at level r to vertices at level r+1 have been checked, the 

algorithm backtracks along the path to the vertex at level r - 1, and examines whether all 

branches from this vertex to the vertices at level г have been checked. If not, the next 

branch is evaluated. Otherwise, the algorithm backtracks to the vertex at level г-2. In 

backtracking, the root can (and eventually will) be reached. If this occurs, all paths from the 

root to the vertices at level к have been checked, and the provisional solution is the solution 

for which λ is maximal. 

Teste of significance 

To determine the significance of the observed values of the test statistic for IP.3 and 

symmetry, standard results could be applied. In these cases HQ fixes (after 

reparametrization for the symmetry condition) some entries of π at a specific value, whereas 

H0 ν HT does not constrain π, so that - 2 log λ is asymptotically chi-square distributed with 

the number of degrees of freedom equal to the number of parameters specified by Ho 

(Mood, Graybill, & Boes, 1974). 

For the remainder of the conditions, either the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic 

is not known or is bounded above by a mixture of chi-square variâtes (see Theorem 4.4.1, 

Robertson, Wright, & Dykstra, 1988). In the latter case the weights of the mixture of 

chi-square variâtes are unknown (and very difficult to calculate), and only a conservative test 

of the null hypothesis can be obtained. In both cases a series of 500 Monte Carlo 

simulations was done to estimate the 0.95 quantile of the distribution. This enables us to 

perform tests at about a five percent significance level. Further details on the test and 

simulation procedure can be found in Bossuyt (1990). 
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1.7.3 Results for landscapes 

Stochastic transitivity conditions 

First, we computed the permutation of stimuli that maximizes the likelihood of the data given 

moderate stochastic transitivity (MST). This so-called maximum likelihood moderate 

stochastic ranking (Bossuyt, 1990) was computed for the choice frequencies obtained for 

standard LS5 as well as for the choice frequencies obtained for standard LS6. Both 

moderate stochastic rankings were compatible with the ordering of the landscapes based on 

the number of elements. That is, each ranking could be obtained by folding the ordering of 

stimuli based on the number of elements at the standard alternative. 

Although the choice probabilities estimated under MST differed from the choice 

proportions, the deviations from MST were not statistically significant. The more restrictive 

SST, however, could clearly be rejected. The results with respect to stochastic transitivity 

are summarized in the upper part of Table 3. 

Dominance matrix 

First, the maximum likelihood J-scale was obtained under the weakest condition: B/CM. For 

both standards this condition could not be rejected, and for both standards the resulting 

permutation of landscapes was equal to their ranking from empty to full. 

The more restrictive BM condition also could not be rejected; for standard LS6 the test 

statistic even had the same value as for B/CM. The maximum likelihood orders of the 

landscapes under BM also corresponded to the ranking from empty to full. 

For CM one of the »/-scales deviated from the ranking based on the number of elements 

in the stimuli. Also, the fit between the raw choice proportions and the maximum likelihood 

estimates of the choice probabilities was bad. Consequently, CM had to be rejected. The 

values of the test statistic are given in Table 3. 

Ideal point conditions 

For both standard LS5 and standard LS6, IP.1 was perfectly satisfied. Hence, if a choice 

alternative coincided with the standard it was chosen with at least probability one half. The 

more restrictive IP.2 was not perfectly satisfied, but could certainly not be rejected. So, no 

alternative was preferred more strongly over a particular alternative than the alternative that 

was physically identical to the standard. IP.3, however, had to be rejected. As the alternative 

that coincided with the standard was not always chosen, there apparently was some 

uncertainty about the standard. 

Comparing the choice frequencies associated with the pairs (i,j) with /ε {LSS.LSG} and 

je {LS1,LS2 LS10}-{/} for both standard alternatives, enabled a test of IP.4. This 
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condition could not be rejected, which indicates that the probability of choosing alternative χ 

from a pair of alternatives is highest for the standard that is physically identical to χ 

Symmetry was perfectly satisfied, that is, the probability of choosing LS5 over LS6 when 

LS5 was the standard, was equal to the probability of choosing LS6 over LS5 when LS6 was 

the standard, namely 0 83. 

Finally, the unilateral conditions were tested by companng the choice frequencies for all 

pairs m {LS1 ,LS2,LS3,LS4} and all pairs in {LS7,LS8,LS9,LS10} across both tasks (standard 

LS5 versus standard LS6). The unilaterally constant condition could not be rejected, neither 

when tested against the unilaterally increasing condition nor when tested against the 

unilaterally decreasing condition. Changing the standard apparently did not affect the 

probability of picking one alternative out of a unilateral pair of alternatives The values of the 

test statistic for the ideal point conditions are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Values of t h e t e s t s t a t i s t i c for t h e 
l a n d s c a p e s ( d e f a u l t : -2 log λ ) . 

Conditions 

Stochastic transitivity 

MST 

SST 

LS 5 

0 03 

55.70 

St 

* 

andard 

LS6 

0.12 

60.08 * 

D o m i n a n c e m a t r i x 
BM 
CM 
B/CM 

9 74 
1 7 7 . 0 0 

5.57 

4 . 6 1 
1 4 1 . 8 7 * 

4 . 6 1 

I d e a l p o i n t 
I P . l 
I P . 2 
I P . 3 
I P . 4 
I P . 5 

(λ) 

0 00 
3 60 
0 00 * 
0 97 

0 . 0 0 
0 . 9 1 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 6 5 

0 . 0 0 

Unilateral 

Hp: IP.6C versus 

Hi: IP.6a 

H
0
: IP.6c versus 

H ^ IP. 6b 

4.32 

9.70 

Note. If no null-hypothesis is given, the 

null-hypothesis is equal to the row condition. 

The '*' sign denotes rejection of the null-

hypothesis in a test with an approximate size 

of 0.05. 



/. 7.4 Results for black squares 

Stochastic transitivity conditions 

The moderate stochastic rankings of the black squares were consistent with their ordering 

based on physical size. Although the data did not satisfy MST perfectly, MST did not have 

to be rejected. For both standard BS5 and standard BS6 the choice proportions differed only 

slightly from the maximum likelihood estimates of the choice probabilities. However, SST 

could clearly be rejected, the test statistic being too far from zero. The values of the test 

statistic obtained for MST and SST are given in the upper part of Table 4. 

Dominance matrix 

First the maximum likelihood J-scale was obtained under B/CM. For neither of the two sets 

of choice frequencies B/CM had to be rejected. The resulting J-scale was, for both sets of 

data, equal to the ordering of the squares based on size. 

Estimating the choice probabilities under BM, showed that the maximum likelihood 

orders for both standards were equal to the rankings based on physical size. However, for 

BS6 BM had to be rejected, whereas for BS5 BM could not rejected. For both the BS5 task 

and the BS6 task, CM had to be rejected. Hence, B/CM could not be rejected, whereas BM 

and CM had to be rejected. 

Ideal point conditions 

Both sets of choice frequencies perfectly satisfied IP.1. The choice alternative coinciding 

with the standard was chosen with probability greater than one half. The stronger conditions 

IP.2 and IP.3 had to be rejected. The standard was chosen with probability less than unity. 

More than that, the alternative that coincided with the standard was not even preferred more 

strongly than any alternative that differed from the standard. 

Also IP.4 had to be rejected. When an alternative was physically identical to the 

standard, it was not chosen more often than when a different standard was used. This again 

indicates that there was considerable difficulty in recognizing the standard square when it 

was one of the choice alternatives. 

As the probability of choosing BS5 over BS6 when BS5 was the standard (0.897) 

significantly exceeded the probability of choosing BS6 over BS5 when BS6 was the 

standard (0.641), also symmetry had to be rejected. The asymmetry is such that the smaller 

of the two standard squares is more likely to be recognized when it is among the choice 

alternatives. 

By comparing the choice frequencies for all pairs in the set {BS1,BS2,BS3,BS4} and for 

all pairs in the set {BS7,BS8,BS9,BS10} across the BS5 task and the BS6 task, the 
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unilateral conditions could be tested The unilaterally constant condition could not be 

rejected when tested against the unilaterally decreasing condition, but had to be rejected 

when tested against the unilaterally increasing condition Only the unilaterally increasing 

condition seems to hold for the squares- the more a standard is displaced from a pair of 

alternatives, the more the alternative that most resembles the standard is chosen 

Table 4. Values of the test statistic for the 

black squares (default: -2 log λ). 

Standard 

Conditions BS 5 BS6 

Stochastic transitivity 

MST 0.92 

SST 143.10 * 

0.06 

166.11 * 

Dominance matrix 

BM 

CM 

B/CM 

11.64 

20.81 * 

1.25 

19.53 * 

16.93 * 

0 06 

Ideal point 

IP.l 

IP. 2 

IP.3 (λ) 

IP. 4 

IP. 5 

0.00 

10.60 • 

0.00 * 

14.77 * 

0 00 

19.48 * 

0.00 * 

5.88 * 

15.12 * 

Unilateral 

HQ: IP.6c versus 

Ηχ: IP.6a 

H
0
: IP.6c versus 

Hi ι ІР.бЬ 

17.77 * 

0.43 

Note. If no null-hypothesis is given, the 

null-hypothesis is equal to the row condition. 

The '*' sign denotes rejection of the null-

hypothesis in a test with an approximate 

size of 0.05. 

ƒ.75 Discussion 

Evaluating the results for the landscapes, it can be concluded that none of ARFU's 

implications for linear trees had to be rejected More specifically (see Table 3) 

1 As predicted, MST was satisfied, whereas SST was violated 

2. BM could not be rejected and the maximum likelihood J-scale obtained under this 
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condition paralleled the ranking of the landscapes based on the number of features. 

3. There were no statistically significant violations of IP.1, IP.2, and IP.4, whereas IP.3 had 

to be rejected. 

4. Symmetry (IP.5) could not be rejected. 

5. The unilaterally constant condition (ІР.бс) could not be rejected. 

Hence, ARFU applied to linear trees is adequate for the drawn landscapes, and, because 

the test is also critical, none of the geometric unfolding models is more adequate. 

The black squares, on the other hand, violated almost all of ARFU's implications for 

linear trees. Firstly, BM had to be rejected for the BS6 task. Secondly, IP.2 and IP.4 had to 

be rejected, indicating that there is considerable difficulty in recognizing the ideal. Thirdly, a 

significant asymmetry was found, the probability of choosing BS5 over BS6 when BS5 was 

the standard clearly exceeding the probability of choosing BS6 over BS5 when BS6 was the 

standard. Fourthly, the unilaterally constant condition had to be rejected in favor of the 

unilaterally increasing condition. 

These results indicate that ARFU does not adequately describe the data for the black 

squares. Even if the less restrictive quasi-linear tree is chosen as a representation of the 

stimuli, there are still violations of IP.2, IP.4, symmetry, and the unilaterally constant 

condition. Checking the geometric unfolding models with respect to their implications (see 

Table 2) shows that case II of the Zinnes-Griggs model (single sampling of the ideal, 

nondegenerate distributions of the alternatives) is the most adequate model for the black 

squares. Only one implication of Zinnes and Griggs' case II is violated, namely symmetry. 

The asymmetry, however, can be accommodated for by this model if the distributions of 

the coordinates representing the two standards are allowed to have different variances. It 

would therefore be worth-while to modify Zinnes and Griggs' case II in this respect and to 

explore the remainder of its implications. As BS5 is chosen more often from the pair 

(BS5,BS6) if BS5 is the standard than BS6 is chosen if BS6 is the standard, indicating that 

there is least uncerainty about the smallest standard, one might for example assume that 

the variance of the ideal coordinate distribution increases as a function of the physical size 

of the corresponding square. 

To conclude, the results seem to indicate that conventional geometric models, such as 

the Zinnes-Griggs model and the Ramsay-Croon model, do not validly represent the 

stochastic properties of triadic comparisons for stimuli that are not unitary. For composite 

stimuli, a feature model seems to be adequate, provided the feature structure of the stimulus 

set is known. For the structures investigated in this chapter, namely a quasi-linear tree and 

a linear tree, the feature model generates predictions which are different from the 

predictions of the geometric models, but satisfied by the data. These results were obtained 

by testing implied ordinal properties of choice probabilities; this method appears to be at 

least as powerful in testing the critical properties of a model as the conventional method of 

parameter estimation. 
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2. THE ADDITIVE RANDOM FEATURE MODEL FOR UNFOLDING AND 

THE FEATURE STRUCTURE OF CHOICE OBJECTS. 

Abstract 

The Additive Random Feature model for Unfolding (Candel, 1990, in press), ARFU 
for short, is presented and its implications regarding ordinal properties of probabilistic 
choice behavior are studied A special case of ARFU, called ARFU R, reduces to 
the Quasi-Poisson version of the General Stochastic Tree UNfoldmg model (Carroll 
& De Soete, 1990), GSTUN-QP for short, for particular restrictions on the feature 
representation of the choice objects As a result, for imperfect linear arrays (and for 
all degenerate cases of this feature structure) ARFU-R is a special case of 
GSTUN-QP, and for linear arrays ARFU-R even comciaes with the GSTUN-QP 
model that results for linear trees For chains, however, ARFU-R is not a special 
case of GSTUN-QP The relations between GSTUN-QP and ARFU-R are used in 
deriving ARFU-R's implications regarding choice behavior for different feature 
structures of the choice objects In addition, a comparison of ARFU-R's and 
GSTUN-QP's implications shows how both models can be critically tested 

A model will be presented that describes data resulting from binary preferential judgments 

and tnadic similarity judgments In the former task a subject has to indicate which of two 

objects is most preferred, and in the latter task a subject has to indicate which of two objects 

is most similar to a third, standard object Both tasks can be modeled by Coombs' (1958, 

1964) unfolding theory. According to unfolding theory, there is an ideal that is chosen by the 

subject over any other object If the ideal is not among the choice objects, a subject will 

choose the object that is judged to be most similar to the ideal The term 'ideal' is used here 

in the generic sense of reference object, which for preferential judgments refers to the ideal 

or typical object in the mind of the subject, and for tnadic similarity judgments refers to the 

standard object presented to the subject 

Like many other unfolding models, the present model, termed the Additive Random 

Feature model for Unfolding or ARFU, is a probabilistic unfolding model, which describes 

choice behavior by the probability of choosing one object over another Unlike most other 

unfolding models, ARFU starts from a set-theoretical or feature representation of choice 

objects and ideals A justification of ARFU's assumptions as well as an empirical test of 

ARFU's implications concerning order relations among choice probabilities is given in 

Candel (1990, in press) There seems to be empirical evidence that ARFU adequately 

describes choices between stimuli that can be 'mentally' decomposed into separate parts, 

such as diagnoses made up of several symptoms and drawings of landscapes However, 

choices between psychophysical stimuli, such as squares varying in size and shades of gray 

varying in brightness, are more adequately described by the Zmnes-Gnggs (1974) unfolding 

model 
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In this chapter we focus on a special case of ARFU, called the Restie version of ARFU 

or ARFU-R for short, and study its implications regarding probabilistic choice behavior. 

Conditions are examined that reflect the degree of transitivity of choices (stochastic 

transitivity conditions), that pertain to the structure ot the so-called dominance matrix 

(Bossuyt, 1990), and that address regularities in choices across different ideals (unilateral 

conditions) (Bossuyt, 1990). ARFU-R's implications will be derived for five different 

set-theoretical representations of the choice objects: a chain, an imperfect and a perfect 

linear array, and an imperfect and a perfect nesting. In deriving these implications we will 

make use of the relations between ARFU-R and the so-called Quasi-Poisson version of the 

General Stochastic Tree UNfolding model (Carroll & De Soete, 1990), GSTUN-QP for short. 

As will be shown, for (imperfect) linear arrays and (imperfect) nestings ARFU-R is a special 

case of GSTUN-QP. However, GSTUN-QP does not include ARFU-R in the case of chains. 

As a result, not only a survey of ARFU-R's implications for different set-theoretical 

representations is obtained, but also a comparison of GSTUN-QP's and ARFU-R's 

implications. 

First we will briefly present ARFU and GSTUN-QP, and show that ARFU-R includes 

GSTUN-QP as a special case. This special case of ARFU-R is termed the additive tree 

version, or ARFU-AT for short. Next we examine for which set-theoretical representations 

ARFU-R is a special case of ARFU-AT. For some set-theoretical representations an even 

more restricted model called the additive linear tree version, abbreviated as ARFU-ALT, 

results. Subsequently, ARFU-A^T's implications as well as ARFU-R's implications for 

(imperfect) linear arrays and (imperfect) nestings are derived, followed by a derivation of 

ARFU-R's implications for chains of equally measured sets. Finally, we suggest a way to 

(critically) test ARFU-R and GSTUN-QP, we discuss the restrictions made in ARFU-R, and 

show that ARFU-AT's implications are also true for an extended version of GSTUN-QP 

(Carroll & De Soete, 1990), thereby enlarging the scope of the results obtained for 

ARFU-AT. 

2.1 The Additive Random Feature model for Unfolding 

We will present ARFU (Candel, 1990, in press) as a special case of the Thurstone (1927) 

model. Let С = {a,b z} be a finite set ol choice objects, and let I' = {/'./,..,m} be a finite set 

of data sources (subjects or homogeneous groups of subjects). For each pair a, b e С* and 

each / e /', P(a >, b) denotes the probability that object a is chosen over object b by source 

ƒ. According to Thurstone's (1927) model there are random variables U(a,i) and U(b,i), 

reflecting the momentary utility of objects a and b for source /, such that for a * b P(a £, bj 

can be expressed as: 

Pfa^b) = φ 
E{U(a,i)) - E{U(b,i) } 

•Jvar{U(ati) - U(b,i)) J [17] 
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in which Φ is the standard normal distribution function, and £{·} and Var{·} denote the 

expected value and variance, respectively. 

According to Coombs' (1964) unfolding theory, for each source /e /· there is an ideal, 

also denoted by i, which (in the deterministic case) will be chosen by source /over any other 

choice object in the relevant set. If a choice has to be made between two choice objects, 

then the object that is most similar to the ideal will be chosen. A probabilistic extension of 

the unfolding idea can be obtained by assuming that the utility function U in eq. [17] is 

inversely related to a variable O, which defines the dissimilarity between choice object and 

ideal. More specifically, we assume that - U{a,i) equals D{a,i), the random dissimilarity 

between object a and ideal /. Consequently, eq. [17] becomes: 

P C a ^ b ; = Φ 
E{D(bti) } - E{D(a,i)} 

. Vvar{DCb, i) - 0(3, i) ) [18] 

Unique for ARFU is that choice objects and ideals are represented as sets of features. 

That is, for each χ e С' and is I' there is a set of features denoted as X and /, respectively. 

Let U be the set of features associated with all objects and ideals in C* and /*, and let Ω be 

the set of all subsets of U. Let the complement of a set X, that is, the set of all features in U 

not belonging to X, be denoted as X. For each subset of features ω, e Ω we assume there 

is a random variable, F((ÛX), into the real numbers, such that the dissimilarity between a and / 

in eq. [18], D(a,/), can be defined as: 

D(a,i) = -ΘΕ(ΑΓ,Ι) + αΕ(ΑΤ\Ί) + ß F f i r v u , θ, α, β > 0. [19] 

Note that this formula is similar to Tversky's (1977) contrast model, with F, however, a 

vector of random variables that possibly can assume negative values. According to this 

definition dissimilarity decreases as a function of the F value of the features common to a 

and /, and increases as a function of the F value of the features belonging to either a or /but 

not to both. These components are weighted by the nonnegative task parameters θ, a, and 

β. We make the following assumptions concerning F : 

Additivity : For each ω», <оу e Ω, such that ω = ω* υ ω,, and ω, η (Dy = 0, we have F(a>) = 

F((ÙJ + F(cûy). In addition, F(0) = 0. 

Independence : For each nonempty ωχ, ω̂  e Ω such that ωχ η coy = 0, F(cox) and F(cûy) 

are independent random variables. 

Nonnegativity : For each nonempty шхе Ω, E(F(CÛX)) is finite and positive, where E(-) 

denotes the expected value. 
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Proportionality: For each nonempty ω» e Ω, аг(Я(шж)) = кЕ{Р(а>ж)), where Var[) 

denotes the variance and к is a positive constant. 

Normality : For each nonempty ω» e Ω, F(CUX) is normally distributed. 

A simple process of feature sampling and feature aggregation can be postulated that is 

compatible with the assumptions made with respect to F. Suppose that each time a subject 

has to make a choice between two objects, he or she samples a number of features from 

the total set of features characterizing an object, each feature having the same probability of 

being sampled. So, for each feature there is a variable that is Bernoulli distributed: If the 

feature is sampled (with probability 0<p< 1) the variable equals 1, and if the feature is 

neglected (with probability / -p) the variable equals 0. If we further assume that the F value 

of a set is (proportional to) the number of selected features, then for each set F is 

(proportional to) a binomially distributed variable. Consequently, for each nonempty set the 

expected value of F is positive and finite, the variance and expected value of F are 

proportional, and F is (proportional to) a sum of independently and identically distributed 

variables that by the Central Limit Theorem can be approximated by the normal distribution. 

Because of its assumptions, the model has been termed the Additive Random Feature 

model for Unfolding. 

2.2 The GSTUN-QP model 

Before presenting the Quasi-Poisson version of the General Stochastic Tree UNfolding 

model (Carroll & De Soete, 1990), we will introduce some notation and define several 

graph-theoretical concepts. A graph G* consists of a finite set V and a set E' of 

unordered pairs of distinct elements of V, which is written as G* = ( У , Е · ) . Elements of 

V' and E' are called vertices and edges, respectively. If x, ye V and (x,y) e E', then the 

edge (x,y) is said to be incident with vertex χ and vertex y, and vertex χ and vertex у are said 

to be adjacent. The degree of a vertex χ € V' is the number of vertices adjacent to x. A 

vertex of degree one is called terminal. 

A walk of a graph is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges, starting and ending 

with a vertex, such that each edge is incident with the preceding and the succeeding vertex. 

If a walk contains each vertex only once, we have a path. The path between vertex χ and у 

is written as p(xy). If p(xy) contains vertex q, then we write p(x..q..y). Let e(xy) be the set of 

all edges of the path p(xy), and let v[xy) be the set of all vertices of p(xy). 

A tree is a graph in which there is exactly one path between any two vertices (Chen, 

1976, p. 321). For trees, instead of G* we use the symbol T', and the edges in E' are now 

called branches. An additive tree is a tree with a metric. That is, for each branch (/',;) e E* 

there is a positive weight, w(i,j), and the distance between vertices χ and y, 6(x,y), is 

expressed as the sum of weights of the branches of the path p(xy) (Carroll, 1976; 
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Cunningham, 1978; Sattath & Tversky, 1977). Formally, 

8(x,y) = Σ w(i,j). 
(i, j)ee (xy) 

So, in an additive tree the distance between vertex χ and vertex y is given by the length of 

the path p{xy). An additive tree is written as (Τ',δ ). 

If U' = С* и /*, then the dissimilarity measure ή is a nonnegative function on U' χ U' 

such that for each ж, у e U', h(x,y) = 0 if and only if χ = у and h(x,y) = h(y,x). An additive 

tree is said to represent a dissimilarity measure h on U' χ U' if and only if the vertices of the 

tree can be labeled by elements of U' such that the tree distances or path lengths between 

the vertices coincide with the dissimilarities between the associated objects. It can be shown 

that a necessary and sufficient condition for a dissimilarity measure h to be representable by 

an additive tree is the four-point condition or additive inequality (Buneman, 1971; 

Cunningham, 1978; De Soete, 1983; Sattath & Tversky, 1977): 

V a, b, c, d e и *, there is a relabeling such that 

h(a,b) + h (cd) < h (а, с) + h(b,d) = h(a,d) + h(b,c). 

The General Stochastic Tree UNfoldmg model (Carroll, DeSarbo, & De Soete, 1989; 

Carroll & De Soete, 1990), abbreviated as GSTUN, starts from a stochastic additive tree, in 

which the path lengths are assumed to be sums of normally distributed weights associated 

with the branches of the paths. The expression for Pfa^b) is then obtained as the 

probability that the random path length between (the vertex representing) object a and (the 

vertex representing) ideal /', is smaller than the random path length between object b and /'. 

The model simplifies drastically if the branch weights are assumed to be identically 

distributed for different ideals and are assumed to be stochastically independent. If in 

addition the mean branch weights are equal to the variances of the weights, the so-called 

Quasi-Poisson case results. Let 6(a,/), 6(0,/), and è(a,b) denote the mean path lengths 

between the vertices in a tree representing the choice objects a and b and the ideal /. 

GSTUN-QP's expression for the probability that source / chooses object a over object b is 

given by: 

Pfa^b) = Φ 
δω, i) - δ ia, І ; 

^ò(a,b) [20] 

As can be seen, P(a >, b) only depends on mean tree distances, to which all that has been 

said about (deterministic) tree distances applies. Next we will show that ARFU generalizes 

the GSTUN-QP model. 
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2.3 ARFU and GSTUN-QP 

In this section we will examine for which restrictions on the feature sets representing the 

choice objects and the ideals (given particular restrictions on the task parameters), ARFU 

coincides with GSTUN-QP (Carroll & De Soete, 1990). As a result, the GSTUN-QP model is 

a special case of ARFU. 

First, we derive the expression given by the Restie version of ARFU for the binary choice 

probability. By setting 8 = 0, α = β, and G = aF in D (see eq. [19]), we can rewrite the 

numerator of eq. [18]: 

D(a,i) = α.Ε(ΑΓ\Ί) + aF(inÄ) = G (An!) + G<ir\A). [21] 

If we denote E{D} as dand E{G} as m, it follows from eq. [21] that: 

d(afi) = т(АГ\1) +т(ІГ\А.) = m ( (ΑΓ\Ί)ν (irai) ) . [22] 

As m satisfies the axioms of a measure (see Restie, 1959), d{a,i) is equal to the measure of 

the set-symmetric difference of the sets A and /, and hence to Restle's (1959, 1961) 

distance model. 

The denominator of eq. [18] can be expressed as: 

Var{D(a,i)) + Var{D(b, i)) - 2Cov{D (a, i), D (b, i )), [23] 

where 

D(a,i) = С(Апвг\1) + G(Ar\Bra) + с(АГ\Вгм) + G C Â n s n i ; , 

D(b,i) = С(АГ\ВПІ) + С(АПВПІ) + С(АГ\ВГМ) + СШЛВГ\І). 

Hence, 

Var{D(a, i)) = Va r tG fAOBnÏM -/- Var[G (ΑΓ\ΒηΊ) } + 

Varí G (Апвгіі)} + var{G f Ä n ß n i ; } , 

Var{D(b,i)) = Var{G(AnBr\i)) + Var{ GCÄnBnl) ) + 

аг{С(Апвпі)} + Var{G('Är\Br\l)},ana 

Cov[D(a, i) ,D(b, i)} = Var{G (ΑΓ,ΒΓ,Ί) } + Var{G (АПВГЛІ) ) . 

Consequently, eq. [23] can be written as: 
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аг{С(АПВГіІ) }+ аг{С(АПВГ\І) } +Var{ G (АГ\В(ЛІ) }+ аг{С(АПВПІ) } 

= аг{С(АПВ)) + аг{С(АГ\В) } . [24] 

If we assume, by setting α = /r' in Var{F) = kE(F), that the variance and the mean of G are 

equal for each subset of features, then eq. [24] reduces to 

Е{С(АГ\В)) + E{G(ÄnB)i =d(a,b). 

So, if θ = 0, α = β, and α = /r', ARFU's expression for the binary choice probability is given 

by: 

P(a^1b) = Φ 
d(b, i) - 0(3,1) 

•4d(a,b) [25] 

where d is defined by Restle's (1959, 1961) distance model. We will call this model the 

Restie version of ARFU, or ARFU-R for short 

Next we will explore which restrictions must be imposed on the feature sets representing 

choice objects and ideals, so that d can be represented by an additive tree distance Let S * 

be a set of sets A S , . ,Z, wntten as S* = {A,B 2}, where each Χ e S* represents an χ e 

U*. Let Я* be the set of all relations among the sets of S* These relations include, among 

others, pairwise inclusion and pairwise exclusion of sets. A set-theoretical system or feature 

system consists of a set of sets S* and the set of all relations among these sets Я', and is 

written as O* = (S',R') The set Я ' determines the structure of O' by specifying all 

relations among the sets of S* The structure of a feature system is also termed the 

set-theoretical or feature structure (of a set of objects) 

If dis Restle's distance model, then (0*,d) is called a Restie feature system A Restie 

feature system is represented by an additive tree (7·,δ ) if each set of S * is associated with 

a vertex of V', such that the measure of the set-symmetric difference of each pair of sets of 

S* coincides with the path length between the corresponding vertices in V'. We will call 

such a Restie feature system additive tree or af-representable As ARFU's expression for 

the choice probability only depends on dfor θ = 0, α = β, and α = /r' (see eq [25]), ARFU-R 

coincides with GSTUN-QP if and only if (Q*,d) is af-representable A necessary and 

sufficient condition for (Q',d) to be af-representable is the four-point condition (Buneman, 

1971 ; Cunningham, 1978). We can prove the following theorem 
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Theorem 3.1. 

A Restie feature system {Q'.d) is af-representable if and only if, after appropriate 

relabeling, each quadruple of sets A, B.C.De S' satisfies 

m((A->C)u(8nD)) = m((Ar\D)u{BnC)) й m((A-iS)u(C^D)). 

Proof. 

Let d be defined by Restle's distance model, then 

d(a,b) = m (A) + m(B) - 2т(АПВ), 
d(c,d) = m(C) + m(D) - 2m(Cr\D), 
d(a,c) = m (A) + m(C) - 2т(АПС), 
d(b,d) = m(B) + m CD; - 2т(ВПО), 
d(b,c) = m (В) + m (С) - 2т(ВГ\С), and 
d(a,d) = m (А) + m(D) - 2т(АГ\0). 

Consequently, the four-point condition can be elaborated as: 

d(a,b) + d(c,d) <, d(a,c) + d(b,d) = d(b,c) + d(a,d) « 

m (АПВ) + m (CnD) S m (АПС) + m (ВГ\0) = m (ВПС) + лі (АПО) ** 

m ( (АПВ) (J (Cr\D) ) > m < (АГ\С) U (ВГЛО) ) = m ( (ВПС) U (AntD) ) . [26] 

In the sequel, eq. [26] is referred to as the quadruple condition. Obviously, if each 

quadruple of sets of a feature system satisfies (ЛлС)и(ВпО) = (SnC)u(>AnD) с 

(Ληβ)υ(ΟιΟ), then d can be represented by an additive tree, or d = δ, and ARFU-R 

becomes a special case of GSTUN-QP. Note that this restriction on the feature system is 

sufficient but not necessary for af-representability. In the sequel, the special case of 

ARFU-R that is equivalent to GSTUN-QP will be referred to as the additive tree version, or 

ARFU-AT for short. For ARFU-AT we will use expression [20], which stresses that the 

Restie distances in expression [25] can be represented by additive tree distances. 

2.4 Restie feature systems and additive trees 

A consequence of ARFU being more general than GSTUN-QP, is that ARFU's implications 

regarding choice behavior may be less restrictive than GSTUN-QP's implications. This could 

occur whenever θ > 0, α * β, α * /r', or whenever the feature system does not imply the 

quadruple condition. We will assume that θ = 0, α = β, α = /r' (ARFU-R model), and will 

examine which feature systems imply the quadruple condition. For feature systems implying 

the quadruple condition the associated Restie feature systems are af-representable, and 
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ARFU-R's implications regarding choice behavior are at least as restrictive as GSTUN-QP's 

implications. 

Let S' = {A,B 2} be a set of sets representing the choice objects and ideals in U'. 

Any countable set can be ordered in any arbitrary way, and we may assume some ordering 

of S'. If А В e S* such that A precedes В in the ordering of S', we write A < B. We can 

now define several feature structures, some of which are well-known from the literature (Gati 

& Tversky, 1982; Restie, 1959,1961; Tversky & Gati, 1982). 

Nesting 

A set-theoretical system O* Is a nesting if there exists an ordering of S' such that 

A < В if and only if А с S. 

If the sets are ordered as A < В < С < D for a nesting, then we can characterize the 

set-theoretical system as a nesting [ A,B,C,D]. 

Imperfect nesting 

A set-theoretical system О · is an imperfect nesting if there exists an ordering of S* 

such that A < В < С if and only if AnB с С and AnC с S. 

Again, if four sets have to be ordered as A < В < С < D \o satisfy the restrictions of an 

imperfect nesting, we denote this as an imperfect nesting [ A,B,C,D ]. 

Linear array 

A set-theoretical system O* is a linear array if there exists an ordering of S* such 

that A < В < С if and only if A^iC с Β ς; AuC. 

Imperfect linear array 

A set-theoretical system О * is an imperfect linear array if there exists an ordering of 

S ' such that A < B< С if and only if АглС^ Sand A < B<C< D if and only if S n C c 

A J D . 

Chain 

A set-theoretical system O* is a chain if there exists an ordering of S* such that 

A < В < С if and only if A-iCc 0. 

Nestings and linear arrays were first proposed by Restie (1959, 1961) as 

representations of prothetic and metathetic continua, respectively. Chains were introduced 

by Tversky and Gati (1982) as a more general representation of metathetic continua. Our 
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definition of a chain differs from Tversky and Gati's (1982) definition, in which e a c h ordered 

triple A < В < С must satisfy AnC с АпВ and AnC с BnC. Both definitions require Ar\BnC 

= 0, whereas Tversky and Gati's definition in addition implies AnBnC * 0 and ArtBr^C * 0 , 

which prevents an imperfect linear array to be a special case of a chain. To obtain a 

hierarchical relation between an imperfect linear array and a chain, we defined a c h a i n as a 

less restrictive structure, in the sense that some sets may be empty. To get an i d e a of what 

these feature structures look like, consider Figure 1 for Venn-diagrams of triples of sets that 

constitute a nesting (panel 1), a linear array (panel 2), and a chain (panel 3). 

An imperfect nesting and an imperfect linear array are extensions of a nest ing and a 

linear array, respectively, in which each set Xe S* can have a subset of features n o t shared 

by any of the remaining sets. As can be checked easily, a nesting is a special c a s e of an 

imperfect nesting and a linear array. Two examples will demonstrate that an imperfect 

nesting and a linear array do not include each other. Suppose A = {а}, В = {b.bc}, a n d С = 

{c,bc}, then this is an imperfect nesting of the form [ AS.C], as AnB = 0 ς; С and Ar>,C = 0 

с Б, but not a linear array as A is not included in ßuC = {b,c,öc}. В is not included in AKJC = 

{a.cbc}, and С is not included In A J B = {a.b.bc}. So an imperfect nesting Is not a special 

case of a linear array. If, on the other hand, A = {a,ab}, В = {ab.bc}, and С = {c.bc), then we 

have a linear array [ AB.C], since AnC = 0 ς; В с AuC = {a,c,ab,bc}, but not an imperfect 

nesting, since AnB = {ab| is not included in C, and BnC = {be} is not included in A. This 

shows that a linear array is not a special case of an imperfect nesting. 

Further, we will prove that both a linear array and an imperfect nesting are specia l cases 

of an imperfect linear array. First we show that a linear array implies an imperfect linear 

array. For both a linear and an imperfect linear array each ordered triple A < В < С satisfies 

AnC с В- Consequently, it is sufficient to show that each ordered quadruple A < В < С < D 

of a linear array implies BnC с A J D . Obviously, this is true because В с AvD for a linear 

array, and BnC с В. To prove that an imperfect nesting implies an imperfect l inear array, 

again it suffices to show that each ordered ordered quadruple / i < B < C < D o f a n imperfect 

nesting implies BnC с A J D , which is true: BnC с D for an imperfect nesting, a n d D с 

A J D . 

Finally, it is easy to verify that an imperfect linear array is a special case of a c h a i n . See 

Figure 2 for an overview of the relations between these feature structures. 

We can now prove the following result. 

Theorem 4.1. 

A Restie feature system {Q'.d) is af-representable if O' is an imperfect linear a r r a y . 

Proof. 

Let 0* be an imperfect linear array, and let A,B,C,D e S* such that A< S < С < D. 

Consequently, A-iC с В and BnD с С, and thus AnC с A-iB and BnD с CnD. T h i s yields 

(A-ìC)u(BnD) с (A~>B)VJ(G-ÌD). To show that the quadruple condition in eq. [26] is implied, 
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Panel 1 

Panel 2 

Panel 3 

Figure 1. Venn-diagrams of three sets А, В, С, constituting a nesting (panel 1), a 

linear array (panel 2), and a chain (panel 3). 

w e only need to show that: 

(АГіС) и (BnD) = (Ano) и csnc; . [27] 
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NESTING 

IMPERFECT NESTING LINEAR ARRAY 

IMPERFECT LINEAR ARRAY 

I 
CHAIN 

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the relations among several feature structures, 'x 

-> y should be read as 'x implies ƒ. 

Since A-iC с В and SnD с С, the left-hand side of eq. [27] can be elaborated as 

САПВПС; U (ВПСГіО) = 

(АПВГ\СПО) и С А П В П С П Б ; u (Αη,Βη,αηο). [28] 

Since AnD с В, AnD с С, and ÂnBnCnD = 0, the right-hand side of eq. [27] can be 

written as 

слпвпспо; и сАпвоспо; u (АпвпспЪ) u (АПВПСПО) = 

(Апвгіспо) u С А П В П С П Б ; u С А П В П С П О ; . [29] 

As can be seen, eqs. [28] and [29] are the same. 0 

Since linear arrays, imperfect nestings and nestings are special cases of an imperfect 

linear array, we have the following result. 
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Corollary 4.1. 

A Restie feature system (Q'.d) is af-representable if O* is a linear array, an 

imperfect nesting or a nesting. 

Theorem 4.2. 

A Restie feature system (Q*,cf) need not be af-representable if O* is a chain. 

Proof. 

A proof can be given by presenting a counter example. Consider a chain [ A,B,C,D], such 

that A = {a,ab}, S = {Ь.аЬ.Ьс}, С = {c,bc,co}, and D = {d,cd}. The binary intersections for this 

chain are A ^ S = {ab}, CnD = {αή, AnC = ßnO = AnD = 0, and SnC = {be}· As can be 

checked, this feature system is a chain; that is, for each triple A < В < С the relation AnC с 

В holds, but the quadruple condition in eq. [26] is not implied. For example, if the measure 

m((ux) is equal to the number of elements in ω,, then m((A~iS)u(C(~iD)) = m{{ab,ccf¡) = 2, 

m{(AnC)Kj(Br,D)) = m(0) = 0, and m{(/inD)u(ßnC)) = m({bc}) = 1. 0 

A result of Theorem 4.1 is that for imperfect linear arrays (and for all set-theoretical 

systems that are special cases of an imperfect linear array) ARFU-R is included by 

ARFU-AT and thus by GSTUN-QP. As is evident from Theorem 4.2, for chains ARFU-R is 

not included by ARFU-AT. 

In deriving ARFU-R's implications for linear arrays and nestings we will consider a 

special kind of additive tree, called the additive linear tree. An additive linear tree is an 

additive tree, in which each vertex is adjacent to at most two other vertices. In an additive 

linear tree all vertices are of degree less than three. To derive a necessary and sufficient 

condition for a dissimilarity measure h to be representable by an additive linear tree, we 

need the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.1. 

In a linear tree all vertices (and thus all branches) are contained in a single path. 

Proof. 

In a tree there are at least two terminal vertices (Chen, 1976, p. 321). Let x, and xn be two 

terminal vertices, which define a path p(xixn). Suppose there is at least one vertex, say q, 

which is not contained in p(x/Xn), that is, q is not a vertex of v(xiXn)- In a tree there must be 

a path from q to each of the vertices of Kx/Xn)· More specifically, there must be a path 

p(gx,), x, e v(x/Xn), such that v((7x,)nv(xfxn) = x,. If x, = x, or x, = xn, then xr and xn are no 

longer terminal, and if x, e v{x,xn) - {xi,x„}, then x, is at least of degree 3, implying that the 

tree cannot be linear. Consequently, each vertex q e p(xrx,,)· 0 
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We can now prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.3. 

A dissimilarity measure h on U' χ U* is representable as an additive linear tree if 

and only if there is an ordering of U' such that each ordered triple a < b< с of this 

ordering satisfies the triangle equality, that is 

h(a,b) + h(b,c) = h(a.c). 

Proof. 

By Lemma 4.1 all vertices of a linear tree are contained in a single path. Consequently, for 

each vertex triple a, b, с ordered as a < b< с in this path, there is a path p(a..b..c). For a 

path p(a..b..c), we have e(ac) = e(ab)ue(bc) and e(ab)ne(bc) = 0. Consequently, 

Σ w(i,j) + Σ w(i,j) = 
(i, j)ee(ab) (i, j)ee(bc) 

Σ »d, οί
α, j)ee (ac) 

Because of this result, the dissimilarity measure h must satisfy 

b(a,b) + b(b,c) = h(a,c). 

As can be checked, if there is an ordering of U' in which each ordered triple satisfies the 

triangle equality, then also the four-point condition is satisfied. So, in proving the sufficiency 

of the condition formulated in Theorem 4.3, we may start from an additive tree. A tree is not 

linear if and only if there is a vertex of degree three or more. So, there is a vertex χ that has 

non-overlapping paths to at least three terminal vertices, say a, b. and с One can check that 

e(ab) = e(ax)ue(xb), e(bc) = e(bx)ue(xc), e(ac) = e{ax)ue(xc), and that e(ax)ne(xb) = 

e(bx)ne(xc) = e(ax)ne(xc) = 0. As a result, 6(a,b) + 5(b,c) = Ца,с) + 25(x,b), 5(a,c) + 6(b,c) 

= 6(a,b) + 25(x,c), and 6{a,b) + 6(a,c) = 5(b,c) + 25(x,a), which means that there is no 

ordering of a, b, and c, that satisfies the triangle equality. 0 

If the Restie distances d satisfy the triangle equality for a particular ordering of the sets 

of a feature system O', the Restie feature system (Q',d) is said to be additive linear tree or 

a/f-representable. 

Theorem 4.4. 

A Restie feature system (0*,d) is a/f-representable if and only if Q' is a linear array. 
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Proof. 

There is an ordering of U', such that each ordered triple a < b < с satisfies 

dfa.b) + d(b,c) = d(a,c) « 

m (АПВ) + m (ВПА) + m (ВПС) + m (СГіВ) = лі СЛПС; + m (СГЛ) , 

which after some elementary algebra is equivalent to 

m (ДПВПС) + m (АПВГ\С) = 0 <=> АПВПС = АПВПС = 0 <=> 

АГ\С с в and в с A u e . О 

Theorem 4.4 yields the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.2. 

A Restie feature system (O'.d) is a/f-representable if Q* is a nesting. 

As we have seen earlier in this section, an imperfect nesting does not imply a linear array. 

Corollary 4.3. 

A Restie feature system (Q*,d) need not be a/f-representable if O* is an imperfect 
nesting or an imperfect linear array. 

The special case of ARFU-AT that results for additive linear trees will be termed the 

additive linear tree version of ARFU, or ARFU-ALT for short. By Theorem 4.4, ARFU-R 

applied to linear arrays is equivalent to ARFU-ALT and by Corollary 4.2, ARFU-R applied to 

nestings is included by ARFU-ALT. However, by Corollary 4.3, for imperfect nestings and 

imperfect linear arrays ARFU-R is not included by ARFU-ALT. Consult Figure 3 for a 

schematic overview of the relations among the different models. 

2.5 ARFU-R's Implications for at-representable feature systems 

As we have seen, given θ = 0, α = β = le1, ARFU is equivalent to GSTUN-QP if and only if 

the quadruple condition is satisfied. This case has been termed ARFU-AT. If the distances 

defined by Restle's set-symmetric difference model are representable by path lengths in a 

linear tree, then the more restrictive ARFU-ALT model results. 

In this section we will derive the implications of both ARFU-AT and ARFU-ALT for 

several conditions that probabilistic choice behavior may satisfy. As has been shown, the 

implications of ARFU-AT and ARFU-ALT are also ARFU-R's implications for imperfect linear 

arrays and linear arrays, respectively, and hence for all degenerate cases of these feature 
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ARFU-ALT 

i 
ARFU-AT -GSTUN-QP 

ARFU-R 

ARFU 

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the relations among ARFU, ARFU-R, ARFU-AT, 

ARFU-ALT, and GSTUN-QP. 'x -> y should be read as 'x implies / . 

structures. Whenever ARFU-AT does not imply a condition, we will examine for which 

feature structures ARFU-R implies the condition, the most extreme case being that the 

condition is not even implied for the simplest feature structure, namely a nesting. 

In the next section we will derive ARFU-R's implications for chains consisting of sets that 

have equal measures. This will yield a survey of ARFU-R's implications for a broad variety 

of feature systems representing the choice objects and the ideals. But first we consider 

ARFU-R's implications for Restie feature systems that are representable as additive trees, 

starting with the stochastic transitivity conditions. 

2.5.1 Stochastic Transitivity Conditions 

Transitivity states that if object a is chosen over object b, and object b is chosen over object 

c, then object a has to be chosen over object с There are several probabilistic versions of 

transitivity, two of which will be considered. The first one is Moderate Stochastic Transitivity, 

MST for short, and is defined as (Fishbum, 1973): 

If P(a >, b) 2: ¡ and P(b >, c) > ¿, then P(a £, c) > m\n{P(a >, b),P(b >, c)}. 
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A second, much stronger condition, is Strong Stochastic Transitivity, or SST (Fishburn, 

1973): 

If P(a >, b) > 1 and P(b >, c) > ̂  then P(a >, c) > max{PCa >, b),P(b ¿, с)). 

As ARFU is a special case of the Thurstone (1927) model, ARFU satisfies the structure of a 

Moderate Utility Model (Halft, 1976). As a result, ARFU and all special cases of ARFU imply 

Moderate Stochastic Transitivity. 

In order to explore the stochastic transitivity conditions further, we will distinguish three 

kinds of triples of choice objects. These triples are located differently relative to the ideal on 

the J-scale (Coombs, 1964). In a geometric context, a qualitative J-scale is an ordinal scale 

upon which both choice objects and ideals are located. Alternatively, one might define a 

J-scale as an ordering of choice objects and ideals such that each ordered triple satisfies 

betweenness, that is, for each ordered triple a < b < с the distance between a and с 

exceeds both the distance between a and b, and the distance between b and c. To 

translate this definition to a set-theoretical context, we propose that an ordered triple 

a < b < с satisfies betweenness if and only if 

dfa/C) > d(a,b) a.nàd(a,c) > d(b,c), [30] 

where d is defined as in eq. [22]. If a < b< с satisfies betweenness this will be written as 

a I b I c, and we say that b is between a and с An ordered n-tuple is said to satisfy 

betweenness if each ordered triple satisfies betweenness. For instance, a I b I с I d if and 

only if a I b I c, b I с I d, a I b I d, and a I с I d. If there is an ordering of U' such that each 

ordered triple satisfies betweenness as defined in eq. [30], we have a J-scale. We can now 

define different kinds of triples. 

Unilateral and bilateral triples 

For an ideal /, a triple of choice objects a, b, c, such that a I b I c, is 

a) unilateral if and only if i \ a I b I с or a I b I с I /, and 

b) bilateral if and only if a I /1 b I с or a I b I /1 с 

Based on the order of the mean dissimilarities of each of the choice objects to the ideal, a 

further subdivision of the bilateral triples can be made: 

Bilateral adjacent triples and bilateral split triples 

For an ideal /, a triple of choice objects a, b, c, such that a I / I b I c, is 

Ы ) bilateral adjacent below if and only if d[a,;) <, d(b,/), 

b2) bilateral adjacent above if and only if c/(c,/) < d(a,i), and 

b3) bilateral split if and only if d(b.i) < d(a,i) < d(c,i). 
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Similar definitions of bilateral adjacent triples and bilateral split triples can be given for 

a I b I /' I с In the sequel, whenever there is no need to distinguish between bilateral 

adjacent below and above triples, we will drop the terms 'below' and 'above'. 

The implications of ARFU-A(L)T regarding stochastic transitivity for the different kinds of 

triples can be summarized in two theorems. 

Theorem 5.1. 

The additive tree version of ARFU 

- implies MST but does not imply SST for a unilateral triple, 

- implies MST but does not imply SST for a bilateral adjacent triple, and 

- implies SST for a bilateral split triple. 

Theorem 5.2. 

The additive linear tree version of ARFU 

- implies SST for a unilateral triple, 

- implies MST but does not imply SST for a bilateral adjacent triple, and 

- Implies SST for a bilateral split triple. 

As for a unilateral triple ARFU-ALT implies SST and ARFU-AT does not imply SST, and for 

a bilateral adjacent triple ARFU-ALT does not imply SST, we additionally want to state the 

following theorem. 

Theorem 5.3. 

The Restie version of ARFU does not imply SST for 

- a unilateral triple represented by an imperfect nesting, and 

- a bilateral adjacent triple represented by a nesting. 

Proofe of Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. 

a) Unilateral triples 

Suppose we have a unilateral triple / I a I b I с that is represented by a feature system O', 

and that (O'.d) is af-representable. Since fyi.a) < 5(/,b) and 5(b,c) <, 5(a,c), a, b, c, and / 

always satisfy the four-point condition in the following way: 

ò(i,a) + S(b, с) <Ъа,Ь) + Ъ(а,с) =Ь(і,с) +6(а,Ь). [31] 

The choice probabilities are (see eq. [20]): 
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Pta^b) = Φ 
5СЬ, i ; - Ь(а,і) 

"]8(a,b) [32] 

Pitè^) 
6 (С, i) - Sfb,!) 

б (b, с) 
, and 

[33] 

PCa^ic; = Φ 
δ (с, i) - δ (a, i) 

V5Ca,c; [34] 

An example can be given to prove that ARFU-AT does not imply SST. If we set 6(a,/) = 12, 

5(b,i) = 12.3, 5(c,/) = 19.3, 5(a,b) = 11.9, 5(b,c) = 13.2, and 5(a,c) = 18.9. then Pfa^b) = 

Ф(0.09), P(b^iC) = Ф(1.93), but P(at,c) = Ф(1.68). As can be checked, this example 

satisfies / la l b I с and the four-point condition in eq. [31]. Moreover, for an imperfect 

nesting [ l,A,B,C) there are measures for the several subsets such that the distances dare 

equal to the tree distances in the above example, namely m(AnBnCnl) = 5.8, 

т(АпВг\СЫ) = 3.1, m(ÄrSn,CrJ) = 10.1, mfÄnBr^Crl) = 3, and mfAriBnCrl) + 

mfAnBnCnl) = 6.2. This demonstrates that even for a unilateral triple that is represented 

by an imperfect nesting, ARFU-R does not imply SST. 

If the Restie feature system is a/f-representable, then by Theorem 4.3 each triple 

a I b I с satisfies 6(a,b) + ô(b,c) = 5(a,c). Consequently, for a unilateral triple / I a I b I с the 

expressions in eqs. [32] to [34] can be rewritten as: 

Pfa^b) = Ф[УІЬ(а,Ь)], Ptt&iC) = Ф [ 5СЬ, с)], and 

Pfa^c) = Ф[л/бГа,сЛ . [35] 

As 5(a,c) exceeds both 8(a,b) and 6(b,c), ARFU-ALT implies SST. For a unilateral triple 

such that a I b I с I /, analogous proofs can be given. 

b) Bilateral triples 

Consider a bilateral triple a I / I b I c, with (O'.d) af-representable. 

Ы) Bilateral adjacent below triples 

For a bilateral adjacent below triple the relevant choice probabilities also satisfy the 

expressions [32] to [34]. If a, b, c, and / can be represented by an additive linear tree such 

that a I i I b I c, these expressions become: 
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Pfa^b) = Φ 
5Cb,i; - Б (a, i) 

l ^(Ъ(Ъ,І) + è(a,i))i [36] 

Ρ (tèic) = Ф[^Ь(Ь,с)), and [37] 

PCa^c; = Φ 
B(b,i) + ОСЬ, с; - Ь(а,і) 

^(Ъ(Ъ,і) + 8(Ь,с) + 6(а,і)) [38] 

If, for example, 5(Ь,с) = 8, 5(0,/) = 5.2, and 5(а./) = 5, then Pfaì.b) = Φ(0.06), Ρφζ, с) = 

Φ(2.83), but P(aì, с) = Ф(1.92). Hence, for a bilateral adjacent below triple ARFU-ALT does 

not imply SST. Consequently, SST is also not implied by ARFU-AT. Moreover, for a nesting 

[ A.I.B.C] we can find measures of the subsets such that the distances d are equal to the 

additive linear tree distances in the above example, namely m(Ar\BnCr^l) = 8, 

mfAnBTiCrJ) = 5.2, and mfÄnBnCnl) = 5, demonstrating that ARFU-R does not even 

imply SST for bilateral adjacent below triples in a nesting. 

b2) Bilateral adjacent above triples 

For a bilateral adjacent above triple that is represented by an a/f-representable Restie 

feature system, the relevant choice probabilities can easily be derived from the expressions 

given for a bilateral adjacent below triple. For P(b ¿,a)=1- P(a £, b) see eq. [36], P(b >, c) 

is given in eq. [37], and for Pfc^a) = 1 - Pfa^c) see eq. [38]. If, for instance, Ца,і) = 8, 

5(b,c) = 4, and 5(b,/) = 3, then PfbZ, c) = Ф(2), PfcZ, a) = Ф(0.26), but P(ö>, a) = Ф(1.51). 

Hence, for a bilateral adjacent above triple, ARFU-ALT and ARFU-AT do not imply SST. 

Also, for a nesting [ Α,Ι,Β,Ο], we can find measures of the subsets yielding distances c/that 

are equal to the additive linear tree distances in the above example, namely т(АпВпСглІ) = 

4, mfAnBrsCñí) = 3, and n)(Àr\Bc\Cc\l) = 8, demonstrating that ARFU-R does not even 

imply SST for bilateral adjacent above triples in a nesting. 

b3) Bilateral split triples 

A proof can be given that ARFU-AT implies SST for bilateral split triples. The most general 

tree for four terminal vertices is displayed in Figure 4 (see also Colonius & Schulze, 1981; 

Cunningham, 1978). Three vertices represent the choice objects a, b, and c, and one vertex 

represents the ideal /'. If the branch lengths represent the mean branch weights, this tree 

satisfies a I / I b I с Since a I /' I b I с implies Ъ(і,а) + b(b,c) <. 5(i,b) + S(a,c) = 5(7,cj + S(a.b), 

this also is the only tree compatible with this condition (assuming that we ignore the lengths 

of the branches). If tv defined on E' denotes the mean branch weight, then the expressions 

for the choice probabilities are: 
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Р С Ь ^ 1 а ; = Φ 
w (a, χ) - w(x,yì - /(у,Ь) 

-i(w(a,x) + w(x,y) + w(yrb)) [39] 

Pía^c) = Φ 
- w(a,x) + w(x,y) + w(y,c) 

^(w(a,x) + w(x,y) + w(y,c)) -
, and 

[40] 

p f b ^ c ; = Φ 
" (У, с) - w (y, b) 

V (w (y, c) + w (y, b) ) [41] 

As P(b à, a) i ¿, we have w{a,x) > w(x,y) + w(y,b) (see eq. [39]). As P(a s, c) is decreasing in 

w(a,x) (see eq. [40]), we can derive 

P f a ^ c ; < Ф 
*f (Уг С) - w (y, b) 

. ^(2w(x,y) + w(y,b) + w(y,c)) 

which is smaller than P(b>,c), because the expression is decreasing in w(x,y) if 

w(y,c) - w(y,b) > 0. 

In a similar way, we have w{x,y) + и<у,с) s w(a,x), because P^a>( c) > \ (see eq. [40]). 

As P(b >, a) is increasing in w[a,x) (see eq. [39]), we can derive 

Pib&^a) < Φ 
w (у, с) - w (y, b) 

^<2w(x,y) + w(y,b) + w(y,c)) 
<. Ρ (tè-tC) . 

Similar proofs can be given for a bilateral triple a I b I /1 с. 0 

Consult Table 1 for an overview of the stochastic transitivity implications of ARFU-R 

arranged according to feature structure and kind of triple. Note that ARFU-R's implications 

for a nesting (and of course also for a linear array) are the same as ARFU-ALT's 

implications, and that ARFU-R's implications for an imperfect linear array and an imperfect 

nesting are the same as ARFU-AT's implications. As we will see, this also is true for the 

other implications that we consider. 

2.5.2 Dominance Matrix 

The next group of conditions concerns the structure of the dominance matrix (Bossuyt, 

1990). The row and column elements of the dominance matrix correspond to choice objects 
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i b 

Figure 4. The most general tree for four terminal vertices a, b, с. and i, satisfying 

a I /1 b I с 

and a single ideal arranged according to their order on the ¿scale. Each cell of the 

dominance matrix contains the probability that the row object is chosen over the column 

object. Figure 5 shows a dominance matrix for a set of objects p, q, r, s. t, и and one ideal /', 

satisfying ρ I q I r I /' 15 111 u. We define two different patterns of ordinal restrictions for a 

dominance matrix. 

Bilateral Monotonicity (BM) 

A dominance matrix satisfies Bilateral Monotonicity if and only if the choice 

probabilities in each row of the dominance matrix do not increase from the left to the 

column corresponding with the ideal, i, and do not decrease from column / to the 

right. 
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Partial Monotonicity (PM) 

A dominance matrix satisfies Partial Monotonicity if and only if 

1) the choice probabilities in row χ at or above the row corresponding with the ideal, 

i, do not increase from the left toward column x, and do not decrease from 

column /to the right, 

2) the choice probabilities in row χ below row / do not increase from the left toward 

column ;, and do not decrease from column χ to the right, and 

3) the choice probabilities in row χ between column χ and column / do not exceed 

one half and are not less than the choice probability in column /. 

Obviously, Bilateral Monotonicity implies Partial Monotonicity, but the converse is not true. 

We can prove the following three theorems. 

Theorem 5.4. 

The additive tree version of ARFU implies Partial Monotonicity, but does not imply 

Bilateral Monotonicity. 

Theorem 5.5. 

The additive linear tree version of ARFU implies Bilateral Monotonicity. 

Theorem 5.6. 

The Restie version of ARFU does not imply Bilateral Monotonicity for an imperfect 

nesting. 

Proof of Theorems 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. 

In proving Theorems 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, it is useful to consider the dominance matrix in Figure 

5. Within each row two neighbouring choice probabilities must be compared. Consequently, 

to determine the structure of areas 1 and 3, we should consider a unilateral triple, and to 

determine the structure of area 2, we should consider a bilateral triple. 

Bilateral triples 

For area 2 we consider a bilateral triple a I /' I b I с that is represented by an additive tree 

(see Figure 4), and compare P(a ̂ b) = 1 - P(b >, a) (see eq. [39]) and P(a >, c) (see eq. 

[40]). As a I ;" I b I c, we have w(y,c) > w(y,b), and thus P(a >, c) à P(a £, b). Similarly, for a 

bilateral triple a I b I / I с we can show that P(c >, a) > P(c >, b). So, in area 2 the choice 

probabilities do not increase in going towards the ideal column. 
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ρ q r i s t u 

N.1 
3 Ν. 

2 

2 

N.3 

Figure 5. The dominance matrix. The digits 1,2, and 3 denote the different areas that 

must be examined to determine the structure of the dominance matrix. 

Unilateral triples 

To determine the structure of area 3, we consider a unilateral triple /' I a I b I с As 

; I a I b I с implies eq. [31], a, b, c, and /also must satisfy the structure of the tree in Figure 

4. However, in order to satisfy / I a I b I с the lengths of the branches must be different. Also 

for this triple Р(а> (Ь; = 1 - P(b>,a) and Pfa^c) are given by eqs. [39] and [40]. As 

i I a I b I c, we have 5(c,/) è 6(b./) or w(c,y) s w{b,y), and thus P(a z, c) ä P(a S, ty. 

For area 1 we must compare Pfc^a) = 1 - PfaZ.c) (see eq. [34]) and Ρ(Ό>, ty = 1 -

P(b 2, c) (see eq. [33]). As has been shown in Section 2.5.1 (see Unilateral triples). P(c >, a) 

can exceed Pfc^b) tor an Imperfect nesting satisfying i la l b I с As b(c,i) > 5{b,i), we 

have P(c 2, b) á ¿, and one can easily prove P(c 2, b) > P(c £, i). 

For a unilateral triple a I b I с I / similar proofs can be given, showing that P(a £,· b) may 

be smaller than Pfa >, c) (also for an imperfect nesting), that Pfa £, b) > P(a ¿, i) and Pfa Z, b) 

<, ^ (area 1 ), and that Pfc >, a) S P(c >, b) (area 3). Consequently. ARFU-AT Implies PM and 

ARFU-R does not Imply BM for imperfect nestings. 

To derive ARFU-ALT's implications, we must consider only the choice probabilities In 

area 1 : ARFU-AT does not Imply an ordering of the neighbouring choice probabilities located 

in area 1. If / I a I b I с can be represented by an additive linear tree, we have Pfcà, a) = 1 -

Pfa £, c) £ P(c >, b) = 1 - P(b £, c) (see eq. [35]). For a I b I с I i, it can be shown In a similar 

way that P(a 2, b) > P(a >, c). Consequently, ARFU-ALT implies BM. 0 
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Table 1 summarizes ARFU-R's implications with respect to the dominance matrix for 

different feature structures of the choice objects. 

2.5.3 Unilateral Conditions 

The unilateral conditions concern the choice probability as a function of the ideal, with the 

ideal located at one side of a pair of choice objects on the J-scale. More precisely, for two 

ideals / and j, and a pair of choice objects a and b satisfying the betweenness condition 

j I /' I a I b or a I b I j I /, the choice probability P(a >, b) may be smaller than, may exceed, or 

may be equal to P(a £, b). 

Unilateral conditions 

Given two ideals / and j, and two choice objects a and b such that j I i I a I b or 

a lb I ƒ |/, we have 

- the Unilaterally Decreasing Condition (UDC) if P(a Z, b) < P(a Z, b), 

- the Unilaterally Increasing Condition (UIC) if P(a >, b) > P(a >, b), and 

- the Unilaterally Constant Condition (UCC) if P(a >, b) = P(a >, b). 

To give an interpretation of, for instance, the Unilaterally Decreasing Condition (UDC), one 

could say that replacing one ideal by another that is more distant from a pair of choice 

objects leads to a decrease of the relative preference for the least distant (or most attractive) 

choice object over the most distant (or least attractive) one. Similar interpretations of the 

Unilaterally Constant and the Unilaterally Increasing Condition can be given. 

Theorem 5.7. 

The additive (linear) tree version of ARFU implies the Unilaterally Constant 

Condition. 

Proof. 

The betweenness conditions ; I / l a lb and a l b l / ' l / both imply 6(/,b) + Щ,а) > 

Ці-і) + 5(a,b). Hence, for the four-point condition to hold, ò(i,b) + 6(/,a) must be equal to 

6(/,a) + 6(/,b), so that 5(/',b) - 5(/,a) must be equal to 5(/',b) - 5(y,a). This implies P(a >, b) = 

P(a '¿.j b). Hence, ARFU-AT implies the Unilaterally Constant Condition. 0 

As a result of Theorem 5.7, for imperfect linear arrays (and degenerate cases of this 

feature structure) ARFU-R implies the Unilaterally Constant Condition (see Table 1). 

2.6 ARFU-R's Implications for chains of equally measured sets 

In deriving ARFU's implications for chains we depart from the Restie version, so that the 
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Table 1. ARFU-R's implications for different feature structures. 

Feature structures 

Nesting Imperfect nesting Chain of 
Linear array Imperfect linear equally mea-

Conditions array sured sets 

Stochastic transitivity 

Unilateral triple SST MST MST 

Bilateral adjacent MST MST MST 

triple 

Bilateral split SST SST SST 

triple 

Dominance
 a 

matrix 

Unilateral 

conditions 

вм 

исс 

PM 

исс 

• 

UDC or UCC 

Note. As has been shown in the text, ARFU-R's implications 
for a linear array and a nesting are the same as the 
implications of ARFU-ALT, and ARFU-R's implications for an 
imperfect linear array and an imperfect nesting are the same as 
the implications of ARFU-AT. 

a
 The '·' sign means that even Partial Monotonicity is not 
implied. 

binary choice probability only depends on (mean) dissimilarities as defined by Restle's 

model (see eq. [25]). In addition, we assume that the measures of the sets representing 

choice objects and ideals are equal. For the sake of brevity we will speak of a chain of 

equally measured sets. It will be useful to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.1. 

If U' is represented by a chain O* of equally measured sets and the mean 

dissimilarities on U' χ U' are represented by Restle's distance model, there exists a 

J-scale such that each triple a, b, с e U' represented by А, В, Ce S', satisfies 

a I b I с if and only if A < В < С or С < В < A in the ordering of S*. 

Proof. 

Consider three objects a, b, and c, and the mean dissimilarities defined by Restle's model, 

so that 

d (a, c) = лі (A) + m (С) - 2m (AnC), 
d(a,b) = m (A) + m (В) - 2т(АГЛВ), and 
d (Ь, с) = m (В) + m (С) - 2т (ВПС) . [42] 
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We have a I b I с if and only if d(a,c) > d(a,b) and d{a,c) s c^b.c). Assuming m(X) = m(0) = 

ш(С), a l b I с is true if and only if (see eq. [42]) m(AnC) < m(Ar\B) and m(AnC) < m(BnC). 

For a chain each triple of sets A<B<CorC<B<A satisfies Аг,С с В. Consequently, 

AnC с Ar\B and Ar\C с BnC, and thus m{Ar,C) < m(AnB) and m(AnC) s m(0nC). Note 

that any other permutation of A, B, and С does not imply a I b I с. 0 

Since a l b I с if and only ¡ M < 6 < C o r C < S < A each chain of equally measured sets 

implies a J-scale. As we have seen, the notion of a J-scale is necessary to derive ARFU's 

implications regarding, among others, stochastic transitivity for unilateral and bilateral triples. 

2.6.1 Stochastic Transitivity Conditions 

ARFU-R's Implications regarding stochastic transitivity can be summarized In the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 6.2. 

If U' is represented by a chain of equally measured sets, the Restie version of 

ARFU 

- implies MST but does not imply SST for a unilateral triple, 

- implies MST but does not imply SST for a bilateral adjacent triple, and 

- implies SST for a bilateral split triple. 

Proof. 

The strategy for exploring ARFU-R's implications regarding stochastic transitivity will be the 

same as the one adopted for af-representable Restie feature systems. As the most general 

ARFU model implies MST, this also is true for ARFU-R and chains of equally measured 

sets. Consequently, for each kind of triple either a proof that ARFU-R implies SST will be 

given, or a counter-example showing that ARFU-R does not imply SST. 

a) Unilateral triples 

Assume three choice objects a, b, c, and one ¡deal /are represented by a chain [ Ι,Α,Β,Ο]. If 

we require m(/) = m{A) = m{B) = m(C), we know by Theorem 6.1 that / la l b I с Also a 

chain [C.B.A.I] implies /'la I b i c. However, as can be checked easily the chains 

[ Ι,Α,Β,Ο] and [ C S A / ] are equivalent. 

Before continuing the proof, we introduce some notation. Let S* = {A,B,C,D\ be a set of 

sets representing the objects a, b, c, and d. The set A-iSnC^D is written as (Dai,«* the set 

A^BnCnD is written as ω8 6 ο the set AnBnCnD is written as соаЬ, and so on. Also, 

rrKtoabcd)· пЯЮаьс), and m{(ûab) are written as mabcd, mabc, and mab. Note that the set denoted 

by, for instance, ша Ь depends on the context: for S* = {Д,В,С} cüab equals AnBnC, whereas 

for S* = {A,B,C,D) (Dab equals /AnBnCnD, which is a subset of >4nßnC. 
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For a chain [ l,A,B,C] and a chain [ C,B,A,I], we have 

α ; ІПВ С A, 
(ϋ) me с A, 
(Hi) i n e с ß/ and 
Civ; АЛС ς; fl. 

Statement (i) implies ω ^ = ω/,, = 0. In a similar way we obtain from (ii), (iii), and (iv): ω0 

<Ùaa=(Ùac = 0. 

In order to develop an expression for Pfas, bj, we calculate d(a,i), d(b,i), and d(a,b): 

dfa,!) = m Сша Ь сиша Ьиша сишл) + лі СШь^иш^иш^иш^;, 
d(b,i) = m fa)abcuu>abu(i)bcU£ûb; + л1Сша с аиша 1ишС 1иш^Ь and 
d(a,b) = лі Сш а с 1иш а сиш а 1иш а; + m Сш Ь с і иш Ь е иш Ь і иш ь ; . 

Applying restrictions (i) to (iv) yields 

d(a,i) = таЬс + таЬ + ліа + лі̂ , 
d(b,i) = таЬс + таЬ + тЬс + ть + mal + mll and 
d(a,b) = тЬс + ть + піаі + т а . 

As a result, Р^а >, Ь̂  (see eq. [25]) can be expressed as: 

•"•be + mb + mai ~ '"a 

Pia^b) = Φ 
L л/ ГЯІЬС + ЛІЬ + mal + ma) [43] 

The expressions for P(b >, c) and P(a >, c) are obtained in a similar way, 

mabi + inc - inab - mb 

Pib^j^c) = Φ 
- ^ (I"abi + mc + ">ab + ">b) -

, and 
[44] 

PCa^c; = Φ 
!nabi + mai + mc + mbc ~ mab ~ ma 

- ν (mabl + mal + mc + nib c + mab + ma) [45] 

To guarantee i I a I b I c, we require 

m f i ; = /π CA; <=> % = ліа + ліаЬ + яі а Ь с, 
лі CA; = m (В) « ліа + ліаі = л!Ь + піЬс, and 
m (В) = m (С) <=> mb + niab + m a b i = ліс. [46] 

If, for example, me = m ^ = 20, mc = 4, mabl = 2, and т^ = mai = mb= 1, which satisfies the 

equality restrictions in eq. [46], then P(a>lb) = Ф(0.31), Pfb^c) = Ф(1.41), but Pfa^c) = 
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Φ(0.87). A similar proof can be given for a unilateral triple a I b I с I /. Hence, ARFU-R does 

not imply SST for a unilateral triple in a chain of equally measured sets. 

b) Bilateral triples 

If three choice objects a, b, and c, and one ideal / are represented by a chain [ A,I,B,C], 

then AnB с /, AnC с /, AnC с В, and JhC с В, implying that <йаьс = соас, = ωβ6 = coge = ω0 = 

0. If we require m{A) = m(/) = m(S) = m(Cj, or 

ліс = ть + ліЪ і + ліаьл/ [47] 

then by Theorem 6.1 a chain [A.I.B.C] is a bilateral triple a \i l b I с Also a chain 

[ C , 8 , M ] implies a\i\b\c, but is equivalent to a chain [A/,S,C]. Similar to the 

derivations for unilateral triples, we can derive the choice probabilities for bilateral triples. 

Only the resulting choice probabilities will be presented. 

Ы) Bilateral adjacent below triples 

For a bilateral adjacent below triple the choice probabilities are given by: 

Pfa^b) = Φ 

mai + mbc + П>ь - Щсі * тЬі ~ m¿> 

- V (mal + тЬс + ть + тЬс1 + тЬі + та) [48] 

p c t ò i c ; = Φ 
таЬі + тЬі + тс * тЬ 

• ^ ("tabi + rnbl + тс + ть) 
, and 

[49] 

PCa^cJ = Φ 

таЬі + таі + тЬс + тс ~ тЬсі ~ та 

- ^ (""аЬі + таі + '"bc + тс + ^Ьсі + та) - [50] 

If, for example, та = 5.8, тс = 5,таі = 4.2, ты = 4, mba = 3, mb = mabl = 2,т,= 1.8, and mbl 

= 1, which satisfies the restrictions in eq. [47], then Pfa^b) = Ф(0.09), Pfb^c) = Ф(1.9), 

but Pfaz,c) = Ф(1.31). Hence, ARFU-R does not imply SST for a bilateral adjacent below 

triple in a chain of equally measured sets. 

b2) Bilateral adjacent above triples 

The choice probabilities for a bilateral adjacent above triple can be derived from the ones 

given for a bilateral adjacent below triple: P(b>,c) is given in eq. [49], for P(c>,a) = 1 -

P(a >, c) see eq. [50], and for P(b >, a) = 1 - P(a >, b) see eq. [48]. If, for example, ma = 9, m, 

= ты = 6, mc = 2.875, тьс, = 2.75, mabl = 2.5, ты = 0.25, mai = mb = 0.125, which satisfies 
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the restrictions in eq. [47], then Pfb^c) - Φ(2.29), Pfc^a) = Φ(0.05), but F=*. 

Φ(1.35). 

ЬЗ) Bilateral split triples 

To prove that ARFU-R implies SST for bilateral split triples, we rewrite t h e 

probabilities in eqs. [48] to [50], by using the information in eq. [47]. Because of m^ 

mb + rribe + mbl + тьд, we have (see eq. [48]) 

= - , ¿aj = 

; ί - ι o i c e 

Pfbt^) = Φ 
2 (та - ть - тЬс) 

•4(2(14* + mai)) C S 1 ] 

because of ma + mal + mabl = mc + т^ + тьа, we have (see eq. [50]) 

2 (mc + mbc - ma) 
P(a>¿c) = Φ 

- V (2 (mc + тЬс + тЬс1) ) 

and because of тс = ть + mb, + mab„ we have (see eq. [49]) 

2 (mc - mb) 
Pítale) = Φ 

V (2mc) [ S 3 ] 

We make the following substitutions: 

A = (ma - mb - mbc) à 0, since Ρ ГЪ^а; ^ i , 

В = (mc + /пЬо - ma) > 0, sincePCaajC; ^ ^, 

С = ть > 0, D = ma + mbcl > 0, and E = mbc + mal > 0. 

Consequently, we can rewrite eqs. [51] to [53] as: 

2A 
P(ti¿.xa) = Φ 

V (2 (A + С + E)) 

2B 
Р(а^с) = Φ 

•J (2 (В + D)) J 
, and 
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Р О Э ^ С ; = Φ 

2 (А + В) 

•J (2 (А + В + С) ) 

One can derive that P(b £, с) г P(b >, a) if and only if (A + BftA + C + E)> Аг(А + B + C). 

After some elementary algebra, we have Вг(А + C + E) + Аг(В + E) + 2AB(C + E)>0, which 

is true. 

Next, we can see that also P(b >, c) > P(a >, c) or (A + BffB + D)2: Вг(А + B + C), which 

is true, because A + В s В г 0 and D > А + С > 0, that is, та + гпьа £ та - тЬс > 0. 

Similar proofs can be given for a bilateral triple a I b I / I с. 0 

The last column of Table 1 contains a summary of ARFU-R's implications for chains of 

equally measured sets. 

2.6.2 Dominance Matrix 

We will not determine the exact structure of the dominance matrix as implied by ARFU-R for 

a chain of equally measured sets, but only prove the following result. 

Theorem 6.3. 

If U' is represented by a chain of equally measured sets, then the Restie version of 

ARFU does not imply Partial Monotonicity. 

Proof. 

Again consider area 3 of the dominance matrix in Figure 5. The relevant choice probabilities 

for area 3 pertain to a unilateral triple, / I a I b I с for instance. The expressions for P(a >, b) 

and P(a à, с) have been given in eqs. [43] and [45]. If, for example, mc = 3.1, mab = 2, mai = 

тьс = ma = mb = 1, and mabl = 0.1, then P(a ï, b) = Ф(1) and P(a £, c) = Ф(0.77), showing 

that the choice probabilities in area 3 can decrease in moving away from the ideal column. 

Notice that the example satisfies the restrictions in eq. [46]. 0 

Remember that ARFU-AT, and thus GSTUN-QP, imply Partial Monotonicity (see 

Theorem 5.4). Consequently, the result in Theorem 6.3 can be used to test ARFU-R and 

GSTUN-QP critically. In the next section we will see that ARFU-R's implications with respect 

to the unilateral conditions also diverge from GSTUN-QP's implications. 

2.6.3 Unilateral Conditions 

The results regarding the unilateral conditions can be summarized in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6.4. 

If U' is represented by a chain of equally measured sets, then the Restie version of 

ARFU implies the Unilaterally Decreasing or Unilaterally Constant Condition. 

Proof. 

Assume two ideals / and j and two choice objects a and b are represented by a chain 

[ϋ,Ι,Α,Β] or by the equivalent chain [B,A,U]· If гпЦ = m(/) = m{A) = m(B), then by 

Theorem 6.1 we have ƒ I/ la lb. After some elementary algebra the choice probabilities 

turn out to be: 

Pfa^ib) = Φ 
2(ть - ma) 

V <2ть) 
and 

[54] 

PfaZjb) = Φ 
2 (ть - ma - mal) 

< (2mb) [55] 

Since P(a 2¡ b) is decreasing in mah we have P(a >, b) > P(a i, b) if ma/ > 0 and P(a s, b) = 

P(a >, b) if mai = 0. Since j I / I a I b is equivalent to b I a I / I j, we also have P(b >,a)='\ -

P(a 2, b) <, P(b zla) = -\- P(a >, b). 0 

2.7 Discussion 

As is obvious from the previous sections, ARFU's implications regarding ordinal properties 

of probabilistic choice behavior vary as a function of the structure of the feature system 

representing the choice objects and the ideals. To summarize (see Table 1 ), provided that θ 

= 0, α = β, and a = ír ' (Restie version), ARFU implies SST for unilateral triples that are 

represented by a linear array or a nesting, but implies only MST for unilateral triples that are 

represented by an imperfect nesting, an imperfect linear array or a chain of equally 

measured sets. Secondly, ARFU-R implies BM for linear arrays and nestings, but implies 

only PM for imperfect linear arrays and imperfect nestings. For chains of equally measured 

sets even PM is not implied. Thirdly, ARFU-R implies the Unilaterally Constant Condition for 

imperfect linear arrays (and for all special cases of this structure), but implies the Unilaterally 

Constant or Unilaterally Decreasing Condition for chains of equally measured sets. 

In addition, GSTUN-QP's implications with respect to the conditions considered here 

tum out to be the same as ARFU-R's implications for imperfect linear arrays and imperfect 

nestings. For the special case of linear trees, GSTUN-QP's implications are the same as 

ARFU-R's implications for linear arrays and nestings. However, for chains of equally 

measured sets, ARFU-R's implications diverge from GSTUN-QP's implications. 
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The obvious way to test ARFU-R is to construct stimuli that satisfy a particular feature 

structure and check whether the choice proportions violate ARFU-R's implications for this 

feature structure. Comparing the implications of GSTUN-QP and ARFU-R shows how both 

models can be critically tested: design a set of stimuli that can be considered to satisfy the 

structure of a chain and check whether GSTUN-QP's implications are violated by the data. 

An evaluation strategy which consists of empirically testing ordinal restrictions on choice 

probabilities, such as SST and BM, has been developed by Bossuyt (1990). A computer 

program called PSTRIX combines isotonic regression to find maximum likelihood estimates 

of the choice probabilities under a particular condition with a branch and bound algorithm to 

examine all possible permutations of the choice objects (see Bossuyt, 1990, for details). 

Also, one might want to explore the effects of the restrictions imposed on the task 

parameters in ARFU-R. First of all, one can show that setting α equal to /r' does not affect 

ARFU-R's implications concerning the ordinal relations between choice probabilities. If α * 

/г', then Var{G¡ = kaE[Gi in eq. [24], and instead of eq. [25] we obtain 

P(a>1b) = Φ 
d(b,i) - d(a,i) 

<Cid(a,b)) 
, where у=ка, k> 0 and α> 0. 

[56] 

As can be checked easily, order relations between choice probabilities satisfying the model 

in eq. [56] are invariant under allowable changes in γ. Moreover, if d satisfies the four-point 

condition, then the model in eq. [56] coincides with a special case of the Extended 

Quasi-Poisson version of GSTUN (Carroll & De Soete, 1990), GSTUN-EQP, namely 

P(a>1b) = Φ 
8(b, i) - Ь(а,і) 

с(Ь(а,Ь))х 
, with σ = Vy, and τ = £. 

Consequently, ARFU-AT's qualitative implications are also the implications of this extended 

GSTUN-QP model. 

However, if θ * 0 or α * β, then ARFU's implications change (Candel, 1987). For 

instance, ARFU implies only MST for bilateral split triples that are represented by a nesting. 

This implication does not seem to be in agreement with empirical data. In the Amsterdam 

experiment Coombs (1964, p i 13) did not find any violation of SST for bilateral split triples. 

Inspection of data obtained in an experiment of our own (Candel, 1990), shows that for two 

different stimulus sets (black squares and landscapes) none of the 95 bilateral split triples 

violates SST. So, loosening the restrictions imposed on the task parameters in ARFU-R 

possibly makes the model unnecessary flexible. However, further empirical evidence is 

necessary to decide whether the more parsimonious Restie version of ARFU adequately 

describes the properties of stochastic choice behavior. 
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3. THE ADDITIVE RANDOM FEATURE MODEL FOR UNFOLDING: 

A CRITICAL TEST FOR PERFECT AND IMPERFECT NESTINGS. 

Abstract 

Complex stimuli can be represented as sets of features. Coombs' unfolding theory 
for preferential choice and for comparative similarity judgement is modeled for a 
feature representation of stimuli. This is called the Additive Random Feature model 
for Unfolding (ARFU). A special case is obtained if Restle's dissimilarity model 
applies, which we call ARFU-R. Its implications were tested using verbal and 
pictorial stimuli which exhibit a nesting or an imperfect nesting of their features. 
Eighty subjects made Iriadic comparisons for two sets of eight clinical pictures and 
for two sets of eight drawings of faces. One set of each type of stimuli was 
constructed as a nesting of features, and the other set was constructed as an 
imperfect nesting. 

Nearly all of ARFU-R's predictions were satisfied at a 10 % level of significance, 
which establishes the validity of ARFU-R for these stimuli using this task. The most 
salient results were (a) the low level of transitivity of subjects' choices, and (b) the 
subjects' failure to choose the standard when it was among the alternatives 
presented to the subject. Because of the nature of the task and the stimuli, these 
results would appear to apply also to "real-life" tasks: Diagnosis of a mental illness 
syndrome and construction of an identikit picture of an offender. 

Coombs' (1958,1964) unfolding theory is a theory and data analytic model for tasks where a 

subject is required to rank order a set of objects either according to his preference or 

according to their similarity to some standard. A prototypical task is one where the subject is 

presented with a number of patches varying in brightness which he must rank from most to 

least 'typically gray'. According to Coombs' unfolding postulate each subject has a 

(subjective) reference or ideal that is preferred over all available alternatives. The object 

most similar to the subject's ideal will be ranked first, the object most but one similar to the 

ideal will be ranked second, and so on. Naturally, when presented with only two alternatives, 

the unfolding postulate simplifies and says that the alternative which will be chosen is the 

one which is most similar to the ideal. (In the sequel, we will use the terms 'ideal' and 

'reference' interchangeably; also, we will use the terms 'stimulus', 'object' and 'alternative' 

interchangeably.) 

Unfolding theory applies to similarity data as well as to preferential choice data. In the 

case of similarity data, the ideal is actually a reference object explicitly presented to the 

subject, and the subject is asked to rank a set of objects with respect to their similarity to 

that reference. In the case of preferential choice data, the ideal is in the mind of the subject, 

and the subject will rank order the alternatives according to a single peaked preference 

function over a continuum having its peak at the (assumed) location of the ideal. In either 

case, the choice mechanism can be described by means of a dissimilarity function. Various 

more specific unfolding models make different assumptions concerning the mathematical 
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structure used to represent the alternatives and to specify a similarity function. Moreover, 

various models make probabilistic assumptions in addition to the basic postulate and the 

mathematical structure to represent it. 

Most models of unfolding are geometric. Objects and ideals are represented as points in 

a metric space, and the dissimilarity between object and ideal is commonly represented by 

the Euclidian distance. "Unfolding" derives its name from the fact that, in the case of a 

unidimensional scale of the objects or alternatives, the preference rank order is a folding of 

that scale at the location of the subject's ideal, and the scale is recovered by unfolding the 

preference rank order. If the model is correct for the data, all individually different preference 

rank orders will unfold into a unique common scale of the objects (Coombs, 1964), which is 

called the J-scale. 

Since people do not always make the same choices in seemingly alike situations, many 

probabilistic extensions of the unfolding postulate have been formulated. For binary choices, 

models have been proposed by, among others, Andrich (1989), Bechtel (196Θ), Coombs 

(1964), De Soete, Carroll, and DeSarbo (1986), Jansen (1981). Ramsay (1980), 

Schönemann and Wang (1972), Sixtl (1973), and Zinnes and Griggs (1974). These models 

give an expression for the probability of choosing one object over another, usually as a 

function of the distances between the ideal and each alternative. For an extensive 

discussion of these models, see Bossuyt (1990). 

As demonstrated by, for instance, Tversky (1977) and Tversky and Gati (1978, 1982), a 

representation of stimuli as sets of features sometimes appears more adequate than a 

geometric representation in order to explain certain properties of similarity judgements. 

Therefore, we wish to consider a non-geometric unfolding model, called the Additive 

Random Feature model for Unfolding, or ARFU. In this model, objects and ideals are 

represented as sets of features. Formally, a feature is an element of a set. Psychologically, 

a feature is a property that distinguishes a particular (subset of) choice object(s) from 

another (subset of) choice object(s). For example, a car may be a choice object with the 

features 'red color', 'automatic transmission', and 'low fuel expenditure'. Furthermore, the 

dissimilarity between object and ideal will be defined by Restle's (1959, 1961) distance 

model: dissimilarity is an increasing function of the features that exclusively belong to either 

the choice object or the ideal. Restle's dissimilarity model is a special case of a more 

general dissimilarity model, namely Tversky's (1977) contrast model, which defines similarity 

as a function of both common and exclusive features. ARFU employs Tversky's model. We 

will, however, for the task we are considering, assume that common features play no role in 

the perception of dissimilarity, and refer to this case as the Restie version of the Additive 

Random Feature model for Unfolding, or ARFU-R for short3·. 

3' If alternatives can be represented by a (quasi-)l¡near tree which is rooted at the ideal, 
ARFU has the same implications as ARFU-R for a structure of (imperfectly) nested sets, 
to be defined below. Discussion of this relation is beyond the scope of the present 
chapter. 
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The feature sets that represent choice objects and ideals can have various 

arrangements, called feature structures. In the present study we will derive ARFU-R's 

predictions for two feature structures: a nesting and an imperfect nesting. As will be seen, 

for each structure ARFU-R yields a different pattern of predictions. 

Usually unfolding models can be tested by parameter estimation and model fitting 

(Andrich, 1988; Andrich, 1989; Bechtel, 1968; Greenberg, 1965; Schönemann & Wang, 

1972; Sixtl, 1973; Wang, Schönemann & Rusk, 1975). An alternative approach consists of 

statistically testing a model's predictions without estimating its specific parameters (Bossuyt, 

1990). These predictions consist of a model's implications for ordinal relations among 

choice probabilities. Especially if models are mathematically complex, testing for such 

ordinal relations is more convenient than conventional model fitting, as the former method 

can lead to a rejection of all models that imply a particular relation, without having to 

estimate the parameters of each model separately. On the other hand, testing a model's 

implications often means testing a much more general model, since the implications of a 

model do in general only provide necessary but not sufficient conditions for the validity of a 

specific model. However, as a preliminary test of a model's validity, this method is certainly 

useful. Moreover, since the implications tested in this study concern general properties of 

choices, insight into human choice behavior might be gained as well. 

In the present study, ARFU-R's predictions for both a nesting and an imperfect nesting 

were tested. This was done for pictorial and verbal stimuli. Since the pictorial and the verbal 

stimuli were imbedded in an offender identification task and a diagnostic task, respectively, 

the present study not only serves a theoretical interest, but possibly also has practical 

significance: It might indicate how people perform in making choices that are important and 

consequential in real life. 

This chapter is organized as follows. (1) First, ARFU-R is presented and specified for 

perfect and for imperfect nestings of objects. In order to derive ARFU-R's predictions, we 

impose an extra restriction on the structure of the set of objects, which is similar to the 

existence of a unidimensional J-scale. (2) Secondly, ARFU-R's implications are derived 

concerning the degree of transitivity of choices involving particular triples of objects, which 

have different positions on the J-scale relative to the ideal (or reference object). Furthermore 

we explore a number of so-called ideal point conditions (Bossuyt, 1990). One group of ideal 

point conditions concerns the probability of choosing the ideal when it is one of the 

alternatives. Another group of conditions addresses regularities in choices across different 

ideals. The final set of conditions concerns the structure of the so-called dominance matrix 

(Bossuyt. 1990). (3) Finally, the method and results of an experiment, aimed at testing 

ARFU-R's implications, are presented and discussed. 
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3.1 The Restie version of ARFU 

Let C" = {a,b,...,z) be a finite set of choice objects, and let / · = [i,j,..,m) be a finite set of 

ideals or reference objects, and let U' be the union of these sets. For each a, be C', and 

i e I', P(a ä, b) denotes the probability that object a is preferred to object b with reference to 

/. Note that, depending on the experimental task, /' may be a given reference stimulus or an 

'Ideal' or 'typical' stimulus in the mind of the subject. 

Choice objects and ideals are represented as sets of features. Each χ e С' or ¡e /* is 

considered as a set of features denoted by X and /, respectively. According to Restle's 

(1959, 1961) model, the dissimilarity between any two sets can be defined by their 

set-symmetric difference. To define this rigorously, let U be the set of features associated 

with all objects and ideals in U'. Let X be the complement of X, that is, the set of all 

features in U not belonging to X. Let m be a non-negative measure defined on all subsets of 

U, which is additive, that is, for each Χ, Y such that X n V = 0 , we have 

m(XvY) = m(X) + m(Y) . According to Restle's (1959, 1961) model, the dissimilarity between 

χ and y is now defined as the measure of the set-symmetric difference between X and Y : 

d (x, y) = m ( (Xr\Y)u (YnX) ) = m (ХПГ) + m (УслХ) . [57] 

This Is the sum of the measures of the distinctive features of χ and y. It is easily shown that 

d(x,y) is a metric, that is, it is non-negative, symmetric in its arguments, and satisfies the 

triangular inequality. 

Next, we propose that for a * b, P(a s, b) is defined as: 

PCaäib; = Η 
d(b,i) - día, i) 

У VdCa,¿; 
[58] 

in which Η is a cumulative distribution function satisfying H(x) = 1 - H(-x), and γ is a positive 

constant. Whenever a = b, we define P(a >, b) to be one half. 

Eq. [58] has several intuitively plausible properties. The probability that a is chosen 

decreases with its dissimilarity to /' and increases with b's dissimilarity to /'. Also, for a fixed 

pair of dissimilarity values d(a,i) and d(b,i), the choice probability is less extreme the more 

the alternatives a and b are dissimilar: Increasingly heterogeneous alternatives are 

increasingly more difficult to compare as regards their similarity to the ideal, resulting in 

choice probabilities closer to indifference (P(a s, b) = 0.5 ). 

Note that d(; •) depends on the sets of features of the choice objects and the ideals or 

reference objects. In the next section we will define two kinds of restricted feature structures 

that may represent a U', and derive ARFU-R's implications for such structures. These 

implications concern equalities or ordinal relations among choice probabilities. Therefore, 

without loss of generality, we will in the sequel set γ = 1 in eq. [58]. 
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Furthermore, we will restrict ourselves to certain structures of objects, to be discussed 

below, for which ARFU-R entails predictions which are different from predictions entailed by 

existing geometric models for the same set of objects (cf. Bossuyt, 1990). In particular, we 

will restrict ourselves to sets of objects which are 'unidimensional' in the sense that they can 

be simply ordered by means of the distances among them. 

3.1.1 Perfect and imperfect nestings 

Sets of sets can have a particular structure. For Instance, if sets can be so ordered that each 

set is the subset of its succeeding set, we have a perfect nesting of sets. 

Let S* be the set of sets AS Z, where each Xe S' represents an xe U'. In the 

sequel we will use the symbol O* to denote a set of sets S* and the set of all relations 

among these sets, and call O* a set-theoretical or feature system. The set of relations of a 

feature system may satisfy particular conditions, which define the structure of a feature 

system also called the feature or set-theoretical structure. 

Any countable set can be ordered in any arbitrary way, and we may assume, without 

loss of generality, some ordering of S', writing A < В if A precedes 0 in the ordering of S*. 

We will now define two feature structures, namely a nesting (Gati & Tversky, 1982; Restie, 

1959,1961; Tversky & Gati, 1982) and an imperfect nesting: 

Nesting 

A set-theoretical system O* is a nesting if there exists an ordering of S* such that 

A < В if and only If А с S. 

Imperfect nesting 

A set-theoretical system О * is an imperfect nesting if there exists an ordering of S* 

such that each triple of sets A < В < С satisfies (AnB) с С and (AnC) с В. 

As can be checked, a nesting is a special case of an imperfect nesting. An imperfect 

nesting extends a nesting, in the sense that in an imperfect nesting, each X has some 

(unique) features not shared by any Y (Y*X). For nestings we can prove a useful 

theorem, which states that a set of nested sets can be ordered such that their set-symmetric 

distances satisfy the triangle equality: 

Theorem 1. 

If U' can be represented by a nesting O', then for each triple a, b, с represented by 

А, В, С e S', we have d(a,b) + d(b,c) = d(a,c) if and only i f 4 < S < C o r C < S < / 4 i n 

the ordering of S* 
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Proof. For each triple a, b, с e U' : 

d(a,b) + d(b,c) = d(a,c) » 

m (ΑΓιΒ) + m (ВПА) + m (ВПС) + m (СПВ) = m (АПС) + m (С(ЛА) , 

which after some elementary algebra is equivalent to 

m CAnsnc; + m cÄnsnc; = О <=> АПВПС = Änsnc = 0 <=> 

АПС с в and В С AUC 

which, for strictly nested sets, is true if and only ¡ f ^ c f l c C or C c f l c A and thus 

A< B< С or C< B<A in the ordering of S*. 0 

3.1.2 A J-scale 

A J-scale is an ordinal scale jointly representing both the choice objects and the ideals 

(Coombs, 1964). This joint order entails, according to Coombs' deterministic model, certain 

testable properties, for instance that the middle one in each triple of objects is never the 

least preferred of that triple. The order also entails that two subjects who have their ideals at 

opposite ends of a subset of alternatives, have opposite preference rank orders for these 

alternatives. In the deterministic unfolding model, the J-scale is thus defined as the common 

ordering of ideals and alternatives which generates a set of preference orders. Conversely, 

from a given set of preference orders the J-scale is recovered by virtue of the unfolding 

model if it is valid. 

For probabilistic choice behavior. Coombs (1964) examined particular levels of 

stochastic transitivity for different kinds of triples of objects, which have different positions on 

the J-scale relative to the location of the ideal point. Various other properties of probabilistic 

choice behavior also appear useful to investigate, as they will be different in different 

probabilistic models. The J-scale must either be known a priori (as was the case in Coombs' 

"Amsterdam experiment"), or inferred from the data. In order to infer the J-scale from the 

data, a parametric model of probabilistic unfolding will yield the J-scale by estimating the 

scale values of the objects and ideals. 

The preceding is based on geometric modeling, in which dimensions and dimensionality 

have a well-defined meaning. The existence of a J-scale means that the space of objects 

and ideals is unidimensional. For a representation of objects and ideals as sets rather than 

as points in space, no such definition of what constitutes a J-scale presents itself naturally. 

We will therefore introduce a definition of what constitutes a J-scale of objects and ideals 

represented as sets. 

In the ARFU-R model, we state choice probabilities as a function of set-symmetric 

distances, and the only way to derive a common ordering of ideals and alternatives from 
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these choice probabilities appears to be that their set-symmetric distances satisfy some 

definition of an ordering. In general, these distances are not known. However, If a J-scale is 

hypothesized, various predictions can be derived from eq. [58], and consequently both the 

validity of the model and the assumed J-scale can be tested. 

We propose that an ordering of the elements of U' is a J-scale if and only if there exists 

a non-negative measure of dissimilarity, d, (not necessarily a metric) generating choice 

probabilities by eq. [58], such that for each ordered triple (a.b.c) : 

d(a,c) £ d(a,b) wád(a,c) Ζ d(b,c). [59] 

For ARFU-R we take Restle's set-symmetric distance as the definition of d(;) in eq. [58]. 

Note that, although eq. [59] might be used for the definition of a J-scale without reference to 

eq. [58], such a definition would be meaningless if it were not in some specific way related to 

preferential choice and thus enables to infer the J-scale from data. (It is conceivable that 

some other identifiable model is substituted for eq. [58].) Note furthermore that a set of 

values of d(;) may exist which satisfies eq. [58] for given (sample estimates of) choice 

probabilities, but no ordering of U' exists such that eq. [59] is satisfied for all triples in that 

ordering. In the latter case, there is no J-scale of U'. 

Thus, an ordering of the set U' is taken to be a J-scale if the set-symmetric distances of 

its elements both satisfy eq. [59] for each triple of elements ordered according to that 

J-scale, and generate the choice probabilities by eq. [58]. In general, neither the 

set-symmetric distances nor the J-scale are known a priori, although some J-scale may be 

hypothesized for good reasons. 

If (a,b,c) satisfies eq. [59], this will be written as a | b | с The expression a \ b | с is 

pronounced as "b is between a and с on the J-scale". For an л-tuple we write, for Instance, 

a | b| с | d if and only if a | b| c , b | c | d , a | b | d , a n d a | c| d. 

For nested sets. Theorem 1 leads immediately to the following corollary: 

Corollary 1. 

If U' satisfies a nesting O*, then for each triple a, b, с represented by А, В, С ε S', 

we have a \ b \ с If and only i M < B < C o r C < S < A 

In other words, if U' has the structure of nested sets, the ordering of the nesting is also the 

J-scale. No such simple relation exists if U' has the structure of an imperfect nesting. For an 

imperfect nesting, it is possible that no permutation of U' satisfies eq. [59]. This is 

comparable to the fact that also in the deterministic case, a J-scale may not exist for certain 

sets of stimuli. 

We will now assume that, for the ideals and objects in U', there exists a J-scale (to be 

inferred from the data), and derive ARFU-R's implications for that J-scale, for both the case 

of a nesting and the case of an imperfect nesting. 
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3.2 Testable properties of ARFU-R 

In the following sections we prove several implications of ARFU-R, which concern ordinal 

relations among choice probabilities. For given sample estimates of the pertinent choice 

probabilities, we will subsequently test whether these implications are satisfied by the data. 

3.2.1 Stochastic transitivity implications 

Transitivity of pairwise choice means that, if object a is chosen over object b and object b is 

chosen over object c, then a will be chosen over с It is a property implied by most models 

of choice, but sometimes violated by data. (A model of Intransitive choice has been 

proposed by Tversky, 1969). For probabilistic models of pairwise choice, various forms of 

stochastic transitivity have been distinguished (see, e.g., Bossuyt, 1990; Fishburn, 1973), 

two of which are of interest for ARFU-R: (a) Moderate Stochastic Transitivity (MST), and (b) 

Strong Stochastic Transitivity (SST). A triple of objects a, b, and c, satisfies MST or SST for 

ideal /if the following conditions hold, respectively: 

MST: P(a ^b)^^ and P(b 2:, с) > 1

г implies P(a >, с) г min {P(a >, b).P(b 2, c)), 

SST: P(a £, b) s ¿ and P(b >, c) > | implies P(a >, c) ζ max {P(a >, b),P(b >, cfi . 

Note that SST implies MST. The converse is not true. 

It follows from eq. [58] that ARFU-R is a so-called Moderate Utility Model (Halff, 1976), 

which implies Moderate Stochastic Transitivity for all object triples. To examine the 

stochastic transitivity implications of ARFU-R further, we distinguish unilateral and bilateral 

triples. 

Unilateral and bilateral triples 

For an ideal /, a triple of objects a, b,c, such that a I b I c, is 

a) unilateral if and only if /' | a \ b \ с or a | b | с | /, and 

b) bilateral if and only if a | /1 b| с or a\b\i\c. 

The following two theorems can be proven for ARFU-R: 
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Theorem 2. 

If the set-theoretical structure of U' is an imperfect nesting, ARFU-R does not imply 

SST for either unilateral or bilateral triples. 

Theorem 3. 

If the set-theoretical structure of U' is a nesting, ARFU-Π Implies SST for unilateral 

triples, but only MST for bilateral triples. 

Proofs are given In appendix A. Note that Theorem 3 holds for any subset of U' if that 

subset is a perfect nesting, even though U' may not be a perfect nesting. 

3.2.2 Ideal point implications 

Next, we discuss a number of implications of ARFU-R concerning choice probabilities when 

one of the choice alternatives coincides with the ideal, or as they vary as a function of the 

ideal (Bossuyt, 1990). To the first group belong implications which we call Weak, Strong, 

and Absolute Ideal Preference. To the second group belong what we call the Unilateral 

Conditions and the Bilateral Condition. Finally, two implications called Differentiation of 

Ideals and Symmetry belong to both groups. 

Weak, Strong, and Absolute Ideal Preference 

In line with Coombs' (1964) definition of the ideal as the object that is preferred over any 

other object, the ideal might be expected to be chosen over any other object with a 

probability not less than one half. This is termed Weak Ideal Preference, or WIP. 

A more restrictive condition is Strong Ideal Preference, or SIP, meaning that the 

probability of choosing the ideal over any object χ not only exceeds one half, but also 

exceeds the probability of choosing any other object over object x. The level of preference 

for an ¡deal can differ from one object to another, but relative to an object χ is not less than 

the largest probability of choosing any other object over x. 

Thirdly, if the level of ideal preference is 1.0, that is, if the probability of choosing the 

ideal, whenever it is among the alternatives, is unity, we have a condition which is called 

Absolute Ideal Preference, or AIP. 

Theorem 4. 

If the structure of U' is an (im)perfect nesting, ARFU-R implies Strong Ideal 

Preference, but does not imply Absolute Ideal Preference. 

A proof is given in appendix A. 
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The Bilateral Condition and the Unilateral Conditions 

There are two conditions that describe the choice probability as a function of the ideal, with 

the ideal different from both choice objects. The Bilateral Condition concerns the choice 

probability when the ideal is located between a pair of choice objects on the J-scale. The 

Bilateral Condition is the condition that the probability of choosing a over b, does not 

increase if the ideal is displaced from a towards b (Bossuyt, 1990). In general it will 

decrease, as intuitively it should. 

The second condition concerns the choice probability when the ideal is located at one 

side of a pair of objects on the J-scale. If moving the ideal away from a pair of objects leads 

to a more extreme choice probability, that is, a choice probability closer to 0 or 1, we have 

the Unilaterally Increasing Condition. If the probability becomes less extreme, that is, moves 

towards one half, we have the Unilaterally Decreasing Condition. If the probability remains 

constant, we have the Unilaterally Constant Condition. To illustrate these conditions, 

consider someone whose ideal is classical music but who must choose between going to a 

rock concert or going to a new-wave concert. The Unilaterally Increasing Condition predicts 

that he will almost always choose the least unattractive of these alternatives, whereas the 

Unilaterally Decreasing Condition predicts that he will be almost indifferent, that is, he will 

choose the least unattractive alternative with about 0.50 probability. 

Theorem 5. 

If the structure of U' is an (im)perfect nesting, ARFU-R implies the Bilateral 

Condition and the Unilaterally Constant Condition. 

The proof is given in appendix A. 

Differentiation of Ideals and Symmetry 

Finally, we define two conditions that concern the choice probabilities as a function of the 

ideal when one object is identical to an ideal. Consider two ideals, / and /. If an object 

coincides with ideal /, we define Differentiation of Ideals as the condition that P(i"Zib)> 

P(iZ/b) for all i,j, b. According to Differentiation of Ideals, or DI, an object has the largest 

probability of being chosen if the ideal coincides with that object (Bossuyt, 1990). 

A second condition is known as Symmetry. It is realized if the probability by which ideal / 

is chosen over j is equal to the probability by which ideal j is chosen over / (Bossuyt, 1990): 

P(i>lj) = P(j>li). 

Theorem 6. 

If the structure of U' is an (im)perfect nesting, ARFU-R implies Differentiation of 

Ideals and Symmetry. 
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The proof is given in appendix A. 

3.2.3 The dominance matrix 

The dominance matrix is a matrix with rows and columns corresponding to the choice 

objects and a single ideal, and cells containing the probability that the row object is chosen 

over the column object. The final set of conditions to be discussed concerns the ordinal 

patterns of the entries in this matrix when its rows and columns are ordered according to the 

J-scale. Figure 1 in Appendix A contains an example of a dominance matrix for the objects 

p, q, r, s, t, and u, and the ideal /, which constitute the J-scale p\q\r\ i\s\t\ u. Several 

kinds of ordinal patterns can be distinguished (cf. Bossuyt, 1990), two of which are relevant 

for ARFU-R. These are called Partial Monotonicity and Bilateral Monotonicity, respectively. 

Partial Monotonicity, or PM for short, is defined as follows. In each row χ of the 

dominance matrix that is above the row corresponding to the ideal, /, the choice probabilities 

do not increase from the left towards column x, and do not decrease from column / to the 

right. In each row χ at or below row /, the probabilities do not increase from the left towards 

column /, and do not decrease from column χ to the right. In each row, the choice 

probabilities between the ideal column and the diagonal do not exceed one half and are not 

less than the probability in the ideal column. So, in each row the smallest probability is 

located in column /. 

Bilateral Monotonicity, abbreviated as BM (Bossuyt, 1990), is a special case of PM. 

Bilateral Monotonicity is defined as follows: In each row the choice probabilities do not 

increase from the left to the column corresponding with the ideal and do not decrease from 

this column to the right. 

Theorem 7. 

If the set-theoretical structure of U' is an imperfect nesting, ARFU-R implies PM but 

does not imply BM. 

Theorem в. 

If the set-theoretical structure of U' is a nesting, ARFU-R implies BM. 

The proof is complicated and is given in appendix A. 

3.2.4 Summary of properties of ARFU-R 

To summarize, ARFU-R's properties for nestings and imperfect nestings are: 

1. Moderate Stochastic Transitivity is implied, whereas Strong Stochastic Transitivity is not 

implied. 
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2. Weak and Strong Ideal Preference are implied, whereas Absolute Ideal Preference is 

not implied. 

3. The Bilateral Condition and the Unilaterally Constant Condition are implied. 

4. Symmetry and Differentiation of Ideals are implied. 

There are two differences between perfect nestings and imperfect nestings: 

a. For unilateral triples, ARFU-R implies Strong Stochastic Transitivity in case of a nesting, 

but only Moderate Stochastic Transitivity in case of an imperfect nesting. 

b. Bilateral Monotonicity is implied for a nesting, but is not implied for an imperfect nesting. 

For an imperfect nesting only Partial Monotonicity is implied. 

3.3 Method 

3.3.1 Subjects 

Subjects were recruited by placing notices in several departments of the University of 

Nijmegen. Each notice invited to take part in a choice experiment. Thirty-eight male and 

forty-two female subjects, between 19 and 37 years old and mainly white psychology 

students, volunteered and were randomly assigned to the experimental conditions. The 

subjects were paid 12 guilders for their participation and were treated in accordance with the 

"Ethical Principles of Psychologists" (American Psychological Association, 1981). 

3.3.2 Task 

A subject was instructed to make triadic comparisons: Out of a pair of choice alternatives 

one alternative had to be chosen that most resembled a standard alternative. If we assume 

that the standard in triadic comparisons acts as the ideal, we can test the ideal point 

conditions WIP, SIP and AIP. Since two different standards were used, also Differentiation 

of Ideals, Symmetry, the Bilateral Condition, and the Unilateral Conditions can be tested. 

Each subject made one choice for each combination of choice pair and standard, or 

triad. Because the conditions to be tested involve choice probabilities, choice frequencies 

were obtained by aggregating choices over subjects. One should be careful in generalizing 

results of the present study to individual preferential judgments. First, although each subject 

had the same "ideal", data obtained for a single subject may differ from data obtained by 

aggregation over different subjects. Secondly, triadic similarity judgments may turn out to be 

of a totally different nature than real preferential choice. 
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Verbal stimuli. 

As representatives of the verbal stimuli two sets of eight clinical pictures were used. Each 

clinical picture consisted of a list of symptoms, such as "inflated self-esteem", "no organic 

cause", Outbursts of anger", "excessively cheerful", and was headed by a label. This label 

either said "diagnosis" or "clinical picture of the patient", depending on whether the list of 

symptoms acted as a choice altemative or as a standard. One set of clinical pictures was 

obtained by successively adding symptoms. For example, stimulus 2 was stimulus 1 to 

which the symptoms "inflated self-esteem", "no organic cause", and "outbursts of anger" had 

been added. Stimulus 3 was stimulus 2 to which the symptom "excessively cheerful" had 

been added. These stimuli were supposed to satisfy a nesting. A second set consisted of 

clinical pictures that also had some unique symptoms, that is, symptoms not shared by any 

of the other clinical pictures. For example, stimulus 2 was stimulus 1 to which not only the 

symptoms "difficulty falling asleep", and "no organic cause", which also belong to stimuli 3 to 

8, had been added, but also the unique symptom "high irritability". An imperfect nesting was 

assumed to be an adequate representation for these stimuli. A complete enumeration of 

symptoms, clinical pictures and possible diagnostic labels, is given in appendix C. 

To construct both sets of clinical pictures, DSM-lll-R (American Psychiatric Association, 

1987) was used. Each clinical picture can be labeled by a diagnosis that fits the list of 

symptoms (e.g., the label "hypomania" for the symptoms "inflated self-esteem", "no organic 

cause", "outbursts of anger", and "excessively cheerful"). We strived for making clinical 

pictures that are characteristic of a particular diagnosis. Because the stimuli had to satisfy a 

particular feature structure, this goal may not have been achieved for all stimuli. 

Nevertheless, the symptoms of a clinical picture can occur together and are compatible with 

a particular diagnostic label. 

The choice alternatives were the clinical pictures headed by the label "diagnosis", and, 

when ordered from few to many symptoms, are denoted by CP1 to CP8. The standard 

alternatives had the same symptoms as CP4 and CP5, but were headed by the label 

"clinical picture of the patient". The standards are referred to as CPA and СРВ. Although 

CPA and СРВ were physically different from CP4 and CP5, respectively, they were 

assumed to be psychologically identical to CP4 and CP5; As a subject could base his 

choices only on the list of symptoms, the labels "diagnosis" and "clinical picture of patient" 

were assumed to be irrelevant. 

Pictorial stimuli. 

Two stimulus sets, each consisting of eight drawings of faces, were constructed as 

representatives of the pictorial stimuli. One set was obtained by successively adding 

features to an empty face. For example, face 2 was the same as face 1, but had more hair. 

Face 3 was face 2 to which a moustache had been added. Face 4 was face 3 to which a 

pair of glasses had been added. Hence, these stimuli could be ordered from almost empty to 

very detailed and were supposed to satisfy a nesting. The stimuli of the second group were 
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constructed to exhibit an imperfect nesting of the sets of facial features: Each stimulus 

additionally had some features not shared by any of the other stimuli (e.g., a scar or a small 

plaster). These stimuli were supposed to satisfy an imperfect nesting. For both sets of faces 

two stimuli, namely number 4 (F4) and number 5 (F5) in the presumed J-scale, were used 

as standards. The standard alternatives are also referred to as F4 and F5. 

3.3.3 Design 

One half of the subjects started with the clinical pictures, the other half started with the 

faces. For both the clinical pictures and the faces one group of subjects first received the 

stimuli exhibiting a nesting, whereas the other group first received the stimuli exhibiting an 

imperfect nesting. For each combination of type of stimuli and feature structure, there were 
о 

two series, one series for each standard and each series consisting of (i?) = 28 distinct 

triads. Also the order of the standards was counterbalanced. 

In all there were 32 different series of 28 triads, namely eight random series, each of 

which generated (a) a series with the triads in reverse order, (b) a series with a left-right 

reversal of the stimulus positions, and (c) a series with both an order reversal of the triads 

and a left-right reversal of the stimulus positions. Consequently, the design of the 

experiment combined randomization and counterbalancing. 

3.3.4 Procedure 

Only one person at a time participated in the experiment. Instructions and stimuli were 

presented on a computer screen placed in front of the subject. To read a new page with 

instructions, to start a new task, and to express their choices the subjects pressed one of 

three buttons on a control panel. This panel was connected to a PC (Olivetti M28), which 

recorded the responses. 

The subjects were instructed to choose the stimulus that was most similar to the 

standard and to make a choice, even when in doubt. The instructions for the faces 

introduced this task as an offender identification task. A situation was depicted in which the 

standard could be seen as the face of an offender and a pair of faces could be seen as two 

identikit pictures. Choosing the face that resembled the standard most could then be 

interpreted as deciding whether a revised version of an identikit picture resembled the 

offender more than the original version. For the clinical pictures the subject was asked to 

choose out of two diagnoses the one that resembled the clinical picture of the patient most. 

Each subject responded to eight series of 28 triads: Four series with faces and four 

series with clinical pictures (one series for each standard and feature structure). The series 

were presented in couples that differed only in the standard. A couple of series was 

preceded by instructions and a random series of ten (for the faces) or four (for the 

diagnoses) trial triads. Each series was followed by a one-minute break. 
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A triad consisted of a presentation of the standard alternative, followed by a pair of 

choice alternatives. For the clinical pictures the subjects could inspect both the standard 

and the choice pair as long as they wished. For the faces a triad consisted of a 2.0-second 

presentation of a single face, the standard, followed by a pair of faces. The duration of the 

latter presentation, varying from 2.0 seconds to 3.5 seconds for nested stimuli and from 2.5 

seconds to 4.0 seconds for imperfectly nested stimuli, depended on the number of facial 

features. After the choice pair had disappeared, the subject responded and a new triad was 

presented. Each run of the experiment took about 75 minutes. 

3.3.5 Statistical Analysis 

To evaluate an implication concerning the choice probabilities a generalized likelihood ratio 

λ was calculated. Assume that the joint density function of a sample of data only depends 

on a parameter vector θ, θ e θ. Further, let 0 с θ and let /.(data ΙΘ) denote the likelihood 

of the data given the parameter vector Θ. The generalized likelihood ratio is given by: 

S U P ¿(data ΙΘ) 
{ θ € θ 0 } 

К = . 
SUP L(data ΙΘ) 

< е } 

This statistic can be used to test any hypothesis H0: θ e θ 0 against Ht: θ ε θ - θφ. The 

better the data fit the restricted subspace θ 0 , the more λ approaches unity. If H0 fixes, 

possibly after reparameterization, parameters of θ at a specific value, then - 2 log λ 

asymptotically is chi-square distributed with the degrees of freedom equal to the number of 

parameters specified by H0 (see for instance, Mood, Graybill, & Boes, 1974). 

In the present application, H0 imposes ordinal and/or equality restrictions on Θ, whereas 

for most tests H0 ν Η, does not constrain Θ. In computing the likelihood function, we assume 

that the choice frequencies are estimates of independent, binomially distributed variables 

with θ as the parameter vector. The numerator of λ contains the likelihood of the choice 

frequencies given the maximum likelihood estimate of θ under H0, t0, and the denominator 

contains the likelihood of the choice frequencies given the maximum likelihood estimate of θ 

under HQ ν H,, t. It can be shown (see Barlow, Bartholomew, Bremner, & Brunk, 1972, pp. 

38-42) that the estimates t0 and t are obtained by the isotonic regression on the observed 

choice proportions with the numbers of choices as weights. Algorithms to find isotonic 

regression estimates for a set of order restrictions on θ have been implemented in two 

FORTRAN programs called PSTRIX (Bossuyt, 1990) and UNIL. If H Q V H , specify no 

restrictions for Θ, then of course t equals the observed choice proportions. 

Whenever the underlying order of alternatives, and therefore the pattern of restrictions 

specified by HQ and by H0 ν H,, is not given a priori, finding t0 and t becomes a more 
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laborious problem. In this case all possible permutations of stimuli are generated by a 

branch and bound algorithm (Bossuyt, 1990; Bossuyt & Roskam, 19Θ7; Bossuyt & Roskam, 

1989), and for each permutation fo f, and λ are calculated. The optimal solution consists of 

an order of the stimuli that maximizes λ and the corresponding f0 and t. 

To check whether values obtained for the likelihood ratio are significant, three 

procedures were followed: 

1. If Ho imposes equality restrictions on θ or fixes parameters of θ at a specific value and 

HQ ν Hi does not constrain Θ, the traditional likelihood ratio test referred to above can be 

applied (see Mood, Graybill, & Boes, 1974). This test was used for AIP, for the 

Unilaterally Constant Condition, and for Symmetry. 

2. To test the Unilaterally Constant Condition against either the Unilaterally Increasing or 

Unilaterally Decreasing Condition, we used a theorem by Robertson and Wegman 

(1978, p. 501). If (і) denotes the i- th element of the parameter vector , then in testing 

the unilateral conditions for two ideals, we have a pair of hypotheses of the following 

form: 

HQ: θ(1) = θ(η+1), θ(2) = θ(η+2) θ(η) = θ(2η), versus 

Η,: θ(1) > θ(η+1), θ(2) > θ(η+2) θ(π) > θ(2η). 

Applying Robertson and Wegman's result we know that for the pair H¿: (і) = (п+і) 

versus Н{: (і) > (п+і) the test statistic - 2 log λ, for values greater than zero. 

asymptotically is a one degree-of-freedom chi-square variate multiplied by one half 

(Asymptotically, the probability that - 2 log λ is zero is one half). However, the probability 

that the test statistic exceeds its observed value, referred to as ρ -value, is not yet a test 

of HQ versus Hi. Therefore, the ρ-values of the π tests are combined by a procedure 

advocated by Robertson and Warrack (19Θ5). Since each ρ-value is distributed 

uniformly over (0,1), and thus -2 log ρ is a chi-square variate with two degrees of 

freedom, we can obtain a ρ-value for H0 versus Η-i by computing the probability that a 

chi-square variate with 2n degrees of freedom exceeds the observed value for - 2 

Σ log p„ pi being the ρ -value for the /- th test. 
1=1 

3. For the remainder of the conditions, HQ specifies a partial order on θ and Ho ν Hi does 

not constrain Θ. In these cases we applied the conditional likelihood ratio test developed 

by Iverson and Harp (1987). The conditional test is based on results of Section 4 of Rob

ertson and Wegman (1978), which imply that the asymptotic distribution of - 2 log λ for 

any θ e θ 0 is a mixture of chi-square variâtes. An alternative test is Robertson and Weg

man's (1978) unconditional likelihood ratio test, which is based on the asymptotic 
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distribution of - 2 log λ for the least favorable state of nature under HQ (see pp. 499-500). 

There are two reasons for preferring Iverson and Harp's (1987) conditional test over 

Robertson and Wegman's (1978) unconditional test: 

(a) To check significance by the unconditional test, we must know the weights of the 

mixture of chi-square variâtes that approximates the least favorable distribution of 

- 2 log λ. For most conditions that are considered in the present chapter these weights 

are not known. The conditional version does not share these problems. 

(b) Although the unconditional likelihood ratio test asymptotically guarantees a size a, 

the actual size of the test may, depending on the true state of nature, be far below a. 

This may affect the power of the test negatively. For the conditional test, however, one 

can prove that, for parameter vectors in the edge of θ 0 , the size asymptotically is in the 

interval [¿α,α]. Simulation studies show that for alternative hypotheses favoring the 

unconditional test the unconditional test consistently has higher power, the differences in 

power, however, being small. On the other hand, for many other alternative hypotheses 

the conditional test clearly outperforms the unconditional test as regards power (for 

details, see Iverson & Harp, 1987). 

The procedure of the conditional likelihood ratio test is quite simple: count the number of 

levels, /, of the isotonic regression estimate, to, pick a level of significance a, and find the 

chi-square value for α and к - /degrees of freedom, хгік. /α\, where к is the number of 

dimensions of Θ. Whenever - 2 log λ exceeds χ2/^. /α\, HQ must be rejected. 

Since the actual level of significance for the analyses with the conditional likelihood ratio test 

may be lower than a, but always exceeds ¡a, two nominal levels of significance will be con

sidered: 0.05 and 0.10. The latter level should provide sufficient power. 

3.4 Results 

Because the predictions concern choice probabilities and for each combination of type of 

stimuli, feature structure, and standard a subject made only one choice, we aggregated the 

choices over all subjects, yielding 80 choices for each triad. The resulting eight (= 2 types of 

stimuli χ 2 feature structures χ 2 standards) sets with choice frequencies for each pair of 

choice objects, which served as data for the analyses, are contained in appendix D. Let us 

first consider the results for the clinical pictures. 

3.4.1 Verbal Stimuli 

Stochastic transitivity conditions. 
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First, we computed the rank orders of alternatives that maximize the likelihood of the data 

given MST4'. These so called moderate stochastic rankings (Bossuyt, 1990) were obtained 

for the choice frequencies for each standard and feature structure, and in each case turn out 

to be compatible with the orders of the clinical pictures based on the number of symptoms. 

That is, each moderate stochastic ranking can be obtained by folding the stimulus ranking 

based on the number of symptoms at the standard. Only for an imperfect nesting and stan

dard CPA the choice proportions do not perfectly satisfy MST, that is, - 2 log λ = 0.40. This 

value is not significant at a 10 % level. Three of the four data sets, however, significantly 

violate the more restrictive SST, the values of the test statistic being too far from zero 

(- 2 log λ ranges from 28.83 to 75.46, ρ < 0.05). Further, for unilateral triples SST can not be 

rejected, neither for a nesting nor for an imperfect nesting. 

Consult Table 1 for a summary of the results on the stochastic transitivity implications for 

the verbal stimuli. 

Ideal point conditions. 

The middle part of Table 1 shows the results for the ideal point conditions. As can be seen, 

each set of choice frequencies perfectly satisfies WIP. The standard was thus always 

chosen over another alternative with at least probability one half. Each of the four data sets 

also satisfies SIP, but significantly violates AIP, λ = 0, ρ < 0.05. 

By comparing the choice proportions of all stimulus pairs in the set {CP1,CP2,CP3} and 

all stimulus pairs in the set {CP6,CP7,CP8} across both standards, the unilateral conditions 

were tested. For both feature structures the Unilaterally Constant Condition can not be 

rejected. Replacement of the standard apparently did not significantly affect the probability 

of picking one alternative out of a unilateral pair of alternatives. Moreover, the Unilaterally 

Constant Condition also can not be rejected when tested against the Unilaterally Increasing 

Condition or when tested against the Unilaterally Decreasing Condition. Also the Bilateral 

Condition, tested by comparing the choice proportions for the pairs (/,;') with /' e 

{CP1,CP2,CP3} and j e {CP6,CP7.CP8} across the two standards, is not significantly 

violated. 

A comparison of the choice proportions for the pairs (CP4, /), i e {CP1 CP8} - {CP4}, 

and the pairs (CP5, j), je {CP1 CP8} - {CP5}, across standards CPA and СРВ, enabled 

a test of Differentiation of Ideals. For both a nesting and an imperfect nesting Differentiation 

of Ideals is not significantly violated. Also, the probability of choosing CP4 over CP5 when 

CPA is the standard does not differ significantly from the probability of choosing CP5 over 

CP4 when СРВ is the standard, neither for a nesting nor for an imperfect nesting. Hence, 

Symmetry can not be rejected. 

4> The stochastic transitivity implications would have been tested more efficiently if the folded 
order had been fixed. However, as many folded orders are compatible with a given 
J-scale, the folded order that maximized the likelihood ratio was searched for. 
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Table 1. Values of Test Statistic (-2 log λ) for Verbal Stimuli 

Nesting Imperfect nesting 

Condition CPA СРВ CPA СРВ 

MST 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 
SST 62.47 *• 75.46 ** 28.83 ** 14.06 
SST & unilateral triples 2.49 0.15 3.23 0.46 

WIP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

SIP 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 

AIP
 a
 0.00 ** 0.00 ** 0.00 ** 0.00 ** 

Bilateral Condition 0.00 0.00 

Unilateral Conditions: 
Constant Condition 3.98 1.22 
H
0
:Constant, Hj: Increasing

 Ъ
 3.80 3.83 

H
0
:Constant, R1:Decreasing

 b
 12.45 9.29 

DI 

Symmetry 

BM 

PM 

BCM 

0.84 

0.00 

2.49 2.48 

2.41 2.33 

2.49 2.13 

0.00 

0.12 

5.96 3.23 

2.73 2.77 

5.96 3.23 

Afote. If Ho and Hi are not mentioned, Hp is the row condition and 

HQ ν Hj imply no restrictions. For each triad 80 choices were 

made. 
a
 For this test λ was calculated. 

For this test -2£log pi was calculated, with pj the p-value 

of the i-th test. 

* ρ < 0.1, ** ρ < 0.05 

Dominance matrix. 

Consider the lower part of Table 1 for results regarding the dominance matrix. For a nesting 

as well as an imperfect nesting the J-scale is fixed to the ranking of clinical pictures based 

on the number of symptoms. Since Bilateral Monotonicity and Partial Monotonicity restrict 

the dominance matrix as a function of the position of the ideal on the J-scale, for these 

conditions also the ideal is fixed to the standard used in the experiment. If a monotonicity 

condition is not violated significantly, then we need not check other stimulus rankings, as the 

monotonicity condition can not be rejected for the presumed J-scale. 

For stimuli satisfying a nesting, ARFU-R implies a J-scale that is equal to the order of the 

stimuli based on the number of features (see Corollary 1). However, for stimuli satisfying an 
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imperfect nesting no J-scale is implied. By carefully constructing the stimuli, we hoped to 

obtain a J-scale that is identical to the J-scale implied by the nesting hidden in the imperfect 

nesting. The hypothesized ordering for an imperfect nesting (also based on the number of 

features) is at least one of the J-scales allowed for by ARFU-R. 

We started with testing whether the orders of clinical pictures based on the number of 

symptoms, the ideals fixed to the standards, satisfy PM. None of the four data sets 

significantly violate PM. Estimating the choice probabilities under the more constraining BM, 

shows that also BM is not violated significantly. 

3.4.2 Pictorial Stimuli 

Stochastic transitivity conditions. 

The values of the test statistic obtained for MST and SST are given at the top of Table 2. 

Each maximum likelihood moderate stochastic ranking of the faces is compatible with, that 

is, can be unfolded Into the a priori J-scale. For MST the estimated choice probabilities 

deviate from the observed choice proportions. None of the four data sets, however, 

significantly violates MST. Values of the test statistic obtained under SST are significant, 

- 2 log λ ranging from 37.40 to 48.33, ρ < 0.05. Focussing on unilateral triples, we find that 

SST can not be rejected for a nesting, but that SST is significantly violated for an imperfect 

nesting, - 2 log λ = 7.03 for standard F5, ρ < 0.10. 

Ideal point conditions. 

The values of the test statistic for the ideal point conditions are given in the middle part of 

Table 2. As can be seen, for each standard and feature structure WIP is perfectly satisfied. 

Hence, the standard is always chosen with a probability of at least one half. The data do not 

perfectly satisfy the more constraining SIP, but do not significantly violate this condition 

either. Each data set, however, significantly violates AIP, that is, λ = 0, ρ < 0.05. 

Of the conditions pertaining to the choice probability as a function of the ideal, the 

Bilateral Condition, DI, and Symmetry are not violated significantly for any of the two feature 

structures. However, the Unilaterally Constant Condition, which was tested by comparing 

the choice proportions associated with all pairs in {F1,F2.F3} and all pairs in {F6,F7,F8} 

across standards F4 and F5, must be rejected. For a nesting we have - 2 log λ = 20.21, and 

for an imperfect nesting we have - 2 log λ = 13.27, ρ < 0.05. Furthermore, for a nesting the 

Unilaterally Constant Condition must be rejected in favor of the Unilaterally Increasing 

Condition, -2Zlogpj = 32.35, ρ < 0.05, whereas for an imperfect nesting the Unilaterally 

Constant Condition must be rejected in favor of the Unilaterally Decreasing Condition, 

-2aogp¡ = 20.83,p<0.10. 

Dominance matrix. 

Fixing the J-scale to the presumed order of the faces and the ideal to the standard used in 
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Table 2. Values of Test Statistic (-2 log λ) for Pictorial 

Stimuli 

Condition 

MST 

SST 

SST & unilateral triples 

WIP 

SIP 

AIP
 a 

Bilateral Condition 

Nesting 

F4 

0.00 

45.31 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

** 

*· 

0.00 

F5 

2.81 

37.40 

2.78 

0.00 

4.41 

0.00 

** 

** 

Imperi 

F4 

0.55 

42.91 

2.97 

0.00 

1.39 

0.00 

eet 

*» 

** 

Nesting 

F5 

0.55 

48.33 *» 

7.03 * 

0.00 

0.35 

0.00 ** 

0.00 

Unilateral Conditions: 

Constant Condition 20.21 ** 13.27 *» 

H
0
:Constant, Hi:Increasing

 b
 32.35 ** 8.16 

H
0
:Constant, H1 -.Decreasing

 b
 7.67 20.83 * 

DI 

Symmetry 

BM 

PM 

BCM 

0.84 

1.47 

2.08 5.94 

2.08 5.91 

2.08 4.21 

0.00 

1.99 

6.64 10.04 

3.67 8.65 

5.25 10.04 

Note. If HQ and Ηχ are not mentioned, Η0 is the row condition and 

HQ ν Н1 imply no restrictions. For each triad 80 choices were 
made. 

a
 For this test λ was calculated. 

For this test -2Ilog ρλ was calculated, with Pi the p-value 

of the i-th test. 

* ρ < 0.1, ** ρ < 0.05 

the experiment, the maximum likelihood estimates of the choice probabilities were first 

obtained for PM. For none of the data sets this condition can be rejected. Estimating the 

probabilities under BM, shows that also this condition can not be rejected. 

3.5 Discussion 

The present study provides empirical evidence for the applicability of ARFU-R to triadic com

parisons among stimuli that exhibit a perfect or an imperfect nesting. Comparing the results 

for stimuli that exhibit an imperfect nesting with ARFU-R's predictions, we can conclude that: 
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1. The implications concerning the stochastic transitivity conditions are confirmed: MST 

cannot be rejected, whereas SST must be rejected. Additionally, for unilateral triples 

SST must be rejected. 

2. As predicted, AIP must be rejected, whereas SIP cannot be rejected. Thus the probabil

ity of choosing the standard is not necessarily unity. Apparently, there is some difficulty 

in recognizing the standard among the choice alternatives. 

3. The Bilateral Condition is perfectly satisfied. 

4. The Unilaterally Constant Condition cannot be rejected for the diagnoses, but must be 

rejected for the faces. Only for the diagnoses changing one standard for another does 

not affect the probability of choosing one alternative from a unilateral pair of alternatives. 

5. As predicted, Differentiation of Ideals and Symmetry can not be rejected. 

6. As expected. Partial Monotonicity is satisfied. Somewhat surprisingly, also Bilateral 

Monotonicity can not be rejected. 

Evaluating ARFU-R's predictions for a nesting in terms of the empirical results, we can 

conclude that: 

1. In line with the predictions MST is satisfied, whereas SST must be rejected. For unilat

eral triples SST can not be rejected. 

2. Also regarding the ideal point conditions ARFU-R fits the data, in that SIP cannot be 

rejected, whereas AIP must be rejected. 

3. The Bilateral Condition can not be rejected. 

4. For the diagnoses the Unilaterally Constant Condition can not be rejected, whereas for 

the faces the Unilaterally Constant Condition must be rejected in favor of the Unilaterally 

Increasing Condition. 

5. As predicted, Differentiation of Ideals and Symmetry can not be rejected. 

6. As predicted. Bilateral and Partial Monotonicity can not be rejected. 

This study seems to indicate that ARFU-R adequately describes stochastic properties of 

triadic comparisons for stimuli constructed according to a nesting or an imperfect nesting. In 

addition, the necessity of distinguishing between a nesting and an imperfect nesting 

emerges. Focussing on unilateral triples, SST cannot be rejected for a nesting, but must be 

rejected for an imperfect nesting. Further, though Bilateral Monotonicity is not violated signif

icantly for an imperfect nesting, averaging the likelihood ratio of BM versus PM over the four 

data sets for a nesting and the four data sets for an imperfect nesting shows that the data 

for a nesting are almost as likely under BM as under PM (average likelihood ratio = 0.97), 

whereas the data for an imperfect nesting are 2.3 times less likely under BM than under PM. 

So, for a nesting BM is violated to the same degree to which PM is violated, whereas part of 

the violations of BM for an imperfect nesting can be accommodated for by PM. 
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Although most predictions of ARFU-R are satisfied, it remains to be evaluated whether 

the empirical results strongly favor ARFU-R over geometric unfolding models. For an imper

fect nesting one of the unique predictions of ARFU-R is Partial Monotonicity. For none of the 

data sets this prediction could be rejected. All geometric unfolding models, at least the ones 

known to the author, imply a structure of the dominance matrix called Bilateral-Characteristic 

Monotonicity, BCM (for a definition, see Bossuyt, 1990). Bilateral-Characteristic Monotonic

ity, which is neither a special case of nor more general than Partial Monotonicity, could not 

be rejected for any of the data sets (see Table 1 and Table 2). However, computing the 

average likelihood ratio for BCM versus PM, gives 0.487 for an imperfect nesting. Thus, 

although BCM is not a special case of PM, for an imperfect nesting the data clearly fit BCM 

worse than PM. 

Furthermore, there is no geometric model that implies Bilateral Monotonicity and at the 

same time does not imply Strong Stochastic Transitivity. As we have seen, for a nesting 

SST was violated, whereas MST and BM were satisfied. There is one model that, like 

ARFU-R, implies the Unilaterally Constant Condition: the Logistic Unfolding Model of Jansen 

(1981). However, this model can be classified as a so-called Strong Unfolding Model (Bos

suyt, 1990) and thus implies SST. As we have seen, this condition was systematically vio

lated by the data. Note that the Unilaterally Constant Condition had to be rejected for two of 

the four data sets. For faces exhibiting a nesting the Unilaterally Constant Condition had to 

be rejected In favor of the Unilaterally Increasing Condition, and for faces exhibiting an 

imperfect nesting the Unilaterally Constant Condition had to be rejected in favor of the Uni

laterally Decreasing Condition. Although ARFU-R does not provide an adequate description 

of the data for the faces as far as the unilateral conditions are concerned, also the geometric 

models to be found in the literature are not appropriate as they do not allow for the Unilater

ally Decreasing Condition as well as the Unilaterally Increasing Condition (see Bossuyt, 

1990). 

All statistical analyses are based on HQ specifying a fixed pattern of order restrictions for 

the choice probabilities. However, for the stochastic transitivity conditions a folded order of 

the alternatives was searched for that minimized - 2 log λ. In this case there is no fixed pat

tern of order restrictions, as indeed the restrictions implied by HQ depend on the folded order 

of the alternatives. As a result, the real distribution of - 2 log λ is bounded above by the dis

tribution actually assumed in the conditional likelihood ratio test, yielding a conservative test, 

so that if θ Is in the edge of θ 0 , the actual probability of a type I error may be lower than \a. 

To what extent this affects the power of the test is unknown and needs further investigation. 

As a practical implication of the present study, we can point to the poor quality of sub

jects' choices in two more or less realistic tasks. One task probably relates to the construc

tion of an identikit picture of an offender. In such a task a witness has to decide whether the 

original identikit picture or a revised version resembles his mental image of the offender 

most. The other task relates to the activity of diagnosing a patient: Decide which diagnosis 

is most appropriate given some information concerning the patient. For both tasks the 
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probability of choosing the reference alternative (face of the offender or actual disease of the 

patient) is significantly lower than unity. For example, if the clinical picture that can be 

labeled as "mania" is the standard as well as one of the choice alternatives and the clinical 

picture that can be labeled as "bipolar disorder" is the other choice alternative, then "mania" 

is chosen over "bipolar disorder" in less than 89 % of the choices. One may argue that this 

mainly is due to a memory effect: As the standard has disappeared when the subject makes 

a choice, not choosing the 'ideal' may be caused by incomplete remembrance of the stan

dard. However, note that there were only two different standards for each combination of 

feature structure and type of stimuli, all triads were presented in series that had the same 

standard, each series was preceded by a sequence of trial triads containing the same stan

dard, and for the more difficult verbal stimuli each subject could inspect the standard as long 

as he or she wished. If even for these ideal circumstances memory affects choices, this 

probably also will be true for choices in real life. 

Striking is also the low level of transitivity characterizing subjects' choices. For example, 

if the clinical picture that can be labeled as "mania" is the standard, the diagnosis "mood dis

order" is chosen over the diagnosis "bipolar disorder, with psychotic features" in 70 % of the 

choices, the diagnosis "bipolar disorder, with psychotic features" is chosen over the diagno

sis "bipolar disorder, with mood-congruent psychotic features" in 96 % of the choices, but 

the diagnosis "mood disorder" is chosen over the diagnosis "bipolar disorder, with mood-

congruent psychotic features" in only 70 % of the choices. This all constitutes a violation of 

SST. 

Clearly, further experiments have to be done to establish the validity of ARFU-R as a 

theory of choice. This would involve feature structures other than nestings and imperfect 

nestings and tasks other than triadic similarity judgments. Such studies will probably 

enhance our insight into how choices are made and how choices depend on properties that 

the task and the choice objects h,ave. 
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4. INTERLUDE: ARFU AND ARFU-R, TREES AND FEATURE SYSTEMS. 

In this section we will point out the relations between the general ARFU model as presented 

in Chapter 1, and the Restie version, ARFU-R, as presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Also, the 

relations between ARFU-R in the case of (rooted) linear trees and ARFU-R in the case of 

feature structures as distinguished in Chapter 2 will be determined. These relations also 

imply particular relations between ARFU in the case of linear and quasi-linear trees and 

ARFU-R in the case of linear arrays and nestings. 

4.1 ARFU, ARFU-R, and rooted trees. 

According to the general ARFU model, presented in Chapter 1, the probability of choosing 

object a over object b is equal to the probability that the random dissimilarity between a and 

ideal /', D(a,i), is smaller than the random dissimilarity between b and ideal /, D(b,i). The 

dissimilarity D is defined as a random extension of Tversky's (1977) contrast model with 

equal weights for the distinctive features, that is, α = β. 

The Restie version of ARFU, presented in Chapters 2 and 3, is a special case of ARFU, 

which defines the dissimilarity D by a random extension of Pestle's (1959, 1961) 

set-symmetric distance model. Tversky's (1977) contrast model reduces to Restle's 

distance model if we set α = β and θ = 0. So, the ARFU model becomes identical to the 

ARFU-R model if we set θ = 0. (In Chapter 2, unlike the definition of ARFU-R given in 

Chapter 3 and in this chapter, we additionally set the proportionality constant к equal to a 1 

for ARFU-R. In the sequel, ARFU-R is defined as in Chapter 3, so that there are no 

additional constraints on k). 

In Chapter 1 we examined ARFU's implications for two specific feature representations 

of the choice objects and the ideals: linear trees and quasi-linear trees which are rooted at 

the ideal. Since the root of the tree is labeled by the ideal, the ideal was seen to be formally 

represented by an empty set. For such rooted trees the choice objects have no features in 

common with the ideal, and we may set θ = 0 in the dissimilarities of each of the choice 

objects to the ideal. Consequently, for choice objects that exhibit the structure of a rooted 

tree the expression for the binary choice probability given by ARFU is equal to the one given 

by ARFU-R. 

Although for trees rooted at the ideal, ARFU and ARFU-R have the same expression for 

the binary choice probability, the mean dissimilarities and as a consequence also the J-scale 

are defined differently for these models. More specifically, since ARFU starts from a more 

general case of the contrast model, the J-scale as defined by ARFU is less restrictive than 

the ¿scale as defined by ARFU-R. Consequently, also for rooted trees the implications of 

ARFU might be a proper subset of the implications of ARFU-R. 
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4.2 ARFU-R, linear trees, linear arrays and nestings. 

We will examine the relations between ARFU-R's implications for linear trees and ARFU-R's 

implications for linear arrays and nestings. More specifically, we will prove that ARFU-R for 

choice objects exhibiting a linear array or a nesting is equivalent to ARFU-R for choice 

objects exhibiting the structure of a linear tree. These results are used to specify the 

relations between ARFU applied to rooted trees and ARFU-R applied to feature systems, 

which will be discussed in the final section. 

First we reintroduce some notation and repeat the definitions of a nesting, a linear array, 

and a linear tree. Let S ' be a set of sets A,B Z. If Я* denotes the set of all relations 

among the sets of S*. then O* = (S'.R') is called a set-theoretical or feature system. 

Distinct sets of S ' are labeled by distinct symbols, that Is, for X, Ye S', X * V. 

Furthermore, we may assume some ordering of the sets of S', writing A < В if A precedes S 

in the ordering. 

Nesting. 

A set-theoretical system Q' = (S'.R') is a nesting if and only if there exists an 

ordering of the sets of S* such that if A < В in that ordering, then А с S. 

Linear array. 

A set-theoretical system O* = (S',R') is a linear array if and only if there exists an 

ordering of the sets of S* such that if A < В < С in that ordering, then Λ η С с S с 

Au С. 

Linear tree. 

A linear tree is a rooted tree consisting of vertices of degree one or two. 

The following theorem gives a set-theoretical characterization of a linear tree, which will be 

useful in subsequent derivations. This set-theoretical characterization is based on a 

particular mapping from the vertices and edges of a rooted tree onto sets of features. 

Similar to the mapping of Chapter 1, each edge of the tree is mapped onto a distinct set of 

features, and each vertex, say a, is mapped onto the union of feature sets associated with 

the edges In the path from vertex a to the root, which is denoted as A In this way each 

vertex χ of the tree generates a set X, resulting in a feature system for the total tree. In the 

sequel, whenever we say that a feature system is representable as a rooted tree (with a 

particular structure), we actually mean that there exists a mapping of the Kind as described 

above. 
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Structure Theorem for Linear Tree. 

A set-theoretical system O* "(S'.R') is representable as a linear tree rooted at 

vertex к if and only if there exists an ordering of the sets of S* and an empty set К e 

S', such that for each pair A < В in that ordering: 

(1)ВсЛіМ<В<К, 

(2M η В = 0 ¡M </(< В, and 

(3McBifK<A<B. 

Proof of Structure Theorem. 

A linear tree5> consists of a single path (see Chapter 2, Lemma 4.1) with two terminal 

vertices, say m and л, and one root, say k. We will show that if the vertices of a linear tree 

are ordered as they are encountered in moving from one terminal vertex to the other, then 

the sets generated by the vertices, when ordered the same as the vertices, satisfy the 

relations in (1), (2), and (3). Let a < b denote that vertex a precedes vertex b in the path from 

m to л, p(m,n). If a < b < k, then the path p(b,k) is shorter than the path p(a,k) and the 

edges of p(b,k) are a proper subset of the edges of p(a,k) or В с A. If a < к < b, then p(a,k) 

and p(b,k) only share vertex к and thus Α η В = 0. If к < a < b. then А с В. 

Finally, note that there is no path from the root к to itself, and consequently also no 

edges in this path, or K= 0. This is true if and only if a vertex is the root of the tree. 

Since conditions (1) to (3) imply a hierarchical structure of the feature sets (see Chapter 

1 for a definition), which characterizes a rooted tree, in proving the sufficiency of conditions 

(1) to (3), we may start from a rooted tree. A tree is not linear if there is at least one vertex of 

degree three or more, say x. In such a tree there must be non-overlapping paths from χ to 

at least three terminal vertices, say a, b, and с Furthermore, we can always choose the 

vertex с such that p(x,c) contains the root, k. Indeed, if к is terminal, choose к = с. If к = χ, 

any terminal vertex will do, and if к is internal and k* x, then there is a path p(x,k) and a 

path p(k,c) to a terminal vertex с that does not contain x, and hence a path p(x,c) that 

contains k. If p(x,c) contains the root k, then p(a,k) and p(b,k) both contain the path p(x,k) 

and thus Α η В = X. If χ * к, then X is not empty and is not equal to A or to B, so that 

conditions (1) to (3) can not be true. If χ = к, then AnB = S^iC = AnC = 0 and none of the 

three sets is a proper subset of another set. Consequently, there is no ordering of А, В, C, 

and К such that conditions ( 1 ) to (3) are true. 0 

For ARFU-R the choice probabilities as well as the J-scale are defined in terms of 

Restle's (1961) distance model. Although a linear array is not equivalent to a linear tree, we 

will see that there is a one-to-one mapping from the sets of a linear array onto the sets of a 

5) Note that a linear tree is defined in this chapter, as in Chapter 1, as a rooted 2-tree. 
Although the proof of Lemma 4.1. concerns unrooted 2-trees, it also is valid for rooted 
2-trees. 
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feature system that is representable as a linear tree, such that the mapping does not affect 

Restle's distance defined on these sets. As a consequence, we have proven that for 

ARFU-R a linear array and a linear tree are indiscernable. 

The mapping we are interested in, is the set-symmetric difference of a set relative to a 

fixed set. The set-symmetric difference of a set Xwith respect to a fixed set K, is defined as: 

xK = (ХПК) u (ХПК) . 

We can show that Restle's (1961) set-symmetric distance is invariant under the operation of 

the set-symmetric difference. 

Lemma. 

The distances of a Restie feature system (Q\ d) are invariant under the operation 

of the set-symmetric difference relative to a fixed set Kof O*. 

Proof of lemma. 

If (O", d) isa Restie feature system, then d defines the distance between objects a and b, 

deb, as the measure of the set-symmetric difference of the sets A and 0, that is: 

dab = "H (A/"iß,>u СЛиВМ = m САпв; + т(7илв) . 

Each set Xof О' is mapped onto a set X* which is the set-symmetric difference of Xrelative 

to a fixed set K. If dhab denotes Restle's distance between the transformed sets AK and BK, 

then 

с?*ь = m CAK η Βκ) + m (ÀK η Βκ) , 

which, by applying DeMorgan's Law twice, is equal to 

ni{ [ (Ank)и (АГ\К) ] η [ (BJK)η с в и к ; ] } + 
т[ [ (AUK)η fAUíO ] η [ (ВПК) U (ВПК) ] ), 

and by repeated application of the Distributive Law, we have 

m{ [ (АПК) U (АПК) ] Π [ (ВПК) (J (ВПК) ] ) + 
m{ [ (АПК)и(АПК) ] Π t (ВПК)и (ВПК) ] } = 

лі{ (АПВПК) (АПВПК) } + m [ (АПВПК) U (АПВПК) } = 

m (АПВ) + m (АПВ) = dabl 

which is the Restie distance between the original sets A and В. 0 
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A result of the lemma is that also the choice probability and the J-scale as defined by 

ARFU-R are not affected by the set-symmetric difference operation relative to a fixed set. As 

we will see, taking the set-symmetric difference of each set in a linear array with respect to 

the ideal set generates a feature system that is representable as a linear tree rooted at the 

ideal, which establishes the following theorem. 

Theorem 1. 

For ARFU-R linear trees (which are rooted at the ideal) are equivalent to linear 

arrays. 

Proof of Theorem 1. 

Let S* = {AS 2} be a collection of sets. We obtain a set S«·* = {AK,BK,..., Z«} from S' by 

mapping each set X of S* onto a set Χ«, the set-symmetric difference of X with respect to 

the set Koi S*. So, the feature system O* = (S'.R*) is transformed into a feature system 

QK = (SK'.RK')· where R« denotes the set of all relations among the sets of SK*. We will 

prove that OK* is representable as a linear tree rooted at vertex к if and only if O* is a linear 

array. 

By the Structure Theorem for a linear tree, we must examine for which restrictions on the 

set of sets S \ the sets of S** can be ordered such that for each AK, BK, and the empty set 

Κκ·-

(•\)BKCZAK\1AK<BK<KKI 

(2) ΑχΓ, BK = 0\i AK< KK<BK, and 

(3)AKCZBK\1KK<AK<BK. 

Part (1): We must examine for which restrictions on the sets of S * we have BK с AK. From 

the latter we obtain: 

(ВПК) U (ВПК) С (АПК) U (АПК) <=> 

[ (впк) u (впк) ] π [ (Ъик) π (AKJK)} = 0 and 
[ (BUK) Π (BUK) ] Π [ (АПК) U (АПК) ] * 0 <=> 

[ (впк) u (впк) ] π [ (Änk) и (АПК) ] = 0 and 

[ (ВПК) U (ВПК) ] Π [ (АПК) U (АПК) ] * 0 <=> 

(Апвпк) u CATvsniO = 0 and (АПВПК) U (АПВПК) * 0 <=> 

(Апвпк) u (АПВПК) = 0 and (АПВ) U (АПВ) * 0 <=> 

(АПК) ς; в с CAUÍO and А * в. [60] 

Note that the left-hand result is true for any triple of sets A < В < Kof a linear array (see the 
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definition). 

In addition, the set B/fniust be nonempty (which also implies that yA îs nonempty), or 

(ВгЛ) U (BTiK) * 0 « в * к. [61] 

Consequently, eqs. [60] and [61] are true if A, B, and Kare three distinct sets that belong to 

a linear array and are ordered as A < В < К. 

Part (2): We have AKnBK = 0 if and only if 

[ (АПК) U (АПК) ] О [ (ВПК) U (ВПК) ] = 0 <=> 

(АПВПК) и (Апвпк) = 0 <=> САЛВ; с к с ( л и в ; , [62] 

which is true if А, В, and К are three sets of a linear array, their order being A < К < В. 

In addition, we have A« * 0 or (Α η Ί<) υ (Α η К) * 0 if and only if Α Φ К, and BK * 0, 

which by eq. [61] is true if and only if S * К. Also, note that it is implied that АФ B, for if A = 

B, then eq. [62] implies А с /Cc A, or A = K. 

Part (3): The proof of part (3) is similar to the proof of part (1) and will be omitted. Condition 

(3) is equivalent to three distinct sets satisfying (КслВ) с Ά ς; (BuK), which is true for three 

distinct sets of a linear array which are ordered as K< A < B. 

So, if O' Is a linear array, then the transformed sets in SK' satisfy conditions (1) to (3), 

when ordered the same as the corresponding original sets in S*. Conversely, if the sets of 

SK are ordered such as to satisfy conditions (1) to (3), then there is an ordering of the sets 

of S', namely the ordering corresponding to their images in S«*, such that each ordered 

triple A < В < С of S* satisfies Ar\C с S с AuC, that is, О* is a linear array. The latter is 

obvious for each triple of sets of S* involving K. However, if, for example, A < В < С < К, 

then we have (AnK) с S с (A<uK) and (ВпК) с С с (ВиК), which can be shown to imply 

(АпС) с Б с (AuC). Similarly, one can show that for ordered quadruples A< B< K<C, A< 

К < В < С, and К < A < В < С, we also have (Ar,C) ς; S с (AuC), as required for a linear 

array. So, if we choose the set К to be the ideal set, we have proven that for ARFU-R a 

linear tree is equivalent to a linear array. 0 

We can also prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 2. 

For ARFU-R linear arrays are equivalent to nestings. 

Proof of Theorem 2. 

Assume O* in (O*. d) is a linear array. By the lemma of this chapter we are allowed to 
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transform О* into Οχ" by taking the set-symmetric difference of each set of S* with respect 

to a fixed set К e S'. If we choose К to be the left-most set in the ordering of the linear 

array and the images in S / are ordered similarly, then whenever AK < S/cwe have Ака BK 

and Κχ = 0 (see part 3 of the proof of Theorem 1). So, CV is a nesting of which the 

left-most set in the ordering is empty. As a linear array and a nesting with one empty set are 

indiscernable for ARFU-R, this also must be true for a linear array and a nesting. 0 

Combining Theorems 1 and 2 gives the following corollary. 

Corollary 1. 

For ARFU-R linear trees are equivalent to nestings. 

ARFU-R & nesting 

t 
ARFU-R & linear array Щ ^ ARFU-R & linear tree 

Î I 
ARFU-R & imperfect nesting · ARFU & linear tree 

I 
ARFU & quasi-linear tree 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the relations among ARFU and ARFU-R for trees 

and feature systems. The signs ' -» ' and ' —· ' denote implication and failure of 

implication, respectively. A thin line means that the particular relation needs further 

exploration and is only determined as far as indicated by arrows and dots. 
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4.3 ARFU and trees versus ARFU-R and feature systems. 

In this section we will point out the relations between ARFU applied to linear and 

quasi-linear trees and ARFU-R applied to perfect and imperfect nestings. If we compare 

ARFU's implications for rooted trees as examined in Chapter 1 with ARFU-R's implications 

for nestings and imperfect nestings as examined in Chapter 3, we can draw the following 

conclusions: 

1. The Implications of ARFU for quasi-linear trees coincide with the implications of ARFU-R 

for Imperfect nestings. 

2. The implications of ARFU for linear trees coincide with the implications of ARFU-R for 

nestings. 

These results concern only the implications that have been examined in both Chapter 1 and 

Chapter 3. The results of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of this chapter allow for a specification of the 

relation between the set of all implications of ARFU for linear trees and the set of all 

implications of ARFU-R for linear arrays and nestings. Since ARFU-R implies ARFU, 

Theorems 1 and 2 immediately lead to the following corollary. 

Corollary 2. 

ARFU's implications for a linear tree are a subset of ARFU-R's implications for a 

linear array and a nesting. 

As shown in Chapter 3. ARFU-R's implications for nestings are a proper superset of 

ARFU-R's implications for imperfect nestings. Consequently, by Corollary 1 of this chapter 

ARFU-R applied to linear trees is a special case of ARFU-R applied to imperfect nestings. 

Whether ARFU for choice objects that satisfy a linear tree also is a special case of ARFU-R 

for choice objects that satisfy an imperfect nesting, still has to be examined. At any rate, 

since ARFU's implications for linear trees as examined in Chapter 1 are a proper superset of 

ARFU-R's implications for Imperfect nestings as examined In Chapter 3, ARFU applied to 

linear trees can not be more general than nor identical to ARFU-R applied to imperfect 

nestings. 

Consider Figure 1 for a schematic overview of the relations between ARFU and ARFU-R 

as established so far. As can be seen, the relation between ARFU-R in the case of an 

imperfect nesting and ARFU in the case of a quasi-linear tree still has to be determined. To 

establish this relation and the relations between quasi-linear trees and the various feature 

structures as defined in Chapter 2, a characterization of the feature system that is 

representable as a quasi-linear tree is needed. Such a set-theoretical characterization will 

enlarge the scheme of relations between ARFU and ARFU-R for trees and feature systems. 
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5. RESTLE'S FEATURE MODEL FOR UNFOLDING: 

TWO MODIFICATIONS AND THEIR PROPERTIES. 

Abstract 

Restle's (1961) model for the probability of a response is ill-defined and has several 
implausible implications regarding choice behavior. A first modification solves some 
major problems by including additional feature sets in Restle's model. A second 
modification extends the first one by making explicit assumptions regarding the 
choice process. This model turns out to have less constraining implications regarding 
ordinal properties of the choice probabilities than the first modification and is very 
similar to ARFU-R in this respect. Also various implications of the second 
modification regarding the latency to choose are derived and compared to empirical 
data. 

In the literature there is only one other feature model for unfolding: Restle's (1961) model for 

the probability of a response. Like ARFU, Restle's model starts from a feature 

representation of stimuli, and has been proposed to describe triadic comparisons (see pp. 

33-36 and pp. 192-197) as well as preferential choices (see pp. 74-82, where the model is 

applied to Coombs' Amsterdam experiment). However, whereas ARFU starts from random 

variability in the measures of the features, Restle's model assumes constant measures and 

attributes choice variability to fluctuations in the processing times of the features. As will be 

seen, apart from differences in assumptions the original Restie model also differs from 

ARFU, in that it has several empirically invalid implications concerning probabilistic choice 

behavior. 

The build-up of this chapter Is as follows. First, we will Introduce Restle's model and 

illustrate its problems. Next, we suggest a modification of Restle's model which can be 

classified as a so-called Moderate Unfolding Model (Bossuyt, 1990). The implications of the 

modified Restie model, however, are still very constraining. Therefore, a second modification 

based on a race between parallel processes that may be interrupted by a deadline is given. 

This model also generates reaction time predictions, some of which are discussed at the 

end of this chapter. 

5.1 Restle's feature model for unfolding 

Binary choice is described by Restie (1961) as a process of conflict resolution. There are 

three basic entities: the actual situation of the subject who has to respond, and two 'ideal' 

situations in which the subject would certainly give one of two responses. In order to 

respond a subject has to choose between these two 'ideal' situations. Furthermore, actual 

and 'ideal' situations are represented by feature sets. Since the actual situation shares 

features with both 'ideal' situations, a state of conflict is induced. The choice conflict is 
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resolved by sequentially suppressing features of the actual situation. Each time a feature is 

randomly sampled without replacement. As soon as all features belonging to one Ideal 

situation, the features common to the other ideal situation excluded, have been suppressed, 

the process terminates and the subject gives the response that is linked (with probability 

unity) to the other ideal situation. In this way only features that belong to the actual situation 

and to one of the two ideal situations, but not both, play a role in the resulting choice. 

Pestle's general scheme of a choice process can be applied to triadic comparisons as 

well as to preferential choice. For triadic comparisons the reference or the standard 

presented to the subject takes the place of the actual situation of the subject, whereas the 

two choice objects take the places of the two ideal situations. Similarly for preferential 

choice: somewhat confusingly, the hypothesized ideal or subjective reference corresponds 

to the actual situation, whereas the choice objects correspond to the two ideal situations. 

To define Restle's (1961) model more rigorously, we introduce some notation. Let 

P(a>jb) denote the probability that object a is chosen over object b relative to ideal or 

reference /. In a triadic comparisons task / is the reference or standard presented to the 

subject, in a preferential choice task ; is the ideal or subjective reference. Let a, b, and / be 

represented by sets A, B, and /, respectively (see Figure 1). If m is a nonnegative and 

additive measure defined on all possible subsets of features characterizing the choice 

objects, then Restle's model for the probability of a response is defined as: 

m (Апвпі) 
PfaZib) = — z . 

m (АПВПІ) + m (АПВГіІ) [63] 

According to Restle's (1961) theory choice consists of the sequential suppression of 

features. At each stage of the process the probability of a feature being picked is given by 

the ratio of its measure and the measure of all non-suppressed features at that stage. 

Subsequently, the selected feature is suppressed, and a new feature is selected by the 

same rule. The choice process terminates whenever all features of one of the choice objects 

have been suppressed. Restie (1961) gives an informal proof that this sequential 

suppression of features leads to expression [63] (see p. 34). A formal and more rigorous 

proof is given by Busemeyer, Forsyth, and Nozawa (1988). 

Expression [63] is also given by Tversky's (1972a, 1972b) Elimination By Aspects or 

EBA model. According to EBA a subject makes a choice as soon as a single (positively 

valued) feature belonging to only one of the two choice objects is selected, and hence the 

other object is eliminated. Marley (1981) gives a natural extension of EBA that generates 

predictions regarding reaction time. This extension considers choice to be the result of a 

race between the sets of non-common features of the choice objects. If a unique feature of 

object a 'wins the race', then object a will be chosen, and if a unique feature of object b 'wins 

the race', then object b will be chosen. Busemeyer et al. (1988) have shown that their 

extension of Restle's model has reaction time predictions that differ from Marley's (1981) 
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extension of EBA. For binary choices reaction time data seem to favor the extended Restie 

model (see Busemeyer et al., 1988). 

3 

1 
2 

4 

I 

Figure 1. Two choice objects a and b and one ¡deal or reference /, represented by 

sets A, B, and /. 

5.2 A modification of Restle's model 

For particular feature structures Restle's (1961) model turns out to have very implausible 

implications or is even undefined. These problems arise because features that do not belong 

to the actual situation are excluded from the choice process. For instance, suppose two 

objects a and b and one reference or ¡deal / are represented by sets A, B, and / such that A 

с / с S. Since m(Ar,Bnl) = 0, we obtain P(a £, b) = 0 (see eq. [63]). So, even if a is almost 

identical to /, the model implies that b is always chosen. Moreover, if A = I с S, then (see 

eq. [63]) 

лі (ІГ\В) 

Pd^b) = = , 
т(ІГлВ) + т(ІСЛВГМ) 

which, since m(lnB) = m(lnBnl) = 0, is undefined. 

To solve the preceding difficulties, we present a natural extension of Restle's model that 

also seems to be suggested by Restie (see p. 66), though not elaborated formally. Suppose 

choice is based not only on features belonging to the actual situation of the subject, but also 

on features belonging to the two ¡deal situations outside the actual situation. That is, for two 
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objects a and b, and one reference or ideal /', the following four subsets of features are 

relevant in choosing between a and b (see Figure 1): 

(1 ) AnBnl: ideal features of a, 

(2) AnBnl: ideal features of b, 

(3) AnBnl: non-ideal features of a, and 

(4) AnBnl: non-ideal features of b. 

In the original Restie model, suppression of either the features In subset (1) or the features 

in subset (2) was sufficient to reach a decision. In the modified model the four subsets 

denoted by (1) to (4) are involved. Again we assume features are sequentially suppressed, 

but now the process terminates whenever either all features of subsets (1) and (4), or all 

features of subsets (2) and (3) have been suppressed. So, a is chosen over b, if the ideal 

features of b in (2) have been eliminated, and there are no more non-ideal features of a in 

(3) left. In other words, a is preferred to b, if the good aspects of Ь and the bad aspects of a 

have been discarded faster than the good aspects of a and the bad aspects of b. 

The derivations given by Busemeyer et al. (19ΘΘ) also apply to a process involving the 

sets (1) to (4), yielding the following expression for the probability of choosing a over Ь 

relative to ideal r. 

m (АПВПІ) + m (АПВПІ) 
Pfa^b) = з z = z _ . 

m (АПВПІ) + m (АПВПІ) + m (АПВПІ) + m (АПВПІ) [64] 

Furthermore, if a = b, we define P(a>ib) = £ We will show that for the two problematic 

situations given before the modified Restie model behaves better. If А с / с В, then by eq. 

[64] we have 

m (Апвпі) 
Pfa^b) = z = ^ , 

лі (АПВПІ) + m (АПВПІ) 

which can take any value between 0 and 1, as intuitively it should. Furthermore, if A = I с В, 

then the model is not undefined, and given by (see eq. [64]): 

m (Іпвпі) 
Ρ(ϊ>^) = 2 2 , 

m (іпвпі) + m (іпвпі) 

which, since т(ІпВ) > 0 and mJìnBnl) = 0, is equal to 1. 
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5.3 Implications of the modified Restie model 

To derive some implications of the modified Restie model it will be useful to reformulate the 

model as a Moderate Unfolding Model. A Moderate Unfolding Model or MUnM has been 

proposed by Bossuyt (1990) as the unfolding analogue of a Moderate Utility Model (Halff, 

1976). To define a MUnM, let H be a cumulative distribution function, such that H(x) = 1 -

H(-x), let f : [О.оо̂  -* Я be a decreasing (preference) function, and let g : [0,~) -> [O,«) be an 

increasing and concave function. If dis a metric, then a MUnM has the following structure: 

Pfa^ib) = H 
f(dai) - f(dbi) 

g(dab) [65] 

If Tis a subset of the reals, then we define a function Ιγ: Я-» {0,1}, such that l-rfx) = 1 if χ 

e Τ and lj{x) = 0 if χ à T. Furthermore, we define a cumulative distribution function F(x) = 

l(x+1) /[_ƒ j i(x) + к y „ i W - In order to show that Restle's model is a MUnM, consider the 

identity P(a a, b) = ) [ P(a >, b)-(1- P(a a, b)) + 1 ] and write eq. [64] as: 

P f a ^ b ; = F 
m (АПВПІ) - m (АПВПІ) + m (АПВПіІ) 

m (Апвпі) + m (Апвпі) + m (АГіВгМ) + m (ΑΓ\Βηΐ) 

il) - т(АГіВГ,І) 1 

а) + т(Аг\вп1) J [66] 

If we define a function d, such that 

dab = m (ΑΓιΒ) + m (ΑΓιΒ), [67] 

then dis Restle's (1961) set-symmetric distance model, which can be shown to be a metric. 

Eq. [66] can now be expressed as: 

Ρ (а^Ь) 
ЭЬі d . i 

¿ab [68] 

If we set Η = F, f(d) = - d, and g(d) = d\n eq. [65], then the modified Restie model is readily 

seen to be a MUnM. 

Also ARFU-R (see Chapter 2) satisfies the structure of a Moderate Unfolding Model. If in 

eq. [65] we set H = Φ, f(d) = - d, and g(d) = Vd, then eq. [25] of Chapter 2 results. Since 

ARFU-R and Restle's model are both Moderate Unfolding Models that differ with respect to 

the function g and the cumulative distribution function H, we expect both models to have 

similar though not identical implications. In the following, we will not systematically derive all 

of the implications of the modified Restie model, but will focus on differences between this 

model and ARFU-R. It must be concluded that the implications of the modified Restie model 
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are very constraining, that is, likely to be violated by data. 

5.3.1 Stochastic Transitivity Implications 

The stochastic transitivity conditions are probabilistic extensions of transitivity. Transitivity 

implies that if object a is chosen over object b, and object b is chosen over object c, then 

object a will be chosen over object с Various forms of stochastic transitivity have been 

defined (see e.g. Bossuyt, 1990; Fishburn, 1973), two of which are of interest for Restle's 

model: (a) Moderate Stochastic Transitivity (MST), and (b) Strong Stochastic Transitivity 

(SST). Let a, b, and с be a triple of objects, and let / be the ideal, then MST and SST are 

defined as: 

Moderate Stochastic Transitivity. 

If P(a >, b) > \ and P(b >, c) > ¡, then P(a >, c) ¿ m\n{P(a >, b).P(b a, cfì, 

Strong Stochastic Transitivity. 

If P(a S, b) > I and P(b Z, e) è ¡, then P(a >, c) 2 max{P(a à, b),P(b >, c)). 

As Moderate Unfolding Models imply MST (Lemma 2.3, p. 42, Bossuyt, 1990), also the 

modified Restie model implies MST. A counter example shows that SST is not implied. 

Numerical example. 

Let dai = 1, db, = 3, de = 4, deb = 4, d^ = f, and d« = 5, then P(a >, b) = F(0.5), 

P(b 2, c) = F(1), but P(a i, c) = F(0.6), which violates SST. 

In exploring the laterality effects upon stochastic transitivity three kinds of object triples 

are distinguished (Coombs, 1964): unilateral triples, bilateral adjacent triples, and bilateral 

split triples. Definitions of these triples for a set-theoretical context are given in Chapter 2 

and will not be repeated here. As can be checked, the triple of the example given above is a 

bilateral adjacent triple. Moreover, the distances between objects and ideal satisfy additivity, 

that is, there is an ordering, namely (a.i.b.c), such that each ordered triple (x.y,z) satisfies 

dxy + dyZ = dxz (triangle equality). For such a bilateral triple of objects, Restle's model gives 

the following expressions for the choice probabilities: 

Pfa^b) = F 
dbi - ¿ai 

L d b l + d a i J [69] 

P<t&1c) 
<4c 

dbc 
= 1, and 

[70] 
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Ρ (a^c) = F 
L dbc + dbl + dai J [71] 

As can be seen, Р(Ь^с) always exceeds the other two choice probabilities. Consequently, 

for bilateral adjacent triples SST is never implied6). So, the modified Restie model implies 

MST but never SST for bilateral adjacent triples that satisfy additivity. 

If we calculate the corresponding choice probabilities given by ARFU-R for the numerical 

example, replacing Fby Φ in eqs. [69] to [71] and taking the square root of the denominators 

of these expressions, we obtain Ρ(α'ί,ο) = Φ(1), Pfbz, с) = Ф(1). and Pfaä, с) = Ф(1.34), 

which satisfies SST. A counter-example in which ARFU-R violates SST for a bilateral 

adjacent triple in a nesting can be found in Chapter 2. Since Restle's (1961) set-symmetric 

distance d satisfies additivity for nestings (see Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.2, Chapter 2), 

we can conclude that for bilateral adjacent triples that satisfy additivity, ARFU-R implies 

MST, does not imply SST, and may satisfy SST. The modified Restie model, however, 

implies MST but never SST. 

5.3.2 Ideal Point Implications 

The ideal point implications concern order relations between choice probabilities, when one 

of the choice alternatives coincides with the ideal, or as they vary as a function of the ideal 

(Bossuyt, 1990). Absolute, Strong, and Weak Ideal Preference, belong to the first group of 

ideal point conditions, and the unilateral conditions belong to the latter group. A condition 

called Differentiation of Ideals can be subsumed under both groups. 

Weak Ideal Preference, abbreviated as WIP, states that (the alternative coinciding with) 

the ideal is chosen with a probability greater than one half. A stronger condition is Strong 

Ideal Preference, or SIP. According to Strong Ideal Preference the probability of choosing 

the ideal over alternative χ not only exceeds one half, but also exceeds the probability of 

choosing any other alternative over alternative x. Finally, if the probability of choosing the 

ideal is unity, Absolute Ideal Preference or AIP, is satisfied. As can be checked, AIP implies 

SIP and SIP implies WIP. The converse relations are not true. 

To examine AIP, assume that one of the choice alternatives, say a, coincides with the 

reference or ideal /'. In this case the choice probability is (see eq. [68]): 

6 ) By the expression 'SST is never implied' we mean the formally more correct expression 
'not SST is implied'. Because the latter could get confused with 'SST is not implied', we 
chose the former which should be read as 'no special case of the model will ever imply 
SST'. 
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Pd^b) = F 
dbi - d11 

Fil] 1. 
J b i [72] 

Hence, the ideal is chosen with probability unity, which is a very constraining implication of 

the modified Restie model. Since the model implies Absolute Ideal Preference, it also 

implies Weak and Strong Ideal Preference. 

If the probability of choosing object χ over object / with reference to an ideal that 

coincides with x, Is not less than the probability of choosing χ over y with reference to any 

other ideal, then Differentiation of Ideals or DI, is said to be satisfied. According to DI, the 

probability of choosing χ over y is maximal for the ideal that coincides with x. For the 

modified Restie model this probability is unity (see eq. [72]), and thus DI is implied. 

The unilateral conditions pertain to the choice probability of a pair of alternatives that is 

located to one side of the ideal on the J-scale (Coombs, 1964). The ./-scale is a scale upon 

which both alternatives and ideals are located. One could think of political parties (including 

subjects' ideal parties) being ordered from left to right, or shades of gray (including subjects' 

ideal shades of gray) being ordered from light to dark. For a definition of a J-scale in a 

set-theoretic context see Chapter 2. The Unilaterally Increasing Condition states that 

replacement of an ideal by an ideal that is more remote from a unilateral pair of alternatives, 

results in a choice probability that is more extreme (closer to 0 or 1). If replacement by a 

more distant ideal results in a probability that is less extreme (closer to J), we have the 

Unilaterally Decreasing Condition. Finally, if the choice probability remains constant under 

displacement of the ideal, we have the Unilaterally Constant Condition. 

To examine the unilateral conditions we must derive the order relation between P(a £, b) 

and P(a>/b). As a result, two Moderate Unfolding Models have the same implications 

regarding the unilateral conditions if they have the same preference function f. Since f(d) = 

- d for both the Restie model and ARFU-R, these models have the same implications (see 

Chapter 2): for chains of sets that have equal measures the Unilaterally Decreasing or 

Constant Condition is implied (Theorem 6.4), whereas for imperfect linear arrays (and thus 

for linear arrays, imperfect nestings, and nestings) the Unilaterally Constant Condition is 

implied (Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.1, and Theorem 5.7). 

For linear arrays and nestings Restle's (1961) set-symmetric distance satisfies additivity. 

That is, each ordered triple (a,b,c) of the J-scale satisfies сУаЬ + d^ = dac (see Chapter 2). 

Consequently, if a, b, i, and /can be represented by a nesting or a linear array, and a and b 

are unilateral to both i and j, say (ij.a.b) on the ¿scale, we have cty - da, = db, - d» = dat., or 

P(a >, b) = P(a 2y b) = F(1) = 1. Apparently, the modified Restie model implies that an object 

is always chosen, not only when it is identical to the ideal, but also when it is the object of a 

unilateral pair that is least distant from the ideal, provided the choice objects exhibit the 

structure of a nesting or a linear array. This is a very constraining implication, which is not 

shared by ARFU-R (see eq. [35] in Chapter 2). 
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In the next sections we will give a second modification of Restle's model, which also 

allows for implications regarding reaction time. 

5.4 Two simple RT models compatible with Restle's model 

We will present two models that are compatible with Restle's (modified) expression for the 

binary choice probability. Both models assume a race between independent parallel 

processes. The first model (slow version) requires suppression of all advantages of one of 

the choice objects, whereas the second model (fast version) requires selecting a single 

disadvantage that is possessed by only one of the choice objects. The latter process is in 

line with Tversky's (1972a, 1972b) elimination by aspects theory, since the selection of only 

one feature that distinguishes between the two choice objects Is sufficient to end the choice 

process. 

In addition, both models assume there is a deadline that interrupts the choice process. If 

the deadline goes to infinity, that is, the choice process is never interrupted before enough 

information has been gathered on which to base choice, we obtain Restle's expression for 

the choice probability in eq. [64]. 

The implications of the fast version concerning ordinal relations among choice 

probabilities, turn out to be more flexible than those of the modified Restie model presented 

in Section 5.3. Though we are primarily interested in the model's implications concerning 

order relations among choice probabilities, also several implications regarding reaction time 

will be derived. This allows for a more detailed empirical test. We will first present the slow 

version. 

1) A slow race model. 

In choosing between a and b relative to the ideal /', we assume there are two parallel 

processes: one in which the features of the sets AnBr^l and AnBnl are suppressed, and 

one in which the features of the sets AnBnl and AnBnl are suppressed. For convenience, 

we will call both the ideal features of object a in AnSn/ and the non-ideal features of object 

b in Ar\Br\l 'advantages' of object a, and similarly, we will call the ideal features of b in 

A^Sn/and the non-ideal features of a in dnSn/the 'advantages' of object b. The latency to 

suppress the advantages of a is denoted as La, and the latency to suppress the advantages 

of b is denoted as Lb. Object a is chosen over b, if the advantages of b are suppressed 

sooner than those of a. 

To develop an expression for the binary choice probability, we will make some 

assumptions concerning the distributions of La and Lb. As we want the hazard functions of 

both latency variables to be monotonely related to time t, we assume La and Lb have hazard 

functions X(t) = Xa(t) and μ ^ = \ía(t), respectively, with λ, μ > 0 and a(·) > 0 some monotone 

function of time t Both hazard rates are proportional to the same function a() of time f, but 
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differ in their proportional constants. The function a(·) is interpreted as effective processing 

time, and therefore we assume the derivative a'(-)i 0. Let A(j denote the primitive of a(j. 

For proper hazard functions λ ^ and μβ), we additionally have A(0) = 0 and A(°°) = ~. 

The more advantages object a has, the longer it will take to suppress these features. 

Since a(t) > 0, the distribution function of La is increasing in λ. So, as λ increases object a's 

advantages are suppressed faster. Therefore, the proportional constant λ should be 

inversely related to the measure of the advantages of a, that is, λ 1 = 

т{(Аг\Вп1) u (AnBnl)). By analogous reasoning we also set μ"1 = m{(Ar\Bnl) и (AnBr\l)). 

We now propose a race model for choosing between a and b, that is, P(aZib) = 

Pr [min{La,Lbt = i-b]. which by standard derivations (see also further on) is equal to 

Pia^ib) = μ / (μ+λ) . [73] 

If the hazard rate parameter λ of La is smaller than the hazard rate parameter μ of Lb, then 

P(a^ib) > J. Furthermore, if we substitute the corresponding measures of the sets for λ and 

μ, we obtain Restle's expression for the choice probability in eq. [64]. 

In Section 5.3, this version of Restle's model was shown to have several implausible 

implications. Therefore, we propose a second modification. In making a choice a subject is 

not always prepared to wait for a final suppression of the advantages of one of the objects. 

A subject is assumed to have some deadline or time limit, Lt, on which he ends the choice 

process. That is, if it takes a certain amount of time L, to suppress the objects' advantages, 

a subject is satisfied by just picking one of the objects at random. If the advantages of one of 

the objects are suppressed before the deadline, then the other object is chosen. 

Consequently, choice can be characterized as a race between two parallel processes that is 

interrupted if the deadline is exceeded. 

If the deadline is induced experimentally (instead of self-induced by the subject), then it 

may be treated as a constant quantity. If the time limit is not externally enforced, but 

induced by the subject himself, then it may be more appropriate to assume a variable 

deadline L,with density function fu-

Let fia and F^ respectively denote the density and cumulative distribution function of La. 

To develop an expression for P(a >, b), assuming for the moment that there is a fixed L, = τ, 

we propose that: 

Pta^b) = Pr[min{La,Lb} = Lb <, τ] + $Pr[min(La, Lb) > τ] = 

Τ oo 

J fu, (t) (1 -Fu, (t)) dt + ¿ I fbbft) (l-F^d))^ + 
0 τ 

1 i fLtft) (l-Fubitììdt [74] 
τ 
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which can be elaborated as 

0 τ τ 

After integration we obtain 

μ 
Ρ(а> ± Ь) 

. λ + μ. 

(l-e-frni)*<t) ) + £ e -rXniMrrJ. 

[75] 

Note that as the deadline, τ, approaches infinity, eq. [75] approaches eq. [73], and if τ = 0 

we have Pfa^b) = ¿, as expected. Let FE be the cumulative exponential distribution func

tion with rate parameter 1, and let FE be its complement (the survival function). If Lt is a ran

dom variable with density function fLti then P(a >, b) becomes: 

λ + μ 
ƒ FE (Α (τ) (λ+μ) ) fLC (τ) dt+b J FE (Α (τ) (λ+μ) ) fLt (τ) d,. 

0 0 [76] 

Let F be the cumulative distribution function as defined below eq. [65], and let d be Restle's 

set-symmetric distance (see eq. [67]). Substituting λ"' = m(AnBnl) + m(AnBnl) and μ"1 = 

mfÄnBnl) + rn(ArSni) in eq. [76], we obtain: 

•¡Ьі d « 

-"ab 

ƒ FE (A (X) Z) fLt (X) Ъ + $ i FE (A (X) Z) fLt (X) dt, 
0 0 

in which 
J a b 

$(dab + Ciba - da J І (¿ab + dai " d b J [77] 

This formulation clearly demonstrates that the choice probability is a probability mixture of 

the 'real' preference probability, defined by Restle's model in eq. [68], and the probability of 

guessing, which for two choice objects simply is J· The weights of the mixture are the means 

of the cumulative distribution function FE(A()z) and its complement. As can be seen, the 

more probability mass fu assigns to high values of L,, the more weight is given to the real 

preference probability versus the probability of guessing. 

The influence of dab on the choice probability is less obvious. A simple situation is the 

following. If dsatisfies additivity, then for an ordered triple (i,a,b)we have db, • da, = с^ь and ζ 

= - . So, P(a£, b) (see eq. [77]) does not depend on dab, and if A(x) > 0 for all τ such that 
fM > 0. then P(a¿ib) = 1.0. As we consider this to be an undesirable property of the 

model, we propose a second RT model. 
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2) A fast race model. 

The second RT model starts from an alternative interpretation of eq. [74], which is in line 

with the process underlying EBA. In this version La is the latency before the first disadvan

tage of object a has been discovered, that is, the first feature of the sets /4nSn/and АпВглІ. 

Similarly, Lb is the latency before the first 'disadvantage' of object b has been selected. 

Object a is chosen over object b, whenever Lb is smaller La. Again, it is possible that the 

minimum of both latencies exceeds a deadline τ, and that the subject simply chooses by 

guessing. Also this model can be classified as a race model with a deadline. For the fast 

version we also get expression [76], but now it is reasonable to assume that λ = 

m{(Är\Bril) u (Ariënîft and μ = m{(ArÌBnl) u (ÂnBriï)}. 7' Consequently, the analogue of 

expression [77] is: 

dab 

ƒ FE(A(\)dab)fLt(x)d^ + \ \ FvihWd^fitCUdt. 
0 0 [78] 

Note that the slow version and the fast version only differ as regards the interpretation of the 

latencies La and L^ and thus as regards the relations between the parameters λ and μ and 

the measures of the feature sets involved in the choice process. 

An alternative formulation of the choice probability in eq. [78] that will be extremely use

ful in deriving the model's implications is: 

Ρ (a^b) 
dbi - dai 

2d. ab 

ƒ FE(A(i)dab)fLt(z)dt + ¿. 
0 [79] 

For this model, whenever d satisfies additivity and a and Ь are unilateral, the choice prob

ability still depends on dab. Because we feel that the latter is more plausible than the inde

pendence of the choice probability of dab as implied by the slow version, in the sequel we 

will only consider the fast version. We will derive its implications concerning order relations 

among choice probabilities, and will also explore some of its implications concerning reac

tion time. 

5.4.1 Stochastic Transitivity Implications 

We can show that the fast version in eq. [79] implies Moderate Stochastic Transitivity. The 

proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3 in Bossuyt (1990). 

7> Although this version Is called 'fast' one can show that its distribution function of the finish
ing time dominates thejJistribution function of the finishing time of the slow version if and 
only if [m(Ar\Bnl) + m(AnBr,l)] [m(AnBr,lj + m(Ar\Bnl)] 2: /. 
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Prooi. 

If γ = min {P(a >, b),P(b >, с)) ¿ ̂ , then we have for a fixed τ 

¿ы - dai Ζ <2γ - DdtblFüfAfVdtb)]-1, and 

do. - dbl -¿(24- DdbclFEfAWdbc)]-1. 

Adding the left and right sides of both inequalities gives 

dcx-dai £ (?t-l){dab[FE (Α (τ) dab) ]-* + dbc[FE (Α (τ) dbc)] -1} . [80] 

Further, one can show that 

d.blFEÍAWd^)]-1 + dbcíFEÍAWdbc)]-1 ^ 

(dab+dbc) {FEÍA(τ) (dab+dbc) ])-1. [81] 

Since χ [FEÍAÍTJX}]-1 is increasing in χ for χ > 0 and dab + dbc ^ d a c by the triangle inequality, 

the right side of the inequality in eq. [81] exceeds d«. Ι ^ Ε Μ Ί Λ / Κ Λ " ' · Combining the latter 

result with eqs. [80] and [81] gives d 0 - da, 2 (2γ - 1) dac [ ^ Е ^ М е Л " ' 'or any τ, and also 

dc-d^f^-Ddadi FtfAftXUfuftXU Г' 0 

Consider again the numerical example given in Section 5.3.1. Substituting the values of 

d in the corresponding choice probabilities (see eq. [79]) setting A(x) = 1.0 for a fixed τ, we 

have P(a >, b) = 0.75, P(b £, c) = 0.52, and P(a £, c) = 0.80, which violates Strong Stochastic 

Transitivity. However, if we set A(x) = 0.5, we have P(a>,b) = 0.72, Ρφ^,ο) = 0.70, and 

P(aZiC) = 0.78, which satisfies SST, contrary to the modified Restle model in Section 5.3. 

So, for bilateral adjacent triples satisfying additivity the fast RT model implies MST, does not 

imply SST, but there is a special case implying SST. 

5.4.2 Ideal Point Implications 

To examine Absolute Ideal Preference, we set dab = dbl and dg, = 0 in eq. [79] to obtain the 

following expression for Pfii, b): 

Pd^b) = J i FEÍAWckJfitWct, + ¿. [82] 

As this expression need not be unity, Absolute Ideal Preference is not implied. 

To prove that the model implies Strong Ideal Preference, we must compare Pfiz, b) (see 

eq. [82]) and P(a >, b) (see eq. [79]). More precisely, we must show that Pflz, b) > P(a >, b), 

which is true if for each τ: 
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FE (A (x) db J d a b ä FE (Α (τ) dab) (dbl - dai) . Івз) 

First consider the case that db, > dab- Since by the triangle inequality dab S db, - dm. eq. [83] is 

true. Next consider the case that dab > db,. Eq. [83] can be elaborated as: 

(1 - e - A ^ d b i ; d a b - CI - e-A(l>dab) (dbl - dax) Ζ 0. [84] 

Taking the derivative of the expression in eq. [84] with respect to τ yields: 

a W e - A m d b , d a i ) d b i _ a(Z)e-A<vd*bdab(dbl - dai) Ζ 0 » 

e-AtXXdbi-dab) > j _ dai/dbl, 

which is true if dab è db,- So, the difference in eq. [84] increases as a function of τ, and has 

its minimum value at τ = 0, namely 0. As a result, also for the case that dab £ d ^ Strong 

Ideal Preference is implied. 

To check whether Differentiation of Ideals is implied, eq. [82] must be compared with the 

following choice probability: 

Ρ <iZDb) 

dbj - dl:l 

2dbl 

ƒ FE(A(x)dbjfLt:(z)dt + £. 
0 [85] 

By the triangle inequality, we have d^ - d4<, d b , so that eq. [82] exceeds eq. [85]. Conse

quently, the model also implies Differentiation of Ideals. 

By comparing P(a "¿, b) and P(a >, b) for a unilateral pair (a.b), we can derive the implica

tions concerning the unilateral conditions. As can be checked easily, for the fast version, 

similar to ARFU-R, the order relation of P(a >, b) and P(a >, b) solely depends on the relation 

between d^ - da/ and dj, - day. In Chapter 2 it is proven that the Unilaterally Constant Condi

tion, that is, dbl - dai = d^ - day, is implied for imperfect linear arrays (and hence for all feature 

structures which are degenerate cases of an imperfect linear array). For chains of sets that 

have equal measures the Unilaterally Decreasing or Unilaterally Constant Condition was 

shown to be implied. This is also true for the fast RT model. 

Note that if Restle's distance d satisfies additivity, then for a unilateral pair (a,b) such 

that dab + da/ = db/, we have (see eq. [79]) P(a £, b) = ¡ ƒ FE(A(x)dab)fu(x)dz + £ which need 

not be unity. So, contrary to the modified Restie model in Section 5.3, if a and b are unilat

eral, the object least distant from the ideal need not always be chosen. The second modifi

cation shares this flexibility with ARFU-R (see Chapter 2). In the sequel we will, for specific 

assumptions regarding La, L^ and Lb investigate some of the model's implications regarding 

reaction time. 
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5.4.3 Some implications concerning reaction time 

In this section we will examine several implications of the second extension concerning 

reaction time (RT). As we will see, these implications do not depend on the relations 

between the parameters λ and μ and the measures of the feature sets. As a result, the RT 

properties are valid for both the slow and the fast version. 

To simplify matters, we assume the hazard rates of La and Lb are \(t) = 2Xt and μ(Χ) = 

2μί, that is, La and Lb are both Weibull distributed with parameters b = 2, and a = λ or a = μ, 

respectively (see Townsend & Ashby, p. 159). Two special distributions for the deadline L, 

will be examined: L, is Weibull distributed with hazard rate v(t) = 2vt (case I), and L, is τ with 

probability unity (case II). Case I may be appropriate if the deadline is induced by the 

subject himself, whereas case II may be more appropriate if the deadline is induced 

experimentally. Both cases are largely chosen because of their mathematical simplicity. In 

the future, other probably more adequate distributions for La. Lb, and L, will have to be 

investigated. For the two cases that are presently considered, we will derive the RT 

cumulative distribution function, and we will investigate a specific relation between mean RT 

and the choice probability. 

Case / : A Weibull distributed deadline. 

Let FRT denote the cumulative distribution function of the reaction time variable RT. In 

deriving F n ras defined by the model, we will assume fu has a hazard rate that is linear in f, 

that is, v(t) = 2vt with ν > 0. In fact, this is equivalent to assuming that there are three 

parallel processes with three corresponding latencies: (1) the latency to find a disadvantage 

of object a, (2) the latency to find a disadvantage of object b, and (3) the latency for the 

subject to loose his patience and just pick one of both objects at random. One can check 

that the minimum of three independently distributed variables with hazard functions 2kt, 2\it, 

and 2vf, has a hazard function 2(k+\i+\i)t. Consequently, for a race model with Weibull 

distributed latencies La, Lb, and Í.,, the RT variable is Weibull distributed with parameters b = 

2 and a = (λ+μ+ν) (see Townsend & Ashby, p. 159): 

FRT<t) = (1 - e-i^vit2, I [ 0 t B o ) ( t ) . 

The density function far can be shown to be unimodal, positively skewed, and ffirfO) = 0. 

There seems to be no literature containing empirical evidence regarding the shape of the RT 

distribution in the domain of preferential choice. However, in the domain of two choice RT 

empirical RT distributions indeed appear to have these properties (see for instance, 

Falmagne, 1965; Rabbitt & Vyas, 1970; Ratcliff, 1979). Further, one can show that the mode 

of RT, 1/τ/[2(λ+μ+ν)], is smaller than the median, ν[Ιπ2/(λ+μ+ν)], which in turn is smaller than 

the expected value of RT, ^[7[/(λ+μ+ν)]. Setting the third derivative of Fn^with respect to t 
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equal to zero, shows that the inflection point of far is at t = {3/[2(Х+ц+ )]}, which exceeds 

the mean. The density function far is concave to the left and convex to the right of this 

inflection point. 

Studies by Jamieson and Petrusic (1977), Petrusic (1966a), and Petrusic and Jamieson 

(1978) have shown that preference latencies obtained for four different sets of choice stimuli 

satisfied the following relation: If P(a >, b) ä J, then the mean RT of all choices in which a is 

chosen over b is smaller than the mean RT of all choices in which b is chosen over a. Put 

otherwise, if on the average a is preferred to b, then choosing a over b takes less time than 

choosing b over a. To examine this relation for the present model, we will first derive the RT 

distribution given that a is chosen over b. 

Pr(min{La,Lb,Lt) = Lb, Lb й t) 
FRT(t\a>b) = Ι[0 . (t) + 

Ρ (a ^ b) 

$Pr(min{La,LbfLt) = Lt, Lt < t) 
I [ 0 , c o ; <t). 

Ρ (a >, b) 

which can be shown to be equal to 

FRT(t\a>b) = (2μ+ν) ( 1-е-<*•*»" >t2) [2 {λ+μ+ν)Ρ (a^b) ] -1. 

One can show that if L, is distributed with hazard rate 2vt, then P(a 2, b) = (2ц+ )/(2(кці+ )) 

(see proof 1 of appendix B), and thus 

FRT<t\a>b) = (1 - β-**"'*2) l [ 0 i O o ) ( t ) . 

Since Fqrft) equals FR7{t\a>b), we have FRT{t) = FRj{t\a> tyPfa^b) + 

Ffil{t\b>a)P(b>l a) = FRJ{t) + {FRT{tb> a) - Ρ^Ρφί, a), or FRT<tIt» a) = FR7{t). As a 

consequence, £(Я7"|а>Ь,) = E(RT\b>a), which seems to be contradicted by empirical 

evidence (Jamieson & Petrusic, 1977; Petrusic, 1966a; Petrusic & Jamieson, 1978). 

Case // : A fixed deadline. 

Since the minimum of two variables with hazard rates 2kt and 2|¿f has a hazard rate 2(λ+μ)ί. 

the cumulative distribution function FRTof the race model with a fixed deadline τ is: 

FRT(t) = Pr(min{La,Lb} й t) І[0)Х)(1) + I[Xi0o)(t) 

= fl - е-**»'2) l[0tX)<t) + I [ t i 0 a ) ( t ) . [86] 

Note that this distribution is continuous on [Од), but discontinuous at RT = τ. If the deadline 
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is reasonably large, then FRT will resemble a Weibull distribution with hazard function 

2(K+[L)t. for which all that has been said above for the case of a Weibull distributed deadline, 

with ν equal to 0, also holds. It should be realized that even if a deadline is experimentally 

induced L, may still be a variable, and that a fixed deadline is just a simple approximation of 

this situation. 

To examine the relation between the conditional mean RT and the choice probability, we 

will also derive the cumulative distribution function of RT given that object a Is chosen over 

object b: 

P r f m i n { L a , L b } = Lb,Lb < t) 
FRT(t\a>b) = Ir0 - , (t) + Ir . (t), 

Ρ (a ^ b) 

which can be elaborated as 

(μ/ (μ+λ)) (1 - e-fcW*2) 

FRT(t\a>b) = IiOlx)<t) +I[v,°°)(t)' 
Ρ (a ^ b) [87] 

where P(a a, b) is given by eq. [75] with A(t) = x2. For 12 τ, we have FR7{t) = FRT(t la > b) = 

1.0 (see eqs. [86] and [87]). For f < τ, one can show that FRT(t) < FRj{t la > b) if and only if 

μ Ζ λ, or P(a>lb) > £ Since E(RT) = ƒ [ 1 - FRT{t)]d, (see Mood. Graybill, & Boes, 1974), 

where the integration is over the interval [0,~), we have 

OO OO 

E(RT) = J (l-FRT(t))dt > J (l-FRT(t\a>b) )dt = ЕСНГІа>Ь; 
0 0 

if and only if P(aa,b) 2: ¿ As a result, also [E(RT\b> a) - E(RT\a > bflPfbZ, a) = E(RT) -

E(RT\a > b) > 0 if and only if P(a >, b) > ¿. This is in line with the results reported by Jamie-

son and Petrusic (1977) and Petrusic and Jamieson (1978). 

5.5 Discussion 

As is evident from the preceding sections, as regards the order relations among binary 

choice probabilities, the fast race model is an improvement of the original Restie model. 

Moreover, the model seems to be very similar to ARFU-R (cf. Chapters 2 and 3), as: 

1. Moderate Stochastic Transitivity is implied, whereas Strong Stochastic Transitivity is not 

implied. For bilateral adjacent triples that satisfy additivity, SST is not implied, though 

there is a special case Implying SST. 

2. Strong Ideal Preference is implied, whereas Absolute Ideal Preference is not implied. 

3. Differentiation of Ideals is implied. 

4. For chains of sets with equal measures the Unilaterally Decreasing or Unilaterally 
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Constant Condition is implied, whereas for imperfect linear arrays only the Unilaterally 

Constant Condition is implied. Furthermore, for unilateral triples satisfying additivity. the 

choice probability need not be unity. 

One should be cautious in comparing RT data with the RT implications of the second 

modification. The RT data were obtained for three different stimulus sets: (a) gambles differ

ing In expected value and variance (Jamieson & Petrusic, 1977; Petrusic, 1966a; Petrusic & 

Jamieson, 1978), (b) isosceles triangles varying in their base-height ratio, and (c) opinion 

statements regarding college fraternities (Jamieson & Petrusic, 1977; Petrusic & Jamieson, 

1978). At least the triangles and the opinion statements must be considered unitary. As 

shown by Candel (in press) and in Chapter 1, the choice proportions for unitary stimuli and 

composite stimuli do not satisfy the same order relations. ARFU seems to be adequate for 

composite stimuli, but not for unitary stimuli. This also could be the case for the properties 

of the empirical RT distribution and the extended Restie model, which would weaken the rel

evance of the studies cited above. 

Clearly, In order to test the implications regarding reaction time, more work needs to be 

done, not only empirical but also theoretical. The RT properties of the race model will 

largely depend on the distributions of the latency variables La, Lb, and /.,. The distributions 

presently considered are mainly chosen because of their mathematical tractability. Examin

ing the implications of other, probably more realistic, latency distributions must be postponed 

to future research. 

A final issue should be addressed. Jamieson and Petrusic (1977) and Petrusic and 

Jamieson (1978) have demonstrated that there is a monotone relation between P(a >, b) and 

Е(Я7"|а > b), such that more frequent choices are on the average faster than less frequent 

choices. Also an earlier paper by Petrusic (1966b) contains results that are compatible with 

this monotone relation in case the choice probabilities exceed one half. 

The fast race model with a fixed deadline (Case II in Section 5.4.3) implies an increase 

of P(a >, b) (a) if the difference db, - dai increases, and (b) if dab increases and P(a >,· b) < J or 

dab decreases and P(a >,· b) > \. Whenever the choice probability increases because of (a), 

we can show that E(RT\a> b) decreases (see proof 2 of appendix B). However, whenever 

(b) is the reason for an increase of P(a £, b), then Е(Я7Іа > b) may also increase. For 

instance, if λ = 2, μ = 4, and τ = 1.0, then dab = λ + μ = 6, P(a >, b) = 0.67 (see eq. [75]. with 

Α(τ) = τ2), and EfflTla > b) = 0.36 (see proof 3 of appendix B). If λ = 0.5, μ = 2.5, and τ = 

1.0, then dab = 3, P(a >/ b) = 0.82, but EfRTla > b) = 0.49. Note that in both cases dj» - d« = 

μ - λ = 2. Intuitively, we expect that for a constant difference in attractiveness of the choice 

objects, a decrease of the objects' distance will make choice easier. This is reflected by an 

increase of the choice probabilities exceeding one half and a decrease of the choice prob

abilities below one half. This, however, is not reflected by an increase of the mean reaction 

time as in the above example. Whether this problem can be solved within the context of 

models that are compatible with Restle's feature model for unfolding, is beyond the scope of 
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the present chapter and is an interesting issue for future research. 
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EPILOGUE 

Two different feature models for unfolding have been presented (1) ARFU and several 

special cases of this model, and (2) the modified Restie model Both models were relatively 

successful in describing the ordinal properties of the choice proportions obtained for 

composite stimuli that exhibit the structure of a linear tree (Chapter 1), of a nesting, and of 

an imperfect nesting (Chapter 3), regardless of whether the stimuli were pictorial or of a 

verbal nature For the unitary stimuli of the experiment in Chapter 1 (the black squares 

varying in size) ARFU and the modified Restie model were clearly inadequate In this case 

a specific geometric model, namely the Zmnes-Gnggs model (1974), turned out to be more 

appropriate This also appears to be the case for data obtained by Bossuyt (1990) For two 

sets of unitary stimuli, namely a set of 10 shades of gray and a set of 10 two-digit numbers, 

ARFU's implications were significantly violated (Candel. in press). There seems to be a 

fundamental difference between the processing of unitary stimuli and composite stimuli, 

such that geometric models are more adequate m capturing the properties of the former 

process and feature models are more adequate in describing the outcome of the latter 

process 

Several lines of future research are suggested by the results of the present thesis, some 

of which already have been touched upon m the discussion sections of the several chapters 

First of all, ARFU's implications have been tested for rather simple feature structures such 

as linear trees and nestings To get a full view of the model's validity, also stimu'i exhibiting 

more complex structures will have to be employed Priority must be given to stimuli that 

satisfy the structure of a chain, for this feature structure ARFU-R's implications and 

GSTUN-QP's implications diverge (see Chapter 2), which enables a critical test of both 

models. 

A second line of research would involve extending ARFU to choices out of more than 

two choice objects This could be done in a way similar to the model for binary choices (see 

Chapters 1 and 2)· implement the unfolding postulate in a random utility model (Suppes, 

Krantz, Luce, & Tversky, 1989) by relating the utility of an object to the inverse of the 

object's dissimilarity to the ideal. Random utility models are known to imply the regularity 

condition the probability of choosing an object from a set of objects does not increase if the 

set is enlarged Several other properties that are not necessarily implied by any random 

utility model, such as the multiplicative inequality (see Suppes et a l , 19Θ9), could be 

examined and experimentally tested 

In Chapter 2 we have shown that GSTUN QP is equivalent to the additive tree version of 

ARFU, ARFU-AT Estimation algorithms similar to the algorithms developed by Carroll and 

De Soete (1990) for GSTUN-QP can be developed for ARFU-AT and for the more restrictive 

additive linear tree version, ARFU-ALT This would complement the qualitative evaluation 

strategy, which necessarily tests a much more general model, with a more common 

parametric test of the specific model This would also result m a scaling method that 
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produces scale values for (the path lengths between) the choice objects and the ideals. 

Fourthly, in Chapter 4 a start is made towards unifying the set-theoretical approach and 

the graph-theoretical approach to modeling the structure of choice objects. In this area more 

work needs to be done, such as the characterization of a quasi-linear tree (see Chapter 1 ) 

as a set-theoretical structure and the determination of its relations to the set-theoretical 

structures defined in Chapter 2. 

A final issue for future research is the development of feature models for unfolding that 

also generate response time predictions. Such models allow for a more detailed description 

of choice behavior, which especially will be useful if different models are data-equivalent 

concerning order relations among choice probabilities. In Chapter 5, we proposed a 

modification of Restle's unfolding model that also allows for response time predictions. 

Although its implications concerning ordinal relations among choice probabilities seem to be 

confirmed by empirical data, it still needs to be examined whether its implications regarding 

reaction time are also valid. Especially, it should be examined whether the model can be 

adapted to imply a monotonely decreasing relation between the choice probability and the 

conditional mean reaction time (see Chapter 5). If not, also the modified version of Restle's 

model must be declared inadequate in the end and some other reaction time model, 

possibly compatible with ARFU, has to be searched for. 
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Appendix: A. PROOFS OF THEOREMS OF CHAPTER 3 

A.1 Theorems 2 and 3 

W e first prove that ARFU-R implies SST for unilateral triples in case of a perfect nesting. We 

then show by a counter example that a unilateral triple does not imply SST in case of an 

imperfect nesting. For bilateral triples in a perfect nesting, we show by a counter example 

that SST can be violated. Since a perfect nesting is a special case of an imperfect nesting, it 

follows that ARFU-R also does not imply SST for bilateral triples in an imperfect nesting. 

In the sequel, we use the notation [ A,B,C,D ] to denote A < В < С < D in the ordering of 

S * (cf. Section 3.1.1). 

1 ) Unilateral triples 

Assume a perfect nesting of three choice objects a, b, and c, and one ideal /, represented 

by the sets A, B, C, and /. By Corollary 1 there are two nestings implying /1 a | b | c, namely 

[ I.A,B,C] and [ C,B,A,I]. The choice probabilities are (see [58]): 

Pfa^ib) = H 
d(b,i) - d(a,i) 

Vdfa,b; [A.1] 

p f t e i c ; = H 
d(c,i) - d(b,i) 

Vd (b, c) 
, and 

[A.2] 

P f a ^ c ) = H 
d(c, i) - d(a, i) 

•Jd(a,c) [A.3] 

Each triple A<B<C satisfies d(a,b) + d(b.c) = d(a,c) by Theorem 1. Consequently, the 

expressions in eqs. [A.1] to [A.3] can be rewritten as: 

Pfa^b) =H[Jd(atb)], POte.^) =H[^d(b,c)), and 

P f a a ^ c ; = H[^d(a,c)] . [A.4] 

As d(a,c) exceeds both d(a,b) and d(b,c), ARFU-R implies SST for a unilateral triple. 
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A counter example proves that ARFU-R does not imply SST for a unilateral triple in an 

imperfect nesting [ l,A.B,C]. For instance, if: 

т(АпВГ\СГ\1) = 5.8, m (Апвпспі) = 3.1, m (Ллвпспі) = 10.1, 

m (AnBTiCnl) = 3, and m (Апвпспі) + m (Агівгіспі) = 6.2, 

then d(a,¡)=\2, d(b,i)=ì2.3, ó(c,i)=ì$.3, cl(a,b)= 11.9, d(b,c)= 13.2, and d(a,c)= 18.9. 

This example satisfies /1 a | b| с, but violates SST because P(a£,b) = H(0.09), Pfbi, c) = 

H(1.93), but P(a z, c) = H(1.68). For a unilateral triple a | Ь | с | /, the proofs are similar. 

2) Bilateral triples 

By Corollary 1, there are two nestings such that a | / | b | c , namely [A,I,B,C] and 

[ C.B.IA ]. By Theorem 1, eqs. [A.I] to [A.3] can be rewritten as: 

P f a ^ b ; = Η 
d(b,i) - d(a,i) 

- <(d(b,i) + d(a,i)) [A.5] 

P f i ^ c ; = H[y!d(b,c)], and [A.6] 

Pfaä^c; = Η 
d(b, i) + d(b,c) - d(a,i) 

•i(d(b,i) + d(b,c) + d(a,i)) [A.7] 

If, for example, d(b,c) = e, d(b,i) = 5.2, and d(a,i) = 5, then P(a >, b) = H(0.06), 

P^bà,с) = H(2.83), but P(a>,с) = H(1.92). A similar proof can be given for a bilateral triple 

a|b|/|c. 0 

A.2 Theorem 4 

ARFU-R implies Strong Ideal Preference, but does not imply Absolute Ideal Preference. If 

an alternative, say a, coincides with the ¡deal /', the choice probability in [A.1] is: 

Ρ (i^b) 
d(b,i) - d(i,i) 

<d(b,i) 
H[Vd№, i Л 

[A.8] 

Note that P(7>,tyà^, because d(b,i)>0, and may be less than unity, because d(b,i) is 

finite. Consequently, ARFU-R implies WIP, but does not imply AIP. To examine SIP we must 

compare Pflz, b) (see [A.8]) and PCa >, b) (see [A.1]). If P(a >, b) £ ¿, then of course SIP is 
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implied. If P(a^lb)>^, then d(b,i)Zd(b,i)-d(a,i)ì>0, which implies Pfi^tyzPfa^b) if 

d(a,b)zd(b,i). By the triangle inequality we have d(b,i)<, d(a,i) + d(a,b), and therefore (see 

[A.1]) P(a£,ί>;:£ H[Vdfa.ty]· Consequently, also if d(a,b)< d(b,i), we have 

Р(і>,Ь)7>Р(а>,Ь). 0 

A.3 Theorem 5 

ARFU-R implies the Bilateral Condition and the Unilaterally Constant condition. 

For the Bilateral Condition, consider a pair of choice objects a and b, and a pair of ideals 

/ and i, such that a|/|y|b. The latter implies d(b,i) + d(aj)ζd(b.j) + d(a,i), or 

d(b,i) - d(a,i) > d(b,j) - d(aj). As a result, P(a S, b) 2: P(a 2,- b). 

For the Unilateral Conditions, consider a pair of alternatives a and b, and a pair of ideals 

;'and j, such that j\i\a\b. DeSoete (1983) showed that Restle's set-symmetric distance 

satisfies the so-called four-point condition if the structure is hierarchical, that is, if any three 

sets in S * can be labeled such that (AnC) = (ВгіС) ς; (AnB). This is indeed the case for an 

imperfect nesting (see Section 3.1.1). As a consequence, for each quadruple 

a, b.cde U', and after appropriate relabeling, d(\-) satisfies the four-point condition: 

d(a,b) + d(c,d) й d(a,c) + d(b,d) = d(a,d) + d(b,c). 

Since y| /1 a | b, the four-point condition must be satisfied in the following way: 

d(itj) + d(a,b) < día,!) + d(b,j) = d(a,j) + d<b,i), 

so that d(b,j) - d(aj) = d(b,i) - d(a,¡), and thus P(a >, b) = P(a >7 b). 0 

A.4 Theorem 6 

To show that ARFU-R implies Differentiation of Ideals we must compare P(i>, b) in eq. [A.8] 

and P(i2,b),w\thj*i: 

PdZjb) = Η 
d(b,j) - d(i,j) 

•Jd<b,i) [A.9] 

As can be seen, P(i>, b) 2 P(7>y b) if and only if d(b,i) > d(bj) - d(ij), which is true because 

d(; •) satisfies the triangle inequality. 

Symmetry can be proved easily, namely P(i>lj) = H[ ^d(ij)] = P(j>, i). 0 
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A.5 Theorem? 

Consider the dominance matrix in Figure 1. The entries in areas 1 and 3 concern unilateral 

pairs, and those in area Ζ concern bilateral pairs. The theorems state ordinal properties of 

adjacent entries in each row. We will consider a unilateral triple to determine the pattern in 

areas 1 and 3, and we will consider a bilateral triple to determine the pattern in area 2. 

ρ q r i s t u 

\1 

3 ^ \ 

2 

2 

X з 
1 N̂ ^ 

Figure 1. The dominance matrix. Each cell ( i,j ) contains the probability of choosing 

row alternative / over column alternative j, the row and column elements being 

ranked according to their order on the J-scale. 

Bilateral triples 

For area 2 we consider a bilateral triple a | /1 b \ с. and find the ordinal relation between 

P(a £, b) and P(a >, c). Now, the Restie version implies the following four-point condition for 

an imperfect nesting (see De Soete, 1983, and the proof of Theorem 5) : 

cl(a,i) + d(b,c) <, d(b,i) + d(a,c) = d(i,c) + d(a,b) [A.10] 

Whenever a dissimilarity measure satisfies this four-point condition, it can be represented by 

an additive tree (Buneman, 1971; Colonius & Schulze, 1979; Cunningham, 1978). That is, 
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I b 

Figure 2. A tree representing three objects a, b, and c, and one Ideal or reference /'. 

there exists a tree with its vertices representing ideals and alternatives, such that the path 

length distances represent the dissimilarities associated with the alternatives and the Ideals. 

In an additive tree, the path length distance between two vertices is defined as the sum of 

the lengths of the branches of the path between these vertices. A tree which satisfies the 

four-point condition as in eq. [A. 10] is shown in Figure 2. Letting wdenote the branch length, 

the expressions for the choice probabilities (see eqs. [A.1] and [A.3]) are: 

Pia^b) = H 
- w(a,x) + w(x,y) + w(y,b) 

^(w(a,x) + w(x,y) + w(y,b)). 
, and 

[A.11] 

Pfa^c; = я 
- w(a,x) + w(x,y) + w(y,c) 

^(w(a,x) + w(x,y) + w(y, c) ) [A.12] 

As a | i | b | c, we have w(y,c) £ w(y,b), and so P(a >, c) ¿ P(a >, b). 

Similarly, for a bilateral triple a | b \ i \ с we can show that P(c >, a) £ P(c >, b). So, the 

entries in area 2 do not increase in going towards the ideal column. 
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Unilateral triples 

To determine the structure of area 3, consider a unilateral triple i\ a\b\ c. The latter 

implies [A. 10] and satisfies the tree structure in Figure 2, although for different lengths of the 

branches. P(az,b) and Ρβί,α) can be expressed as in eqs. [A. 11] and [A. 12], 

respectively. Since / | a | b | c , we have d(b,i)й d(c.l) or w(b,y)<. w(c,y), and hence 

Pfa^bjz Pfa^c). 

For area 1 we must compare P(cz, a) = 1 - P(a £, c) and P(c à, b) = 1 - P(b a, c). As 

has been shown for the stochastic transitivity conditions (see Section A.1, Unilateral triples), 

P(c >, a) can exceed P(c >, b) for an imperfect nesting ¡\a\b\c. In the proof of Theorem 

8, we will see that P(c à, a) <. P(c>, b) for a nesting, so that also for an imperfect nesting this 

relation may occur. Further, since d(c,i)¿ d(b,i), we have Pfcz,b) s ¿, and one can easily 

prove P(c £, b) i P(c >, i). 

Similar proofs can be given for a unilateral triple a | b | с | /, showing that P(a £, b) may 

exceed or may be smaller than P(a à, с), but P(a >, b) > P(a z, i) and P(a >,b)<2 (area 1), 

and that Pfcâ, a) £ P(c>,b) (area 3). Consequently, for imperfect nestings ARFU-R implies 

PM, but does not imply BM. 0 

A.6 Theorem 8 

To prove the corresponding implications for a nesting, we need to consider only the entries 

in area 1 of the dominance matrix: ARFU-R does not imply an ordering of that area. For a 

perfectly nested ; | a | b | с, P(c â, a) = 1 - P(a >, c) < P(c >, b) = 1 - P(b >, c) (see eq. [A.4]). 

For a | b | с | /, it can be shown in a similar way that P(a >, b) ζ P(a £, c). Consequently, 

ARFU-R implies BM for nestings. 0 
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Appendix: В. PROOFS OF CHAPTER 5 

B.1 Proof 1. 

We will prove that for the RT extension of Restle's model, in which La, Lb, and the deadline 

Lt are distributed with hazard rates 2kt, ^if, and 2vt, respectively, P(a>ib) = 

(2μ+ν)/12(Κ+μ+ν)]. Since Α(τ) = τ 2 , the choice probability in expression [76] can be written 

as: 

Ρ (a^b) 
μ - λ 

2 (μ + λ) 
ƒ ΕεΙ^ίΚ+μ)]^^)^ + i, 

which, as L, has a hazard rate ¿Vf, is equal to 

μ - λ 
Ρ (a^b) 

2 (μ + λ) J О 
f [ ΐ - β - ' λ η υ τ 2 } 2vxe-V T d , + ¿. 

After Integration we obtain 

(μ-λ)/[2(λ+μ+\>)] + ¿ = (2μ+ν)/[2(λ+μ+ν)] . 

Β.2 Proof 2. 

We will prove that for the fast RT extension of Restle's model, In which La and Lb are distrib

uted with hazard rates 2kt and 2\it, respectively, and in which L, is fixed to τ (Case II in Sec

tion 5.4.3), an increase of dj,, - dg, Implies a decrease of E(RT\a > b). Consider 

E(RT\a>b) = J (1 - FRT(t\a>b))dtr 
0 

where FRj{tla > b) is given by eq. [87], and thus 
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(μ/(\ι+λ)) J (1 - e-<*•**>t2

)dt 

E<RT\a>b) = τ , 

Ρ (a à i b) [ВАЗ] 

where P(a à, b) is given by eq. [75] with Λ(τ^ = τ 2 . It can be verified that for the fast version λ 

+ μ = dat and μ = №& + db, - do). If we take the derivative of E(RT\a > b) with respect to 

db, · da and treat dab as a constant, we obtain 

- Je-Afcb ƒ (1 - e-t2dab)clt/ {2dab[P (a^b)]2}, 

which is negative. So, if dj,, - dai increases and dab is constant, E(RT\a > b) decreases. 0 

B.3 Proofs. 

Finally, we will also give an expression for E(RT\a > b) (see eq. [B.13]) in terms of the para

meters λ, μ, and τ. The numerator of eq. [B.13] can be elaborated as 

(μ/ (μ+λ)) fu - e-№>t2)dt = 
0 ,τ » 2 

(τμ/(μ+λ)) - (μ/(μ+Χ) ) J e " ' * · ^ d t = 

(τμ/(μ+Κ)) - {Φ (vi[2 ίλ+μη ; - ¿} μ ^ π / ί λ + μ ; J / 2 , 

where Φ denotes the standard normal distribution function. Substituting this result in eq. 

[B.13] gives the following expression for E(RT\a > b): 

τ(\-μ)β-(κ^>τΖ/[2(μ+Κ)] + {Φ(ν}[2(Κ+μ)\)-±} μ^/π/ (λ+μ)3/г 

Ρ (а >>. b) 
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Appendix: С. STIMULUS MATERIAL 

Symptoms for Nesting: 

inflated self-esteem (1) 

no organic cause (2) 

outbursts of anger (3) 

excessively cheerful (4) 

impaired social functioning (5) 

formerly depressed (6) 

hearing voices (7) 

delusion of vocation (8) 

seasonal occurrence of symptoms (9) 

Clinical Pictures and Labels: 

stimulus symptoms label 

1 no "normal" 

2 1 t o 3 "mood disorder" 

3 1 t o 4 "hypomania" 

4 1 t o 5 "mania" 

5 1 to 6 "bipolar disorder, manic" 

6 1 to 7 "bipolar disorder, manic with psychotic 

features" 

7 1 t o 8 "b ipolar disorder, manic with mood-congruent 

psychotic f e a t u r e s " 

8 1 t o 9 "seasonal bipolar d i s o r d e r , manic with 

mood-congruent psychot ic f e a t u r e s " 
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Symptoms for Imperfect Nesting: 

difficulty falling asleep (1) 

no organic cause (2) 

depressed mood (3) 

significant weight loss (4) 

recurrent thoughts of death (5) 

no ambition (6) 

indecisiveness (7) 

symptoms last for 2 years (8) 

delusion of illness (9) 

hearing voices (10) 

high irritability (a) 

loss of loved one (b) 

first occurrence of symptoms (c) 

formerly manic (d) 

monotonous speech (e) 

early morning awakening (f) 

Clinical Pictures and Labels: 

stimulus symptoms label 

no "normal" 

1, 2, and a "mood disorder" 

1 to 4, and b "uncomplicated bereavement" 

1 to 5, and с "depresssion, single episode" 

1 to 6, and d "bipolar disorder, depressed" 

1 to 7, and e "melancholic depression" 

1 to 8, and f "chronic depression" 

1 to 10 "chronic depression, with psychotic features" 
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Appendix: D. CHOICE FREQUENCIES 

Landscapes 

Stimulus 

Standard 

LS5 

LS6 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

θ 

9 

10 

1 

0 

67 

77 

78 

77 

70 

66 

25 

25 

22 

0 

69 

78 
77 

78 

78 

74 

60 

48 

38 

2 

11 

0 

75 

78 

78 

62 

43 

26 

14 

13 

9 

0 

75 

77 

76 

78 

75 

47 

38 

27 

3 

1 

3 

0 

53 

69 

33 

25 

7 

4 

1 

0 

3 

0 
57 

73 

70 

60 

22 

22 

11 

4 

0 

0 

25 

0 

71 

24 

17 

5 

4 

3 

1 

1 
21 

0 

64 

66 

59 

24 

20 

16 

5 

1 

0 

9 

7 

0 

13 

12 

2 

0 

1 

0 

2 

5 

14 

0 

65 

39 

10 

7 

6 

6 

8 

16 

45 

54 

65 

0 

12 

3 

2 

0 

0 

0 

8 

12 

13 

0 

16 

2 

4 

0 

7 

12 

35 

53 

61 

66 

66 

0 

4 

0 

0 

4 

3 
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Note. Each cell contains the number of times the row stimulus 

is chosen over the column stimulus. Stimuli are ordered on the 

basis of the number of features. LS5 and LS6 refer to the 

standards, which are identical to stimuli 5 and 6 in the 

ordering. 
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a r e o r d e r e d on t h e b a s i s of t h e number of symptoms. 
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Stimuli are ordered on the basis of the number 
of facial features. F4 and F5 refer to the standards, 
which are equal to stimuli 4 and 5 in the ordering. 
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Samenvatting 

Centraal in dit proefschrift staat de ontwikkeling van feature modellen voor binaire keuzen 

welke gebaseerd zijn op Coombs' (1964) ontvouwingstheorie. Deze modellen worden 

getoetst aan data verkregen middels triadische vergelijkingen voor verschillende soorten 

keuze-objecten. 

Coombs' (1964) ontvouwingsprincipe stelt dat keuze-object a verkozen wordt boven 

keuze-object b, indien a meer lijkt op een verondersteld ideaal dan b. De meeste 

ontvouwingsmodellen, inclusief Coombs' (1964) oorspronkelijke model, zijn geometrisch. In 

geometrische modellen worden keuze-objecten en ideaal voorgesteld als punten in een 

metrische ruimte, en wordt de gelijkenis tussen ideaal en keuze-objecten gedefinieerd 

middels een metrische afstandsfunctie (vaak de euclidische afstand). Daar mensen niet 

altijd dezelfde keuze maken in een ogenschijnlijk zelfde situatie, zijn deze modellen vaak 

probabilistisch en geven een expressie voor de kans waarmee het ene object boven het 

andere wordt gekozen. 

De in dit proefschrift behandelde feature modellen zijn ook probabilistisch, maar 

vertrekken vanuit een andere formalisering van het ontvouwingsprincipe. Keuze-objecten en 

ideaal worden opgevat als verzamelingen van kenmerken ('features'), waarbij deze 

verzamelingen al dan niet een bepaalde structuur hebben. De gelijkenis tussen ideaal en 

keuze-objecten wordt gerepresenteerd middels (varianten van) Tversky's (1977) contrast 

model. Twee modellen en hun verschillende varianten worden besproken: het 'Additive 

Random Feature model for Unfolding', afgekort als ARFU, in de hoofdstukken 1 t/m 4, en 

het gemodificeerde Restie model in hoofdstuk 5. 

De geldigheid van ARFU en het gemodificeerde Restie model wordt vastgesteld door 

hun implicaties In termen van ordinale restricties op de keuzekansen empirisch te toetsen. 

Dit contrasteert met de gebruikelijke methode van parameterschatting en model 'fitting'. 

Zeker wanneer het gaat om een eerste empirische evaluatie, verdient het toetsen van 

kwalitatieve implicaties de voorkeur. Onderzocht worden de mate van stochastische 

transitiviteit (matig of sterk), de mate waarin het ideaal geprefereerd wordt (zwak, sterk, of 

absoluut), verschillende eigenschappen van het keuzegedrag in functie van het ideaal 

(differentiatie van idealen, symmetrie, de bilaterale conditie, en de unilaterale condities), en 

de structuur van de dominantiematrix (bilaterale, karakteristieke, bilateraal-karakteristieke, 

en partiële monotoniciteit). Voor het vinden van schattingen van de keuzekansen onder de 

verschillende sets van ordinale restricties wordt gebruik gemaakt van de FORTRAN 

programma's PSTRIX (Bossuyt, 1990) en UNIL. De significantie van de resultaten wordt 

vastgesteld hetzij aan de hand van Monte Carlo simulaties zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 

van Bossuyt (1990), hetzij aan de hand van analytische resultaten zoals beschreven in 

hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift. 

Hoofdstuk 1 introduceert het meest algemene ARFU model en geeft de predicties van 

dit model voor twee specifieke graph-theoretische representaties van ideaal en 
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keuze-objecten: een quasi-Ііпеаіг boom en een lineaire boom. Worteling van een boom in 

het ideaal geeft de set-theoretische representatie van de keuze-objecten voor het subject 

met het betreffende ideaal. Experimentele toetsing van de implicaties voor een lineaire 

boom wijst uit dat ARFU de triadische vergelijkingen voor schematische tekeningen van 

landschappen die verschillen wat betreft het aantal elementen adequaat beschrijft. De data 

verkregen bij vierkantjes die variëren in grootte blijken beter beschreven te worden door een 

geometrisch model: het Zinnes-Griggs (1974) model. Dit lijkt er op te wijzen dat ARFU 

opgaat voor samengestelde ('composite') stimuli, terwijl het Zinnes-Griggs (1974) model 

beter past bij ondeelbare ('unitary') stimuli. Deze conclusie wordt ondersteund door 

resultaten van Candel (in press). 

Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt een vereenvoudigde variant van ARFU, welke resulteert door de 

gelijkenis tussen ideaal en keuze-objecten middels het Restie (1961) afstandsmodel te 

definiëren. Deze versie noemen we de Restie versie van ARFU, kortweg aangeduid als 

ARFU-R. Door de relaties te specificeren tussen ARFU-R en de Quasi-Poisson versie van 

het 'General Stochastic Tree UNfolding model' (GSTUN-QP) van Carroll en De Soete 

(1990), kunnen de predicties van ARFU-R eenvoudig worden afgeleid voor verschillende 

set-theoretische representaties van keuze-objecten: de geneste en de imperfect geneste 

reeks, de lineaire en de imperfect lineaire reeks, en de keten. Duidelijk blijkt de 

afhankelijkheid van de predicties van ARFU-R van de structuur van de set-theoretische 

representatie. FWnndien blijken de predicties van ARFU-R en GSTUN-QP voor ketens te 

divergeren, hetgeen de mogelijkheid biedt om beide modellen kritisch te toetsen. 

Staat in hoofdstuk 2 een theoretische exploratie van enkele implicaties van ARFU-R 

voor zoveel mogelijk verschillende set-theoretische representaties centraal, in hoofdstuk 3 

gaat het om de experimentele toetsing van zoveel mogelijk implicaties van ARFU-R voor 

slechts twee set-theoretische representaties: de geneste reeks en de imperfect geneste 

reeks. Voor iedere representatie worden twee sets van samengestelde keuze-objecten 

geconstrueerd: een set met ziektebeelden van patiënten en een set met schematische 

tekeningen van gezichten. Triadische vergelijkingsdata ondersteunen ARFU-R, terwijl 

geometrische modellen minder adequaat blijken te zijn. 

In hoofdstuk 4 worden de relaties uitgewerkt tussen de implicaties van ARFU voor 

lineaire en quasi-lineaire bomen enerzijds en de implicaties van ARFU-R voor geneste en 

imperfect geneste reeksen anderzijds. De resultaten uit dit hoofdstuk steunen op twee 

pijlers: 

1). De invariantie van Restle's afstandsmodel onder de set-symmetrische verschil operatie 

m.b.t. een willekeurige set. 

2). Het set-symmetrisch verschil m.b.t. een vaste set transformeert lineaire reeksen in 

lineaire bomen. 

Hieruit volgt dat ARFU-R toegepast op lineaire reeksen equivalent is met ARFU-R toegepast 

op lineaire bomen. Een karakterisering van een quasi-lineaire boom als een 

set-theoretische representatie zal leiden tot een verdere uitdieping van de relaties tussen 
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ARFU voor bomen en ARFU-R voor set-theoretische representaties. 

Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt ontvouwingsmodellen welke uitbreidingen zijn van Restle's 

(1961) model voor de waarschijnlijkheid van een responsie. Restle's model, het enige 

andere feature model voor ontvouwing dat bekend is uit de literatuur, blijkt slecht 

gedefinieerd te zijn en Implausibele voorspellingen te doen. Een eerste modificatie van 

Restle's model genereert meer plausibele voorspellingen door additionele sets van 

kenmerken in het keuzeproces te betrekken. Een tweede modificatie bouwt bovendien het 

keuzeproces verder uit. Er wordt uitgegaan van een race tussen drie parallele processen. 

Twee processen zijn gericht op de detectie van kenmerken van de keuze-objecten, terwijl 

het derde proces een 'deadline' proces is. Als de twee detectie processen eerder aflopen 

dan het deadline proces, dan wordt een 'beredeneerde' keuze gemaakt (afhankelijk van 

welk proces gewonnen heeft), en als het deadline proces eerder afloopt, maakt het subject 

een willekeurige keuze tussen de twee objecten. De implicaties van dit race model 

aangaande de ordinale eigenschappen van de keuzekansen komen overeen met de 

implicaties van ARFU-R. Door voor de deelprocessen meer specifieke aannames te maken 

kunnen ook implicaties aangaande de reactietijd verdeling van het keuzeproces worden 

afgeleid, welke een meer precieze toetsing van het model toelaten. 

De epiloog sluit af met een aantal suggesties voor toekomstig onderzoek, waaronder 

een kritische test van ARFU-R en GSTUN-QP, de ontwikkeling van schattingsalgoritmes 

voor varianten van ARFU-R, en het ontwikkelen van reaktietijd modellen die verenigbaar zijn 

met het Restie model en ARFU. 
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